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Salutatorl'
The Moving Finger

writes;

and, having writ,

Moves on: nor al.l your Piety nor Wit
Shall lure" it back to cancel half a Line,
NOl'

all your Tears

wash out a Word of it.
-O'/lwr

To tlte M'enibers of the Focultv,

Alumni

Ktiavyam.

andSt udents of the Kansas Cit:;.

School of Lai«.
GREETING:

concerted

shortcomings
criticism,

In submitting

for your consideration

this book, the result of

efforts of the past months, we do so without thought of apology
you may find herein and we ask that you meet us,

110t

OUf

for any

in a spirit of

but that you rejoice with us that it is even so good as you may find it.

To the helpful

co-operation

body is due, in a large measure,
this our initial journey

of the Members
whatever

of the Faculty

into the realm of the "art preservative

As "The Moving Finger writes" so ha ve we chronicled,
nor of rancor,

and the student

of success we may have achieved

and the shafts of satire launched

ill

of all arts."
with naught of malice'

herein are tipped with laughter

and not with tears.
It has been our purpose to present
and a history
recollection
succeeded

to you as accurately

as may he, a picture

of our Alma Mater such as will bring satisfaction

to our Alumni, and to our student
in this we can gracefully

to our Faculty,

body a sense of pride.

If we ha ve

lay down our task and sign ourselves

THE EDITORS,
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nes.

ON KE'\T'S

CO\I\IENTA/<IES,

WE RESPECTFL:LLY

DEDICATE

THE PANDEX

OF 1915
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JUDGE

ROBERT

B. MIDDLEBROOK

5

A True Estimation
Eight generations
ancient and honorable
sketch.

of Middlebrooks have lived near Trumbull, Con11. Of this
family comes Robert B. Middlebrook, the subject of this

Graduating
frOI11 Law Department of Yale, with LL.B., in 1878, he came
"West to grow up with the country," and began that year the practice of law in
the then village of the City of Kansas, now Kansas City, Mo. After ten years
at the local bar, he became Assistant City Counselor and later served for five
years as City Counselor.
Twice he has been upon the committee of freeholders
to prepare for adoption the charter of Kansas City. In 1909 he was appointed
Police Commissioner;
in 1910-11 served as Circuit Judge.
From 1911 to 1914
he was Election Commissioner of Kansas City.
In all these various trying capacities he has acquitted himself nobly. Someone
has said, "Reputation
is what other folks say about you," and judged by this
test, Robert B. Middlebrook ranks high in the professional world; but continuing,
the same author has said, "Character is what you are," and judged by this test,
he stands even higher.
For thirty-seven years identified with that which is wholesome in our city,
his life has been as an open book. In politics a Republican Sta.ndpatter of the
old school; in religion an Episcopalian, who lives what he reads in his ritualistic
service; on the bench and at the bar, a man; in the home, a good husband and
father; in office, square. In all the relations of life, " 'tis but faint praise to say"
that he measures up to the type of true manhood.
For some years he has lecturecl on Kent's Commentaries
in the Kansas City
School of Law, and the writer, who has had opportunity to carefully scrutinize
his work, does not hesitate to say that no better lectures are given anywhere.
Well may the young men take him as an "exemplar."
"The longer on this earth we dwell,
And weigh the various qualities of men,
The more we feel the high stern featured beauty
Of plain devotedness to duty,
Steadfast and still, nor paid with mortal praise,
But finding amplest recompense
For life's ungarlanded expense
In work done squarely and un wasted days."
BEN E. TODD.
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HON.
(Of

President

"Warner,

Dean.

and Lecturer

QLl VEn

HON.
(Of

Gage,

&

Ladd

(Of Cowherd,
Lecturer

j

the

Court

Laccurer
JUDGE

Small.

New

on Real

of

"'IV1LLARD
of

Life

Bldg".)

of

Mlaaourl.

New

J,

,VALTEH

HON.

A.

A, 1....

RON.
Evans,

JOHN

Morrow,

Bl d g.)

POWELl.,

New York
Life Btd g'.)
the Missouri
Statutes.

wttson.
Law

THOUAS

.s.
on

Estill,
Agency.

H.

Commerce
Plea.df ng ,

WILLIAl\1

Gloyd

HON.

•

on

EDWARD

Bldg.)

P.

National

D.

Bank

Bl d g'.)

BORLAND,

(l\lember
of Congress,
Washington,
D.
Lect ur-er- on Contracts
and
'Vilis.

Lecturer

Bldg,)

REYNOLDS,

Fox
&. Moore,
First
Lecturer
on Bankruptcy.

HON.

Cou nt y.)

1. WILT ...TAl\lS0N,

'Vllllamson
Lecturer

HON.
Lathrop,

Count y-)

COOPER,

Hadley,
Cooper,
Nee l &.
Lecturer
on Common

(Or

Bldg".)

M, A, ~-'YKE.

ke &. Snyder,
Sharp
Lecturer
on j nsurance.

F'y

JUDGE

Life

SEEHORN,

Court
of J ackecn
on Eviuence.

(Of Powell,
Powell
&. Kurtz,
Pleading
and Practice
under

and

York

Remedies.

MIDDLEBROOK,

B.

THO:\IAS

Cll'euit
Lecturer
HON.

Dean

Life Bldg.)

P. HAI.L.

Appeals

HOBEH.T

the

(Of

(Of

YOl'k

Proper-tv.

on Extraol'dinary

JUDGE:
(,Judge

Law.

B. LADD,

(Of Hatch
& l\liddlebrook,
Hall
Bldg.)
.Iud ge of the Cil'cuit
Court
of Jackson
j.eeturer
on Kent'S
Commentarles.

(Formerly

(Of

Bldg.)

HON. R. J. ]NGRAHA~I.
n gru.hnm. Durham & "Morse, Republic Bldg.)
on the "Law of Muntctpat Corporations.
JUDGE

of

Scarritt

and Constitutional

HON. J AUES S. BOTSFORD,
Deatherage & Creason, New Yor1,
Lecturer on Equity Judsprudence.

(Of Botsford,

Judge

H. DEAN,
La ng-wort hy.

of Corporations

SANFORD

Lecturer

(Formerly

&

Mck.ec d

on the Law

C.)

ELLISO:K,

(Commerce
Bldg.)
Negotiable
Instrumentd
and
Remedies.

and

Statutory

Hights

iHR. EL:'IIE'R N. POWELL,
(Of Powell, Powell & Kurtz, Kew York Life Bldg.)
Secret a ry and Treasurer
and ~eclurer
on Domestic RelatiolllS and

Partnership.

JOHN B. PE:W,
(Of Pew & Proctor, Scarritt Bldg,)
Lecture)' on Tons.
1\[R.

JlIR. J,AY U. LEE,
City Co unaelor, R. A. Long Bldg.)
on Criminal Law and Pt'ocedure,

(Assistant
Lect urer

BE{N E. TODD,
(Commerce Btd g.)
on Blackstone's
Commentaries,
and Common Carrier's.
UK

Reg'lst ru r a.nd Lecturer

Sales,

Bnllments

I

(Of Gage

:'IIR. JOHN B. GAGE:,
Rlch a.t-d son. New York Life
Asststan r. rneuuct or.

J\1R. FRANK C. \\'1 r.. KINSON,
Wilkinson & \Vilkinson, Commerce
Assistant
In at r uctor

(Of

;
(With

&

Warner,

),1 H. WIL,LIA1\L E. BYEHS,
Dean. McLeot'l & Langworthy,
Assistant
.lnst r-uct or

BI(l!;".)

Blug.)

Scar-rttt

BloJg.)

J\1R. vVILLJAJlI 'f. 'ALFORD,
(With Wright & Alford, Gloyd Bldg.)
AssIstant
Instructor'.

(\Vith

MH. JOHN G. HUTTON,
Hutton & Nourse. New York
Assistant
Jnstructor.

Life Bldg.)

JOHN
('I\'!th

T. CULBERTSON, .J H.,
Elliao n. Commerce Bldg.)
Allsi.9ln.nt Lnstruc tor.

E, D.

SI'ECB.l"

"The

r,F~C'I'UH.lm8.

JUDGE ,JOHN F. PHILIPS,
(F'ormerly U. S. Dts trlc t .Iu dge. H. A. LOIlg- Bldg.)
.Ludlciu r-y Clause of the Federal
Constitution
and Pleading
in the Peder-n l COUI'tS."

and

JUDGE SHEPARD BA~CLAY,
(Of Barclay, Orthwein & vva.llace. EH. Loula, Mo.)
(Formerly
Chief .I'ust Ice of th e Supreme Court Or xrtssourf.)
"Trade Mar-k s and Un tan- Competitlon,"
JUDCE JAJlIES H.. JOHNSON,
(.Judge of the Ka.n sa s City Court of Ap peats.)
"Procedure
In the Appellate
Cour-ts.'
JUDGE E. E. PORTERl~lELD.
(.JUdge of the Circuit Cour-t Of .l aokson Co un t v.j
"Juvenile
Courts,"
......

(Judge

(,Judge

JUDGE RALPH S. L.ATSHAW,
or the Criminal Court of Jackson
"Criminal
Evidence."

County.)

JUDGE JOSEPH
A. GUTHRIE,
of the Circuit Court of Jackson Cou nty.)
"Legal Ethics."

JUDGE
J. E. GT;INOTTE,
(.JUdge of the Pr-o ba t e Cour-t of Jackson COUTtty.)
"Probate
Practice and Procedure."
HON, WALLACE \V. GRKENE,
(Slate Senator. 610 Dwight Dldg.)
"How Our' Laws Are Mu d a."
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Pt-aotlce

HON. OLIVER H. DEAN, PRESIDENT
Corporations and Constitutional Law

9

HON. EDWARD
Negotiable

D. ELLISON,

Instruments

and Statutory

10

DEAN
Rights

HON. JAMES S. BOTSFORD
Equity Jurisprudence

1l

•

HaN. SANFORD B. LADD
Real Property

12

HON. R

J. INGRAHAM

Municipal Corporations

13

HON. WILLIAM P. BORLAND, M. C.
Contracts and Wills.

14

JUDGE WILLARD
Extraordinary

IS

P. HALL

Remedies

JUDGE THOMAS
Evidence

J.

SEEHORN

HON. M. A. FYKE
Insurance

17

JUDGE WALTER A. POWELL
Pleading and Practice

18

I-ION. A. L. COOPER
Common Law Pleading

19

HON. JOHN 1. WILLIAMSON
Agency

20

II
HON. THOMAS

J.

Bankruptcy

REYNOLDS

HON. ELMER N. POWELL,

SEC. AND TREAS.

Domestic Relations and Partnership

22

MR. JOHN B. PEW
Torts

23

MR. JAY M. LEE
Criminal Law and Procedure

24

MR. BEN E. TODD, REGISTRAR
Blackstone's Commentaries, Sales, Bailments, Common Carriers, and Code Pleading

25

MR. JOR\!
Assistant

B. GAGE
Instructor

26

�1R. FRANK C. WILKINSON
Assistant Instructor

27

MR. WILLIAM
Assistant

E. BYERS

Instructor

28

:\;JR. WILLIAM T. ALFORD
Assistant

Instructor

29

,

MR. JOHN G HUTTON
Assistant

Instructor

30

,

MR. JOHN T. CULBERTSON,
Assistant Instructor
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JR.

HON. C. 0 TICH.ENOR
Fonner

Lecturer

011

Constitutional

32

Law

,

A Tribute to Mr. C. O. Tichenor
A MAN OF IDEALS
An unusual gathering of the bar and bench and leading citizens of Kansas
City took place at the Blue Hills Club on the 7th day of October last in honor
of 1VTr.C. O. Tichenor, who had retired from the practice of the law a couple of
years previous and had gone to California to live. When he came back here on a
visit his friends were 1110St pleased to entertain him and express their high appreciation of him as a man, a citizen and a lawyer.
NIr. Tichenor formerly lectured on "Constitutional
Law, He. was one of its greatest teachers.
He always
the school, and was proud of its success. The following
by O. H. Dean:

Law" in 011r School of
took a great interest in
tribute was paid to him
.

"This meeting and the occasion of it have suggested that it might be proper
to give expression to what I know is in the minds and hearts of the many who
have gathered here this evening.
"We have not come here merely because we delight in, and are proud of the
noble qualities, incomparable wit and personal charms of our honored guest.
It
is true they have endeared him to all who have had the good fortune to know him
intimately, and these alone would more than justify our meeting, but it is something higher than this to which we would pay our sincerest tribute.
We pay
tribute to the man of high ideals, who has lived true to those ideals.
"He dedicated his life to a work which he estimated as the greatest in which
any man could engage-the
law-and
he has nobly performed that work.
"To him it was as clear as it could be to any man that without the law's protection our civilization would disappear; that it is the foundation of all order,
freedom and progress; that every right we possess, everything we enjoy of conscience, of speech and of liberty of conduct we derive through it: that the wisest
theory of the economist must be written in the law to be made valuable; that
every development in the science of government finds application and use only
after it is the wisdom and force of law, fundamental,
customary or statutory,
that mark our country's progress.
"Our friend's distinguished
career h.:LSshown us that we all ought to remember, that the great lawyer, whether sitting on the bench or practicing at the
bar, counselling courts and society, must be far more than the man who is merely
wise in precedents.
His constant study is the wisest rules which human judgment
and morality can discover and apply to the affairs of men, and as society advances
and civilization becomes more complex, new principles must be established and
new rules announced for their enforcement,
political, social and economic, and
hence the need of such constant study of human affairs on the broadest and most
thorough lines.
33

"The lawyer who clearly recognizes that his duty is to protect those whose
rights were invaded, in great things and in small things, and who, with unfaltering courage will always do it, ought to and does command the admiration of all.
l'1'hat other class in our profession who submit themselves to the beck and
call of those who by unjust proceedings, for unjust purposes seek to obtain or
defeat what is (air and right, and who, for private emolument, use the law [or
that purpose, should arouse the detestation of all who witness it. They should
stand degraded in a profession which ought to command the talents of the highest
and the best, only for the purposes which are the highest and best.
"The lawyer can, as our friend did, ennoble his work or he call cheapen it.
He can be loyal to it or he can be a traitor to it. He can use its processes and
its purposes to shield and advance the simplest as well as the highest rights of
government, of society, and the individual members of society; or, he can use
those processes to betray and defraud his fellowmen.
He can make his work
not only blossom with deeds of unproc1aimed kindnesses to the poor, the helpless
and the needy, who want wise direction, but he can direct and largely control
everything in government and society.
"His position is far above the commercial spirit of the age. To him all
worthy men accord their respect and highest confidence.
"In the sciences, in religions, in governments,
in philosophy and in morals,
there are fundamental theories which make each of them great and useful or
useless. And so it is in the law. It can be degraded or raised to the loftiest plane,
and he who is our honored guest tonight, by virtue of his lofty calling, his commanding talents and devotion to all that is honorable and worthy in the law, did
much to elevate it, to promote and advance its highest uses, so that he has rightly
earned the title of the 'Lawyer of the Lawyers.'
More than that, in a government in which no empty titles are conferred or inherited, but which is based upon
a desire for justice and individual freedom to a higher degree than was ever
before witnessed among men, he should, without extravagance
of statement, be
rightly recognized as among the real princes of the earth.
"That his tribe may multiply, I know is the aspiration and prayer cV everyone
here this evening who loves law and order, united with justice."

34

HON. FRAt{CIS M. BLACK
Former Judge Missouri Supreme Court
First President Kansas City School of Law
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Organization
The Kansas City School of Law was incorporated in 1895, under the laws
of the State of Missouri,

and the original incorporators were:

JUDGE FRANCIS M. BLACK,
HON. OLIVER H. DEAN,
HON. SANFORD B. LADD,
JUDGE EDWARD L. SCi\RRITT,
JUDGE EDWARD H. STILES,

J.

HON. R

INGRAHAM,

HON. JAMES H. HARKLESS,
MR JOH)J W. SNYDER,
MR ELMER N. POWELL,
HON. EDWARD D. ELLISON,
HON. WILLIAM P. BORLAND,
The present officers of the corporation are as

jVt

£0110\;\15:

HON. OLIVER H. DEAN
President

I-ION. SANFORD B. LADD
Vice-President

HON. R

J.

U,GRAHAM

V ice- President

HON. W:\1. P BORLAND, M.

c.

\ "icc-President

HO'\

EDWARD D. EU"ISON
Dean

MR ELMER N. POWELL
Secretary

and Treasurer

:\lR BEN E. TODD
Registrar
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History of the Kansas City School of Law
Twenty years ago at this time' there was conceived the idea of orgamzing a
Law School in Kansas City. Looking at the present and considering QUI' present
success, it is difficult to realize the trials and tribulations that were encountered
in getting our Law School organized.
Previous to 1895 there had been two unsuccessful attempts to start a law
school here, and, like Banquo's ghost, the recollections of those unsuccessful efforts arose to thwart every plan that was suggested.
Finally, however, every obstacle was overcome and a pro forma decree was
granted by the Circuit Court of this county on August 17, 1895, upon the application of Judge Francis M. Black, as President; Hon. Oliver H. Dean and Judge
Edward L. Scarritt, as Vice-Presidents;
Han. Wm. P. Borland, as Dean; Hen.
Elmer N. Powell, as Secretary, and Hon. Edward D. Ellison, as Treasurer.
Immediately
thereafter there was added to the original incorporators
Han.
Sanford B. Ladd, Judge Edward H. Stiles, Han. R. ]. Ingraham, Han. James
H. Harkless and Han. John \t\!. Snyder. At the present time the lecture force
consists of twenty-six regular lecturers and eight special lecturers.
The first year fifty-seven students were enrolled ill the school and there were
'twenty-seven graduates in the first graduating
class of 1897. Last year there
were 283 students in regular enrollment and 56 graduates.
As originally planned the school consisted of a two years' course, but in 1905
the course was extended to three years, and since 1910 ten hours and a half per
week of class school work has been required.
The school has been blessed with having had as two Presidents, JUdge Francis 1\1. Black, who held this position from the incorporation of the school to the
time of his death in 1902, and since then Hon. O. H. Dean, and for its VicePresidents Hon. Sanford B. Ladd and Han. R. ]. Ingraham, and formerly Judge
Edward L. Scarritt, all of whom have not only stood at the head of th.e bar, but
who have been idealists in the practice of their profession.
These men, by their
zeal and conscientious work in the Law School, have been an inspiration to the
other members of the Faculty, as well as to the students in the school, and during the twenty years of our existence every graduate has had as his mentor one
or all of these men.
There have been no mere figureheads among the members of the Faculty.
Every lecturer and instructor has done his work well and thoroughly.
These examples have been emulated by students who have gone forth from our walls and
entered upon the practice of their chosen profession. OUf graduates are not only
men of high character, but they are taking a high rank at the bar of this and
37

other states, and I constantly hear of them being elected or appointed to positions
and trust, as judges, states and county attorneys and members of state
legislatures and as "members of Congress.
There are now 825 graduates who are scattered all over this country from
the New England states to the Pacific Coast, and in the Philippine Islands and
Porto Rico, and through their successes, glory and fame arc being shed daily
upon their alma mater, the Kansas City School of Law.
Two national legal fraternities have active flourishing chapters in our midst,
one of which has been named the "Snyder Senate," in memory of our beloved
friend, Hon. John \\'. Snyder, whose very name is an inspiration to all of you,
and the students have established a permanent debating club, which carries on its
work during the SU111mervacation as welt as during the school year.
The character forming period of a lawyer is while he is taking his law
course, and it is our constant aim to inculcate into the minds of the student the
highest ideals of legal ethics, as well as the broad fundamental principles of legal
j 11 risprudence.
E D. ELLISON.
of honor
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STAFF
EUGENE R. COCHRAN,

Edttor-in-Chlet,
DENIS J. DOWNEY,
Literary Editor.
JOSEPH M. McCUNE,
Athletic and Local Editor.
VERNE W. SIBLEY,
Art Editor.
JOHN G. !\cKERNAN,
Advertising

!\anager.

HARRY TERTE,
Business !\anager.
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Senior Class Officers
First Term

Second Term

John \\1. Wiley, President
Paul Bunton, Vice-President
Roy S. Lowe, Secretary
Grover Childers, Critic
Robert Stemmons, Sergeant-at-Arms

William R. Jewell, President
Archie Q. Jones, Vice-President
Claude B. Kenney, Secretary
Roscoe Rizley, Treasurer
Joseph D. Murphy, Critic
J. Francis O'Sullivan, Sergeant-at-Arms
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Class

Senior
Biddle,

William

Humphrey.

Kilmer, James Adrian.

. . Leavenworth,
Brown,

Thomas

Leo

Boyer, Guy Maxwell
Carter,
Childers,

Huntsville,

Cooper,

John

Cunningham,
Donnelly.

Kansas

Roy

Denis
James

Galloway,

. . Paola, 1<as.

McConnelL ... Butler, Mo.

Me Alpine. John Walker .. Kansas City, Kas.
Mcf.une, Joseph McCreary.

Mo.

.Kausas City, Mo.

City, Mo.

Mck ernan, John George .. Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.
City. Mo.

Mcdill. James S
Menichetti, Emil]

Bruce .. Kansas

City, Mo.

Mohrle, Charles A

City, 11,'10.

Murphy, Joseph Dennis
Kansas City, Mo.
O'Sullivan, James Francis.

G

Kansas

John.

. Kansas

City, Mo.

Kansas

City, Mo.

Frank

Clarence

Albert

Pa-isa,

.Independence, Mo.
August ... Kansas City, Mo.

Greife, William

Frank

. . Kansas City. Mo.

.. Kansas

Parkinson

Harry

Downey,

Ludwick,

LaGrange, Mo.

Richar-d

Cochran. Eugene Ruthven

Flynn.

Lowe, nay Sereno.

Logan. Kas.

. .. Rosedale, Kas.
Atchison, Kas .

Kansas City, Mo.

Grover.
John

P

Kansas City, Mo.

George Watson

Clayton,

Leacy, Andrew

Lewkowitz. Herman.

Paul J

Burton,

Kas.

Leavenworth,
Pittsburg,

Kansas City, Mo.

.
Samuel Eugene.

Rialey, Roscoe.

Kas.
Kas.

.

Kansas City, Mo.
. ... Piper, Kas .
Beaver, Okla.

Shuey, Ray L.

. .. Emporia, Kas.

Hanson, Harry William .. Kansas City, Ka s.
Henning, Eldridge Henry.

Sternmons, Robert.

A villa, Mo .

.Kansas City, Kas.
Centralia, Mo.

Terte, Harry.
Trickett, Lawrence

.
Kansas City, Mo.
Gray. Kansas City, Kas.

Hulen,
Jenkins,

Ruby Mosley
Cothern

Milton

Sibley.

Leon, Wis.

Verne

Updegraff,

Winfield

M. 0

Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.

Jewell, William Rowe. J1.. Kansas City, Mo.

Vance, William

Harry

Kansas City, Mo.

jones.

War-ren, Henri

Laurens

Kansas City, Mo.

Archie

Jones, Craver

Quincy
Cleveland

joyce, Grover.
Keyton, Edward

Ca rro'Jlton, Mo.

West,

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.

Lee

Kenney, Claude B.
Kenney, -Roy S.

Kansas City, Mo.

.

Kansas City, Kas.
.. Ridgeway, Mo.

Wilson, Mark Twain.
" .. Kansas City,'Mo.
Wilson. Orra Alexander
Kansas City, Mo.
Wilson. William J nlien
Kansas City, Mo.

Neosho, Mo.
.

George Henry

Wiley, John William.

Neosho, Mo.
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ROBERT STEMMONS
Sergeant-at-Arms first term. A long, lean,
lank lawyer fr0111 Lawrence County.

JAMES ADRIAN KILMER
Terte's Compendium of Legal Knowledge.

DENIS JOHN DOWNEY, ~ T

q>

Basketball team. Literary editor Pi\KDEX.
A large, 5111all man about Napoleon's size.

SAMUEL EUGENE

PARISA

Treasurer Junior year. Speaker annual banquet.
He who hesitates is lost, especially
when speaking at an annual banquet.
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WILLIAM

AUGUST GRIEFE

Modest and unassuming,
and should
been an interpreter of the Divine Word.

JOSEPH

DENNIS

have

MURPHY

Sergeant-at-Arms Junior year. Critic Senior
year. Chairman of Publicity Committee.
Believes in advertising, notwithstanding
all ethical teachings.

JOHN RICHARD

CLAYTON

Teacher's pet. Vigorously and vehemently
vociferous. Believes that silence is NOT golden.

EUGENE

RUTHVEN

COCI-IRAN, '" A

Cl

Editor-in-Chief
of PANDE,X.
Vife dassent
slam him, owing to the strict censorship.
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PAUL

J.

BURTON

Vice-President
first half Senior year.
authority on "stoppage in transitu."

GEORGE HENRY

WEST,

CO~1lI1ENCE!\1ENT

<P A

An

A

SPEAh:ER

Wauted : A boy to answer
and carry notes.

the telephone

ROY S. KENNEY
If application
lawyer.

wins, he is going to make a

JOl-IN WILLIAM

WILEY,

<P

A

A

President first term Senior year. He quizzes
the quizrnaster in a quizzical way.
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M. O. UPDEGRAFF,

<I> A t>

"Why, I was just going to say-c-' A systematic systematizer who is strong for system.

RAY L. SHUEY
Teaches the Young Idea how to shoot.
'Todd's shafts of sarcasm score him not.

JOSEPH

McCHEARY McCUNE,

<I> t> <I>

A worthy son of a noble sire. Job may have
been afflicted, but at that he had nothing on

Joe.

WILLIAM

HUMPHREY

"The Leavenworth
first victim of Todd's

BIDDLE,

Lothario."
inquisitorial

<J>

A

t>

Always the
ordeal.
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JOHN WALTER

McALPINE

A skillful and charming raconteur and storyteller. You should hear him tell a story.

CLAUDE B. KENNEY
Secretary Senior year. 0 woman! lovely
woman (which one) ! Illy thought by clay and
my dream by night.

VERNE WINFIELD

SIBLEY

Art Editor PANDE.X. A close student of the
Law of Domestic Relations. He is so well
known to the conductors on the Troost a venue
line that they don't charge him fare.

HARRY W. HANSON,

<I> ~

<I>

The guy that "grabs the junk" in an attachment suit.

so

JAMES

FRA'\K

FLYNN,

"' A

Q.

A protege of Judge Guthrie and a worthy
choice. He may become a statesman. but never
will be an orator.

ROY SERENO LOWE
Secretary Senior year. He may know the
law, but sometimes has difficulty in tel1ing it.

WILL AM JEWELL

WILSO~

Vice-President
Junior year.
A studious
student who always has something to say.
Assumes an argumentative
attitude in answermg.

J AMES SHERMAN

MEDILL,

We call your attention to the
They can raise anything in Kansas.

<P

A

Q.

mustache.
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ORRA ALEXANDER
Collectively

speaking,

WILSON

he gets the money.

ROSCOE RIZLEY,
COM ME.NCE.i\IENT

<I>

Aa

SPEAKER

Chairman Program Committee of the Debating Society.
Treasurer
Senior year.
An
authority on Justice Court Practice, Todd to
the contrary notwithstanding.

THOMAS

LEO BROWN

An honest man is the noblest work of God.
He frequently admits that he does not know.

CLARENCE ALBERT GALLOWAY
His voice is as soft and soothing as a purling
brooklet, and he will never be pinched for exceeding the speed limit.
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__
."l..

GROVER

CHILDERS

Critic Senior year. "King of the Movies."
His answers are both recondite and redundant.

EMIL MENICHETTI
The man of many aliases. Slow to anger,
but angered, his wrath is boundless.

CHARLES

A. MOHRLE,

~ T

q,

So quiet and noiseless that he can hear himself think.

JOHN

GEORGE McKERNAN

Advertising manager PANDEX.
The Irish
ragpicker. A model young man, who has none
of the petty vices which so often afflict the
modern young man.
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~

;.

GROVER JOYCE
Toastmaster at the annual banquet.
O'Sullivan's official nominator. Believes in the divine
right of kings to rule.

LAWRENCE

GRAY TRICKETT

He drives a Ford, so the jitneys beguile him
not.

ARCHIE

QUINCY

JONES,

<I>

A u

Treasurer Junior year. Vice-president Senior
year.
An opponent of the doctrine of race
suicide and a disseminator of agricultural illformation.

ANDREW

P. LEACY

"Diamond Dick."
But he does not always
get the diamonds.
His intentions, however,
are good.
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GROVER

C. JONES

Some sport.
Has all three speeds and the
earmarks of a lawyer.

WILLIAM

ROWE JEWELL,

Jr.,

.l.

T

<I>

President second term. Member basketball
team.
A blythesome benedict, if you know
what that means.

GaTHER"

MILTON

JENKINS

Critic Debating Society. "Isn't he pretty,
girls? 1'111 going to have him get Illy divorce
for me."

GUY MAXWELL

BOYER

An ambitious youth; and if you haven't
paid your doctor bill, you had better conciliate
him.
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JOHN

P. COOPER

If you didn't see him in class you wouldn't
know he was there.

F. W. HAAS
Two years in one.
short cut to knowledge.

Believes

RUBY MOSLEY

111

taking a

HULEN

President Debating Society. Note the oratorical aspect. He is our "Boy Orator."

HENRI

LAURENS

WARREN

High class goods come in small packages.
Has passed the Bar exam. and can now get
through on his reputation.
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ROY B. CUNNINGHAM
A real property shark.
until it becomes tedious.

HERMAN
The only attorney
all his own.

ELDRIDGE

Can talk Tiedeman

LEWKOWITZ
in the class with an office

HENRY HENNING,

t>

T

<I'

Where's Henning tonight?
Is he sick?
Todd's authority 011 the Kansas law.

HARRY TERTE
Business manager PANDEX. irA bad actor."
Oh, girls, look at the handsome man.
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JAMES FRANCIS O'SULLIVAN,

Il. '1' <I>

President first term Freshman year. He is
a lawyer, he admits it himself.
He is not,
however, a piano mover.

MARK TWAIN

WILSON ,

<I> A Il.

President first term Junior year.
never sold gold bricks, but he could.

I
t

FRANK McCONNELL

LUDWICK,

He has

<I>

A

Il.

President Freshman year. Most Puissant
High Flying F. L. E.
The blond Apollo
with the bewitching smile.
It is -understood
that he never sleeps.
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Last Will and Testament of the Class of 1915.
VVe, the class of 1915, of the Kansas City School of Law, in the City of
Kansas City, County of Jackson, State of Missouri, being possessed of sound and
disposing minds, and cognizant of the fact that OUf unparalelled careers for efficiency, knowledge and punctuality as students will soon terminate, and being
desirous of assisting our successors, in so far as we may, to adhere to the sacred
honor of maintaining the dignity and learning incidental to the proud name of
Seniors which they will bear, cIo hereby make, execute and publish this our last
will and testament, to-wit, as Iollows :
To the class of 1916 we give and devise the Senior class r00111 and all
appurtenances
thereto, including the battle-scarred
tables and chairs therein,
silent witnesses of the promulgation
of irreconcilable
doctrines of law, which
we are carrying forth to be arrayed, displayed and ofttimes shattered on many
a legal battlefield; also several bright and shining cuspidors of a transitory nature
whose situs shall always be adjacent to those of you who "ruminate"
and spurt
forth with unerring aim a stream of "Granger Twist" consistency.
It is our earnest wish and desire that the class of 1916 as our successors
occupy said Senior class room as follows:
The first and foremost rows of chairs and tables be reserved to those who
cannot refrain from wooing the God of Morpheus, unless they be in close proximity to the fountain of knowledge.
The next few rows in distance from the rostrum to be reserved to the
slightly indifferent and those who prefer not to be the objective of too many
requests for impromptu recitations.
The remaining rows to be reserved to those who have an innate sense of
justice and who fear to be guilty of indecent exposure of the lack of knowledge,
which though they purport to possess, they have not unconsciously absorbed.
'The aforesaid arrangement of occupancy, however, may be altered, changed
or modified to meet any and all circumstances
or exigencies which may arise.
It shall always be permissible to allow those to group together who are associated by common ties of fellowship, whether resulting from habit, disposition,
temperament,
or the wants and fears of individuals.
To those of you, class of 1916, who prefer to conceal yourselves behind two
number elevens by placing them as impenetrable barriers upon the table before
you, we direct the request that you properly demean yourselves and lower your
black soles to a 10 per cent grade, so that your presence will always be noted
and the master calling the roll will not labor under the delusion that you are a
ventriloquist.
To those of you who in your Freshman year were intoxicated
with an over-zealous enthusiasm, which has since been diminished and restored
to normal, and who gazed with a mixed expression of awe and ignorance at the
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portraits on the wall of the prodigies who had gone before, we give and bequeath
said time-honored reproductions with the admonition that you be diligent and
not fall by the wayside, else' your smiling countenance will be found wanting in
1917 from the category of the great.
We give and bequeath to the class of 1916 the noises which will emanate
from the adjoining room occupied by Freshmen who laugh and applaud with
unsurpassed vigor at regular intervals at the Eighteenth Century jokes and stories
inflicted upon them by the lecturers, who, aware of their density, must laugh
first so that their jokes will permeate and be appreciated; also those noises
from the street below which will cause the command that the windows be
lowered, which our noble preceptor, Todd, in a 42-centimeter tone of voice had
but a few moments previously ordered thrown open.
As a further bequest we give and bequeath to the class of 1916 the honor
of being denounced and in the same breath told in all sincerity that you are
the most wonderful class the school has ever produced, even as we have been
told, and as your successors will most surely be informed, and their successors,

ad infinit'um.
As our last and final bequest we give and bequeath to the class of 1916 the
atmosphere of said Senior class room, which though ofttimes literally filled with
smoke between quizzes and lecture, is pervaded with good fellowship supreme.
The good fellowship of youth, plus enthusiasm undaunted, persistency and determination of purpose, commingled with the resulting trials and joys of those who
toil by day and night in the struggle to win.
All the foregoing bequests and devises are to be retained by the class of
1916 for the next succeeding year from our departure, remainder over to the
class of 1917 for one year, remainder likewise to all classes which foll-ow during
the existence of the Kansas City School of Law.
We hereby appoint the President of the class of )916 executor of this our
last will and testament.
In' so doing we entertain high hopes that he will be
worthy of this great confidence reposed in him and direct that, in so far as he may,
he force full and faithful compliance to all commands and entreaties herein
expressed.
In testimony whereof, we have hereunto subscribed our name and affixed
our seal this 1st day of April, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
fifteen.
(Seal)

SENlOR

CLASS,

1915.

Signed, sealed , published and declared by the above named testators as and
for their last will and testament in the presence of us who at their request, in
their presence, and in the presence of each other, have hereunto subscribed our
names as witnesses.
SHELLY

COGS V.

Attest:

G. M.

JENKINS,

CASE

RULE,

BERNARD.

'15.
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Junior Class Officers
Second Term

rirst Term
Frank W. lvlcQuaid, President

\IV. E. Carson,

VV. E. Carson,

Ceo. W. Miller, Vice-President

Vice-President

President

W. A. Sammis, Secretary

A. 1-. Behrendt,

R. G. Morse,

R. G. Morse, Treasurer

jos.

P. Duffy,

Treasurer
Sergeant-at-Arms

Secretary

Glen E. Whitelaw) Critic
P. G. Talbert,

Dave Dabbs, Critic
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Sergeant-at-Arms

Of

HARRY A. SCHWARTZ
Yawk.
"Hello, Broadway."

NOD

R. CARTER TUCKER
You can always tell Tucker, but you can't
tell him much.

FRED RUARK
Whence

is thy learning?

Hath thy toil o'er

books consumed the midnight oil?

DAVE DABBS
"Honest Abe" 2d.
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B. BYRON

WINGERT,

Wingert for Congress!

<li

A -"

"Holst the colors."

MISS HAZEL BALDWIN
n't

'er

'The difference is "vide 'twixt
side and the learning discoursed
trum.
\

AUGUST
SECRETARY

speech at my
from the ros-

F. BEHRENDT
SECOND

TERM

Emulates Wilhelm II in all but mustache.
A diligent seeker for the germs of knowledge.

ANDREW

JACKSON

1\OE,

A little more Herpicide,

Andy.

<li

A -"
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cRANK

W McQUAID

1'1{E5J1)I::.XT

FlRST

TEIDJ

He was so wise, he won first prize.

JOHN F. REINHARDT
'\"e know nothing ridiculous

about him.

A. F. HAMILTON
We hate to roast such a modest lad.

Rc\LPH RANDOLPH

ALLEN,

<Jj

A '"

How charming is Divine Philosophy;
Not harsh and crabbed as dull fools suppose,
But musical as is Apollo's flute,
And a perpetual feast of nectarecl sweets
where 110 erucle surfeit reigns.
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t

GEORGE

W MILLER,

<I> A t,

"Lock, he's winding up the watch of his
and bye and bye it'll strike,"

wit,

CHARLES

P. DALLAM

If a look judicial and wise helps a lawyer,
here's one that will rise.

EDWIt\
Hails

from

S. GARDNER

the land of

the Continental

Divide.

JOSEPH

P. DUF]7Y

Has nothing to do with "pure" malt.

6i

II

KS'L

GLEN E. WHITELAW
CRlTIC

SECOND

TE1H ...[

He and Jim Reed spoke at the banquet.
"Our Country," 'twas of thee.

LEWIS

B. DOUGLAS

Is it because his hair is curly?

HAROLD

R. MACKEY, ~ T

<P

Can play pool a little, basketball a little, and
law a little.

PAUL

C.

FARNER

It's not what you say, but how you say it.
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_.1

RUPERT
Treasurer.
thee."

"Of

V. 0
Says
know.

G. MOlZSE,

A

t.

all men, I have avoided

SMITHPETER

less in more

J.

q,

time

than

anyone

we

JAY JAMES

The class knows not its famous men.

HARMON

EUGENE

Cloaked in silent dignity,
among us.

WATKINS
he holds his

O\V11
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............
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DANIEL W WASHBURN,
A Daniel come to judgment.

MISS GERTRUDE

<P A '"

Yea, a Daniel.

WILLIAMS

The inspiration and conscience of the Junior
class.

PAUL KOONTZ, <P A '"
V\Te leave his praises unexpressed (for various reasons).

ROBERT
Authority
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A.. THORNTON, <P A '"
(?) on federal matters.

WILLIA:\{ E CARSON
PRE.SIDENT

Insists
States.

SE.COND

that Kansas

is a part of the United

WILLIAM

1\.

SEcrmT.\RY

The handsomest

SAMMIS

FIRST

TERM:

(lawyerP)

CLARENCE
"Yon Cassius
he thinks
gerous

TERM

C.

of them all.

Cf-lILCOTT

has a lean and hungry

too much.

Such

look ;

men are

dan-

EDMO"\D L. MESSMORE
He would "missmore"

if he knew less.
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PAUL G. TALBERT
"I do not consider the duties of Sergeantat-Arms a joke."
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Junior

t-

Class Roll

Allen, Ralph Randolph ..... Lawrence, Ka5.
Baldwin, Miss Hazel Marie.
.
.
. .Kansas City, Mo.
Behrendt, August Frank ...
. . Koenigsberg, Germany
Brooks, Hayes H.
.
Rosedale, K<15.
Brooks, Mrs. Harriet 'vVare .. Rosedale, Ka5.
Carson, William Edmund .... Chanute, Ka5.
Carter, Holly Powell ..... Kansas City, Ka5.
Chilcott, Clarence Christopher .. Newark, O.
Clardy, Benjamin Logan
Ethel, Mo.
Conlin, Ray William
Kansas City, Mo.
Dabbs, David Price.
.
Stella, Mo.
Daish, Walter Eager
Kansas City, Ka5.
Davis, William Jefferson.
. .Quincy, Ill.
Decker, Leo James ... Mt. Washington, Mo.
Douglas, Lewis Burton
Nelson, Nebr.
Doyle, Thomas Emmett
Kansas City, Mo.
Duffy, Joseph Peter
Topeka, Kas.
Farner, Paul Cleveland
Kearney, Mo.
Flynn, William A. .
.
Kansas City, 110.
Gardner, Ed win Stanton
Blaine, Colo.
Green, Miss Cora Bell
Kansas City, Mo.
Gurnsey, Curtis Harold
Kansas City, Mo.
Hamilton, Ausdille Travis. :.Pickering, La.
Harelson, Harvey Samuel ... Louisiana, Mo.
Heck, Ross.
. . Meadeville, Mo.
Hembree, Hugh Cleveland
Stockton, Mo.
Henderson, Eugene Venric
Argonia, Kas.
Heney, Edward Francis ... Kansas City, Mo.
Hensler, Max E..
. . Kansas City, Mo.
Hooper, Duke Wallace .. Leavenworth, Kas.
Howe, Frances Edward..
. . Detroit, Mich.
Hutson, Pearl Floyd .....
Pleasanton, Kas.
J ohnston, George Wood .
. . Kansas City, Kas.
Kanataar, Milford.
.
Centralia, Mo.
Kellogg, Gladstone Bismark.
.. . . . . Kansas City, Mo.
Koontz, Paul.
.. Kansas City, Mo.
Lashbrook, Loren Wesley.
.. . . . . Kansas City, Mo.
Little, Gerard Burton
Kansas City, Kas.
McCluer, N. E..
.
Kansas City, Mo.
McQuaid, Frank V\T.
. . Mapleton, Kas.
Mackey, Harold R
Kansas City, Kas.

May, Oscar Fedor.
.. Kansas City, Mo.
Metzger, Arthur S.
. . Independence, Mo.
Miller, George William
Kansas City, Mo .
Moorman, Zach Russell
Lynchburg, Va.
Morse, Rupert Glidden
Kansas City, Mo .
Noe. Andrew Jackson
West Plains, Mo.
O'Sullivan, Maurice Joseph.
e.
Kansas City, Mo.
Pugh, Edward Everett.
Kansas City, Mo.
Reinhardt, John Frederick .
...............
. Kansas City, Mo.
Ringolsky, Silver.
.
Kansas City, Mo.
Ruark, Fred.
.
Springfield, Mo.
Salinger, Ford.
. .. Leavenworth, Kas.
Sammis, William Alfred
Parsons. Kas.
Schwartz, Harry.
.
New York, N. Y.
Schneider, Norman Earl Wade ..
. .Kansas City, Kas.
Smithpeter, Vance O.
. . Carrollton, Mo.
Stone, George Hamilton .. Kansas City, Mo.
Stratton, Floyd Spencer
Springfield, O.
Talbert, Paul Granville
Centerville, Ia.
Thompson, J 01111 Arthur .. Kansas City, Mo.
Tucker, Robert Carter ... Kansas City, Mo.
Thornton, Robert Taliaferro, Jr.
.
Kansas City, Mo.
Walker, Paul.
Kansas City, Mo.
Washburn, Daniel Webster
. .. Oklahoma City, Okla.
Watkins, Harmon Eugene...
. . Alton, Ill.
Whitelaw, Glen Edward.
. . Bloomington, Mich.
Willbrand, Carl Henry .. Sweet Springs, Mo.
Williams, Miss Gertrude May .. Sheldon, Mo.
Williams, J effie Hoyt.
Fayette, Ark.
Williams, William George.
.
Kansas City, Mo.
Wingert, Benjamin Bryan .
. . Kansas City, Mo.
Wuerth, Floyd Eugene .. Leavenworth, Kas.
Freshmen .
Juniors.
Seniors.
Total.
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140

76
67
283

~

FRESHMEN

ill/IIII

CLASS OFFICERS

First Term

Second Term
G. A. Thomas, President

James A. McGee, President
H. C. Alwes, Vice-President

D. C. Lundeen,

Cora B. Greene, Secretary

Agnes ]. O'Brien, Secretary

L. N. Crowl, Treasurer

Vv. K Stewart, Treasurer
C. D. Struble, Critic

Annette

Moore, Critic

J.

Harry Evans, Sergeant-at-Arms
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Vice-President

WerlJY, Sergeant-at-Arms

JOHN

GEORGE MAGEE

President first term.
tocratic.

Our Emperor.

JA:YIES HAROLD

Aris-

BATCHELOR

A paralyzer of the feminine heart.

•

WOFFORD

EUGENE
Basketball

LEWIS,

t> T

<l'

team.

D C. LUNDEEN
Vice-President second term. Very fond of
the ladies'. company and conversation.
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JERO~IE MORTOi\

JOFFEE

"The General."
Where does he ramble between 6 p. 111. and 8 p. 111.?

HENRY ALWES
Vice-President
dale."

first term.

"Judge

of Rose-

WALTER KNIGHT STEWART
Treasurer
second
cratic orator.

term.

"Faith. ')

HENRY POLK LOWENSTEIN,

Demo-

Jr.

He would rather be right thal~be president.
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I
r

LUTHER

\V ALDO

AD.'\MSON

Trustee first ter-m.
A humorous
from the sunny side of the Ozarks.

JOSEPH

debater

LEO. McCARTHY

What was it happened all Thirty-sixth
one Sunday evening?

street

. HAROLD I-lEAD :YlURRY
Trustee first term.

Sheriff,

"by

gum.

LLOYD EARLE BARBER
"Dust thou art."

I doubt it.
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t

_1

----'---

_

LEOl'{

WESTLEY

CROWL,

Treasurer first term.
"Now, listen here."

'" T <I>

Humorous

debater.

ROY V. WINTERS
Who keeps us cool when the class room is
hot.

LEROY

WILLIAMS

Uncle Sam's son.

GEORGE

FRANCIS

I think I am "it."
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:V[cGOWAN
So thinketh

1.

f

ERNEST

MASON WEAVER

"Full many a flower is born to blush unseen and waste its sweetness on the desert
. "
air.

AGNES JOSEPHINE
Secretary second term.
ular girL

JESSE EVERETT

O'BRIEN
M. D.'s most pop-

BRIDGMAN

"Quo Vadis."
Has made remarkable progress in religious circles.
'.

ROBERT
He transposes

(

___ 1

MORRISON

MURRAY

statutes to suit himself.
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_

FRED LEWIS

LOOS,

<I>

A

Ll<

::\Ianages to look intelligent in class.

WILLIAM

EDGAR CRA:\1PTON

Class constitution framer.

PATRICK

WALTER

Banquet speaker.

CROKER,

<I>

A

Ll<

Politician.

STANLEY
Official

SEIBEL,

Ll< '1' <I>

pipe smoker-breaker.

)
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FRANK
"Intelligent

SCHWARTZ

Frank."

Ladies' man.

HENRY EDWARD BUCHER
"Oh! Gas, may it ever burn."

JUAN AGUILAN
"Philopena"

THOMAS

BAl\lLAl\

representative.

CLYDE SWANSON

"Broke my motor car again."

J
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•
C. G. BROWN
A little learning is a dangerous thing.

ROBERT

LINCOLN

Rosy cheeks galore.
sometimes.

SAMUEL

GILFILLAN

Never sleeps in class,

JACKSON

ROWELL

Justice of Peace, Liberty, "Mo.

J

CORRIGAN

The less they know the more they talk.
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•
I
HARRY HOUTS

EVANS,

<I' A t.

Compared to a wart on a duck's eyebrow,
he is slightly larger.

CLARENCE

WALTER

OSBORN

JOE P. SMITH, Jr.
Gone, but not forgotten.

HOMER

ALLISON

COPE

A. O. M. prime minister.
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__
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~~~~~-~~.

-

CHARLES

MICHAEL

Bowling

champion

JOHN VINCENT
Note the judicial aspect.
mand your respect.

CLARENCE

JOYCE

HILL
It should com-

ALVA BLOCHER

Principal and academic lawyer.

ARTHUR

WILLIAM

Pandex Committee.
Where is your dollar?
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KAELIN

Humorous
debater.
Who is Pauline?

LEONORE

SIMPSON

The brightest

girl in class.

PERCY AMBROSE
Nature

is shocking

BEULAH
Magee's

SHOCKLEY
in its efforts.

McCUTCHEON
side partner.

CLAUD BRUCE FLORA
Loudest boy in class.
"court" every Sunday.

Louder!

Goes to
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GEORGE CORWIN FLEENER,
He has swallowed
other dictionaries.

Webster's

<l> A <l.

and fourteen

CORA BELLE GREENE
Secretary first term. Freshman belle.
responding secretary for Cupid.

ERNEST

ROLLAND

SMITH

A true justician.

ARNOLD

RALPH

LIVERS

Sentiment he doth deride.
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Cor-

JACOB WERBY
Ready and willing, most capable,
Always on hand, his part to do.

too,

JAMES BERNAYS

T

Pandex Committee.

LOWERY,

Il.

<l>

Athletic Committee.

GLWEN AUTLEIGN

THOMAS

President second term. Banquet speaker.
Busy ever, for 'tis so. Official business takes
up time, you know.

EDGAR JOHN

KEATING

A real looking attorney.
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CORNELIUS DALE STRUBLE
If hungry would a moving picture fil-m.

CLEMENS MILLER REED
Prospecti ve represen tati ve.

CARL VIVIAK GROSS
So mild a man in word and mien I'm positive was never seen.

THOMAS WILLIAM

SKIDMORE
Created in the likeness .of man.

90

ANNET
Critic first term.

FRANK

HENRY

MOORE
Also suffragette.

RICKETSON,

Jr.

Pandex Committee.
If you can't blame
these on anyone else, blame 'em on me.
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Freshmen

Class Roll

Adamson, Luther Waldo
Everton, Mo.
Alwes. Henry Carl.
.
Rosedale, Kas.
Angle, Roy Elmer.
.
Wichita, Kas.
Banilan, Juan Aguilan .. Pila Laguna, P. J.
Barber, Lloyd Earle
Kansas City, Mo.
Batchelor, James Harold .. Kansas City, Mo.
Bennett, Ralph Emmett.. Kansas City, Kas.
Blackman, Cleveland Grover ... Adrian, Mo.
Blocher, Clarence Alva ... Kansas City, Mo.
Bridgman, Jesse Everett.. Kansas City, Mo.
Brown, C. G.
Kansas City, Mo.
Bucher, Henry Edward .. Leavenworth, Kas.
Buchanan, James Leo, j r ... California, Mo.
Burt, John Raymond .... Leavenworth, Kas.
Campbell, Dewitt Clinton, J r
.. . . . . . .
.. . . Kansas City, Mo.
Carroll, Edwin C
Independence, Mo.
Crampton, William Edgar.
.... .. . . .Jefferson City, Mo.
Croker, Patrick Walter .. Kansas City, Kas.
Crowl, Leon Westley
Kansas City, Mo.
Coleman, Harvey Kay
Kansas City, Mo.
Connors, John Edward
Kansas City, 1v[0.
Cope, Homer Allison
Kansas City, Mo.
Corrigan, J. J
Kansas City, Mo.
Detling, Cleary Martin
Kansas City, Mo.
Evans, Harry Houts
Oak Harbor, Ohio
Fawcett, Fred Davis
Kansas City, Mo.
Fleener, George Cat-win
Kansas City, Mo.
Flint, Clarence Higgie
Kansas City, Mo.
Flora, Claud Bruce
Kansas City, Kas.
Gilfillan, Robert Lincoln .. Kansas City, Mo.
Goessy, Louis Napoleon
Kansas City, Mo.
Gershon, Tom.
.
Kansas City, Mo.
Graves, Ludwick.
Kansas City, Mo.
Gross, Carl Vivian.
. .Blackwell, Okla.
Hackler, John Manning .. Lees Summit, Mo.
Halpin, Warren John ..... Kansas City, Mo.
Healy, Michael Joseph .. Lincoln Center, Kas.
Hill, John Vincent.
Kansas City, Mo.
Holzmark. William Wolf .. Kansas City, Mo.
Lmes, Terry William
Kansas City, Mo.
Jackson, Powhatan Hunter. . Norwood, Mo.
Jenkins, Harry Byron ... Tonganoxie, Kas.
Jaffee, Jerome Morton., . Kansas City, Mo.

johnston, James Carroll. Kansas City, Kas.
Joyce, Charles Michael.
Kansas City, Mo.
jones, Jason Vernet.,
Slater, Mo.
Kaelin, Arthur William
Kansas City, Mo.
Keating, Edgar John
Kansas City, Kas.
Lambert, Verner.
'" Kansas City, Mo.
Lewis, Fred Wayne.
. . Manes, Mo.
Lewis, Wofford Eugene .. Kansas City, Mo.
Liknaita, David Leo
Leavenworth, Kas.
Livers. Arnold Ralph
Kansas City, Mo.
Laos, Fred Lewis.
. ... Liberty, Mo.
Lowrey, James Bernays .
.
Excelsior Springs, Mo.
Lowenstein, Henry Polk, j-.
.. Kansas City, Mo .
Logan, Carl Gillis.
'" .. Kansas City, Mo.
Luethy, William.
. .... Kansas City, Mo.
Lundeen, D. C.
. .. Kansas City, Mo .
McCarthy, Joseph Leo ... Kansas City, Kas.
McGowan, George Francis.
.
Kansas City, Kas.
"Magee, John George.
. Roswell, N. M.
Means, Barney J.
. . Thayer, Mo.
Meeks, Will 'vV
,
Colony, Kas.
Miller, George Ray
Eagleville, Mo.
Miller, Robert Solomon,. Independence, Mo.
Miller, Robert William .. Leavenworth, Kas.
Moberly, John R.
Kansas City, Mo.
Moore, Miss Annette
Kansas City, Mo.
Moore, Franklin.
.
Kansas City, Mo.
Morris, Miss Neva Jane .. Kansas City, Mo.
Mundorff, Robert Franklin.
. . Kansas City, Mo.
Murray, Robert Morrison ...
Kansas City, Kas.
Murry, Harold Head.
. . Parsons, Kas.
Nelson, Samuel Charles
Kansas City, Mo.
Nunnink, Leo Anthony
Kansas City, Mo.
O'Brien, Miss Agnes Josephine.
. .. .lndependence, Mo.
Olmstead, Harold McLain. Cleveland, Ohio
Osborn, Clarence Walter
Shelbina, Mo.
Owen, Harry.
.
Altoona, Mo.
Reed, Clemens Miller . .
S1. Joseph, Mo.
Reuter, Floyd Turner
Kansas City, Mo.
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Spalding, John W
Kansas City, Mo.
Spalding, Leo Aloysius
Kansas City, Mo.
Stewart, Walter Knight.
Webb City, Mo.
Strother, Duvaul P..
. .Kansas City, Mo .
Struble, Cornelius Dale ... Kansas City, Mo.
Swanson, Thomas Clyde .. Kansas City, Kas.
Swartz. Everett Vernon De Witt .
.
Kansas City, Kas.
Svdenstricket, Cevil White .
. . Kansas City, Mo.
Tadlock, Thomas Ralph.
. .j oplin, Mo.
Taylor, John H
Kansas City, Mo.
Thomas. Glwen Autleign .. Kansas City, Kas .
Turney, William Franklin
Eureka, Kas.
Weaver, Ernest Mason
Centertown. Mo.
Werby, Jacob.
.
Kansas City, Kas .
Williams, Lelcoy.
. .. Kansas City, Mo.
Winters, Roy V.
.
Cleveland, Ohio
Young, Frank D.
.
Kansas City, Mo.
Zimmerman, William Green.
. . Kansas City, Mo.

Ricker, Charles Arthur
Kansas City, Mo.
Ricke, G. P..
.
Kansas City, Mo.
Ricketson, Frank Henry, j r
.
..Leavenworth, Kas.
Roberts, Lee Chrisman .. Independence, Mo.
Robertson, John Breathitt.
..... , .. Kansas City, Mo.
Rowell, Samuel Jackson.
. ..Excelsior Springs, Mo.
Schwartz, Frank.
.. Kansas City, Mo.
Seibel, Stanley.
. ... Kansas City, Mo.
Shockley, Percy Ambrose.
.....
.Kansas City, Mo.
Simpson, Miss Leonore
Kansas City, Mo.
Skidmore, Thomas Williarn .
. .Kansas City, Mo.
Smith, Robert Alexander ... Kossuth, Miss.
Smith, Ernest Rolland.
. .Hartford, Kas.
Smith, Joe P., j r.:
. .Kansas City, Mo.
Snyder, Henry Clarence .. Kansas City, Kas.
Sowers, Claude Edward ... Kansas City, Mo.
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Kansas City School of Law Debating Club
The question whether oratorical
ability is of itself a public benefit or
detriment
was frequently debated among the Romans, but in this day and
age it would be folly to propose such a question; for who will deny that the
skilled speaker possesses a capital of untold value, a mighty power for good
or evil.
We need only to glance out on the highway of fame and see there the
men who are surging ahead in our chosen profession,
to fully realize the
inestimable
value of being a proficient speaker.
In every instance we find
the leader to be he who can enlighten the understanding , please the imagination, stir the passions and influence the will by means of the spoken word.
Pericles, as we Jearn from Thucydides, once remarked that "a man who forms
a judgment on any point, and cannot explain his views clearly to the people,
might as well have never thought on the subject."
This assertion may seem
a little radical, but it points out with emphasis that the value of mental action
is greatly depreciated
when the result cannot be used orally for the benefit
of others.
Notwithstanding
the truth of its
lawyer, and that public speaking is the
ambition that prompts men to take part
to profit, to high station, and even to
been wantonly neglected.

professional
value and advantage to the
surest means of gratifying that laudable
in political affairs, that it is the passport
fame, it is certain that as an art it has

What the cause of this may be is a difficult question to answer.
Yet it is
a matter of C0I111110nknowledge that a great number of people have hastily
adopted the theory that the faculty of public speaking is a gift peculiar to the
few, and unattainable by the many. They have blindly led themselves to believe
that oratory COmes by nature, and that those who have not been smiled on by
this "divine power need not cherish that vain ambition to come within its
light.
As to whether or not the faculty of the Kansas City School of Law are converted to this doctrine, my testimony would not be the best evidence, but I speak
from my own personal experience
when I say that the student body have
never been converted.
To the contrary, however, true to their accustomed
trait, they have evidenced their belief by giving their oath of a.l1egiance to
another and higher creed, the supreme law of nature, "That capital, in whatever shape it may be accumulated, whether pecuniary or intellectual, is hoarded
labor."
With this thought in mind, the Kansas City School of Law Debating
Club was organized in the summer of 1913, with all meetings being held in
the vacation period.
It was again reorganized
in the summer of 1914, and
the interest which it created among the student body has established its right
to recognition as a part of the Law School.
In the past it has been carried
ence to those who seek to better

on with a view of giving practical experithemselves in the art of public speaking.
%
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Debates upon current and interesting questions furnished the material for the
speakers and at the same time was a source of instruction
and entertainment
to the rest; and I believe that the earnest desire of every man who attended
the meetings and participated in the debates is expressed in these words "That
its need as a department
of the school will soon be recognized and 'a competent instructor employed to further its purpose."
The success of the club in the past has been remarkable
in view of the
time of year sessions were held.
Starting out the first year with all attendance of fr0111 ten to fifteen, the last and second year was closed with an average of fr0111 thirty-five to forty-five members who could always be counted
present.
This success is due to the efforts of no one man or group of men,
but to the combined effort of the student body, who went forward
in their
usual aggressive and confident way. in the battle against circumstances,
to
wrestle from whatever source available any material advantage that would better
equip them in the struggles which are to come.
Justice would not be done in passing two of the most important
features
of this organization,
the critics and program committee, who by their constant
effort and efficient work have brought the club through two seasons, and are
largely responsible for the success it has attained.
It became evident early in the season that the critic was going to have
a rough sea to travel, and if he was to keep afloat skillful diplomacy would be
the sustaining power, for it is no easy task to tell a man to his face that he is
a poor speaker, that there were no premises to his argument, or that his rhetoric was bad, and at the same time keep that man in his seat.
(To criticise
is but natural, to accept divine.)
But the critic must 110t stop there; he must
leave the man a believer in the rule that only practice makes perfect, firmly
determined
to try again, and keep trying until the master would some day
say, "Go, I have nothing more to teach you."
But, as the saying goes, "Circumstances
reveal the man," likewise did we find men capable of this task,
and those men are alive today, enjoying the friendship and good will of the
members of the Debating Club.
And now, as the class of nineteen and fifteen passes on, they leave this
new-born institution
in the care of those to follow, and it is their earnest
desire, as the last of those who gave it birth, that those that are to come will
keep up the work, not only because it is interesting and instructive, but because
it will be of inestimable value in the future, in being a faithful servant to the
sacred rights which will be intrusted to your care.
You will not jnd it easy,
but achievement,
of whatever kind, is the crown of effort, the diadem of
thought.
With your faith in nature's law of compensation
the last wish of
the departing class is, that the Freshman
and Junior classes will cooperate
next spring in doing their duty toward the future success of the Kansas City
School of Law Debating Club, ever keeping in mind the thought that
The heights by great men reached and kept
Were not attained by sudden flight;
But they, while their companions slept,
Were toiling upward in the night.
R ;\1. HULEN, '1.i,
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Latin In the Law
The language of the Jaw is a subject upon which popular opinion is
both ignorant and prejudiced.
The general drift of that opinion was epitornized in an editorial of a well-known magazine which read as follows:
"More than the windy philosopher or the quack doctor, the mall of the
law traditionally
holds the world enmeshed
in his network of obscurities.
redundancies
and obsolescences, and the bulk of humble opinion thrOllghout
the ages has been that the lawyer has developed and clings to his dialect solely'
with a view to his OW11 profit."

r This indictment of the legal profession and its technical language, though
severe, doubtless fairly reflects the prevailing opinion.
Yet nothing could be
more erroneous than such a conception.
As an instrument
of training in the essentials of a working method, no
modern language and no science is the equal of Latin.
The study of Latin
contributes
to the student's command of English through the enlargement
of
his vocabulary
and the enrichment
of it in synonyms expressing
the finer
shades of meaning: through his familiarity with the principles of word formabans, and through the insight into the structure
of the English language
afforcled by the mastery of the subject.
To one who is conversant with the needs and the history of legal terminology, the theory that any of its many technical words were coined or kept ill.
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use by lawyers either "solely" or partly for their own profit is beyond belief.
Most of the technical terms of English law were coined thousands of years
ago: they being the product of the surpassing
legal genius of the Romans;
and they have expressed and preserved for future generations
that vast store
of legal wisdom found in the Roman civil law.
A thousand years or more after becoming imbedded in Roman law, these
terms began to be imported into English law, to give expression to the dawning legal conceptions of a young nation: and f01+ centuries these Roman words,
and the ideas for which they stood, were invaluable in providing appropriate
laws for the growing state.
In the course of its development,
English law
thus imported from Roman law upwards of seventeen hundred words, nearly,
if not quite all of which. met a pressing need and served a useful purpose.
A
few terms. perhaps, were harrowed unnecessarily, but the number, in comparison,
is insignificant.
The indebtedness
of English law in this regard is immeasurable.
The adoption of Homan legal terminology with its corresponding
legal
conceptions
not only gave to English law a terminology
ready made, as it
were, but also; in spite of insular prejudice and the jealousy of Roman institutions and influence, enabled England, while maintaining her own peculiar institutions, to keep abreast in legal development
with the continental
countries
which had adopted the civil law outright.
Like every other department
of knowledge, legal science must have technical terms, and their meaning must be determined
with "'absolute precision,
These exact meanings have been obtained at great cost either by judicial decisions or legislative enactments:
and words once given a definite legal meaning
are necessarily adhered to in a manner which popular opinion is wholly unable
to comprehend.
The extent to which words have thus been given a fixed
meaning is strikingly exhibited in a book recently published, consisting of eight
volumes ancl containing no less than 132,000 judicial definitions.
The value
of these definitions is illustrated by the fact that of the more than 700 words in
the will of the late Russell Sage, only thirty-five had not been thus defined.
Latin (i. e.) (sd est). the so-called technicality of law. has been the football of
the common people from generation to generation.
A prejudice against technicalities seems to have been handed down [rom one generation to the next
as a sacred heritage.
Yet, notwithstanding
this continuous objection. Latin
abides. not only within the law, but in fact is the very backbone of ever-y
scientific profession, where accuracy, clearness and conciseness are essential to
understanding.
The limited number of Latin words and phrases scattered here and there
through legal lore is that mysterious
element which tends to give the law
that stability and solidity of granite which has ever marked it. Extract
or
take away all Latin from the law, and it becomes as sandstone, which will
crumble away, little by little. each time the wave of judicial scrutiny washes
against it: and grain by grain the cnce noble wall will be deposited upon the
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beach of obscurity, there never to be disturbed, but rather to form part of
that smooth beach oyer which the breakers of the next millennium will pass
without making a perceptible impression.
It is altogether unnecessary to suggest the unique application of the "res
ipsa loquitur" 'or the ."res gestae" doctrines as laid down in evidence: or
"d eleqotus 1I01/. pot est deleqare' as in agency.
No words could define a corporation "de juro" or "de facto" as well as the words themselves.
The popular opinion, therefore,
that lawyers originate
and perpetuate
technical words for their own benefit is grotesque.
1\0 lawyer of intelligence
would do it if he could.
On the contrary, probably the most profitable thing
that could happen to lawyers would be a legislative enactment abolishing all
technical terms and undertaking to express all existing la ws in popular language.
The uncertainty which would result would be a most prolific source of litigation.
The "common language,"
as you we1l say, is constantly slurring the
meaning of words into broad and vague connotations,
and for this reason it
cannot express specialized thought with as perfect accuracy as it can by the
use of "Latin in the law."
SA\IUEL

PAT

~NEW

THE

E. PARISA,

'l.i,

ANSWER

The directors of the company, all being young men, decided to have some
fun at the expense of the Irishman to whom they had recently given employment at their timber office.
One day, therefore,
they left the new hand in charge, with instructions
to take al1 orders which might come in during their absence, and repaired to
a neighboring postoffice, whence they proceeded to call up the company's office
on the telephone.
The following conversation
ensued:
"Hello!
Is that the Dunchester Timber Company?"
"Yes, sir. And what would ye be havin"?"
"Take an order, will you?"
"Sure.
That's what I'm here for."
"Please send up a thousand knotholes immediately."
A thousand what?"
"A thousand knotholes."
"Well, now, an' ain't that a shame?
I'm sorry, but we're just out. Sold
our last to the new brewery only this mornill'."·
"To the brewery?
What do they want with them?"
"By golly," replied Pat, "an' they use 'em [or bungholes in barrels."
II
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A Vision . of the Future
Six months have passed since the greatest war this world has know»
was first begun.
What a shock it was for mankind as it read o l the beginning
of hostilities!
How engrossed each individual was as he perused the contents
of newspapers announcing appalling loss of life and property!
What human
anguish was felt, what heart throbs, what mortification!
But now the glaring
headlines of the newspapers announcing battles have been succeeded by ordinary type.
Armies of a Iew thousand
are called but detachments;
an
engagement
resulting in a mere one or two thousand disabled is termed a
skirmish.
How wise the Egyptian philosopher was who said:
"May we not
be subjected to what we can be accustomed to."
The present war produced the great shock it did because people were
under the false impression
that treaties, arbitration
and other petty peace
propagandas
had made war a thing of the past.
That they were mistaken
is now a matter of history.
Yet the cause of this outbreak can be traced to
a popular fallacy of striving toward cure rather than prevention.
Treaties
were openly designated as "scraps of paper," and arbitration at best ultimately
left the decision of the arbitrators
to be accepted or rejected at the nations'
will.
Besides, in almost all arbitration treaties there is an exception made as
to reference of questions of honor, of national honor-·the
sham incentive for
all great conflicts.
One thing is certain, to completely subdue all tendencies toward war the
people's consciences should be educated that justice makes right and not might
makes right.
Why not aim at a Supreme Court of the Universe in which any
nation can make complaint and seek redress against any other nation.
Let
the judges be chosen from the" cream of the truest statesmen of all the nations.
men who are prompted to accept such great office purely for a love of their
country and justice and humanity.
If any complaint is found by the court
to be within its jurisdiction,
let the nation complained of be summoned, the
i~sue and pleadings prepared, the matter heard and judgment rendered.
It
would require a universal police force, but gradually nations' private armaments would disappear.
The vast expenditures
toward military purposes will
be directed toward a beneficial purpose and nations will rest in security.
To the skeptical who deem a plan of disarmament
as a fantasy, incapable
of being realized, we have but to point to the vast 3,SOO-mile frontier. boundary
line of the United States and Canada.
Not a battleship of either country
graces the Great Lakes, not a fort or arsenal along this great frontier.
The
greatest security and friendship exists between these two countries.
Cannot
this condition be general amongst all nations?
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The need of a Supreme Court of the Universe is never more apparent
than when in the relationship of different nations many perplexing official notes
are exchanged.
Each country places a different interpretation
on some point
of international
law and proceeds according to its own point of view.
Is it
any wonder that countries are quickly precipitated
in death-dealing
conflicts
when they have no medium through which an understanding
can be reached
between them?
How apparently useless international
law is when there is no
court to interpret it and to judge its application.
Grievances
and misunderstandings
between nations are as inevitable as
misunderstandings
between individuals.
If only a great tribunal existed which
received the veneration of all nations, war would be unheard of.
And if
there was ever a time to strike home to the minds of the people at large this
propaganda,
it is now, because now, as never before, has the love of peace
and the horror of avoidable bloodshed been made apparent to them.
This war, disastrous as it may be, will have served a noble sacrifice if,
when the smoke clears away, man will look upon man and -nation upon nation
with a brotherly friendliness.
This can only be accomplished with the establishment of a great tribunal to amicably adjust grievances
of nations, just
as courts of last resort finally adjudicate
the relative rights of individuals
within a nation.
The world will then be [reed from the heaviest burden upon
them.
Their energies will no longer be wasted in useless stri fe, but will be
devoted toward peace. National debts will be a thing of the past, and burdensome taxation will no longer be necessary.
It will sound the death knell of
international
jealousies and [ears, because all will be friends in one great commonwealth of the world. Then universal peace would be more than a dreamit would be a reality.

HARRY SCHWARTZ, '16.
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"Now, lemme see," said the rural justice, figuring all the back of an old
envelope. "Your bill will come to jest-$47."
"Forty-seven
dollars?" echoed Wigglethorpe.
"Why, judge, the fine for
overspeeding is only $15."
"Ye-es, I know," said the justice.
"The thuttv-two dollars is for contempt
0' court."
"But l haven't expressed any contempt for this court," protested Wigglethorpe.
"Not yit ye hevn't," grinned the justice, "but ye will, my friend, yc will
before ye git a mile out 0' town.
I've made the fine putty stiff so's t' give ye
plenty 0' room to move round in."-Harper's
Weeldy.
c
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Trial by jury does not owe its existence to any positive law; it is not
the creature of an Act of Parliament establishing the form and defining the
functions of the new tribunal.
It arose silently and gradually out of the
customs and usages of a state of society which has forever passed away. The
popular opinion that it was an institution established by Alfred the Great
has been materially changed of late years by enlightened study and criticism
of the subject, and it is practically established that its existence is coeval with
the existence of society itself.
A question which has been much discussed and is now the subject of
controversy is, "Has the jury system outlived its usefulness?"
And to that question I answer an emphatic "No."
In defense of this
answer it is not necessary to recall the venerable age of the system, its past
accomplishments, or the splendid words of praise spoken in its behalf.
It
finds ample excuse for its existence in the needs of today.
Though the circumstances from which the jury system sprang no longer
exist, and though some of its characteristics have been materially changed, it
seems to me that never in the world's history has the principle which underlies the trial by jury been more imperatively needed than it is today.
This is an age of rapid accumulation of wealth, and organized capital,
in the form of corporations and otherwise, gives to money a tremendous
influence.
And the jury system, by which a man's rights and interests are
determined, not by one man chosen by reason of his legal knowledge, but by
twelve men from every walk of life and fresh from contact with the busy
world, affords the safest barrier of protection from the polluting touch of
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misdirected wealth.
Is there not something significant
which much of the criticism of the system comes?

,

in the direction

from

If the proposition
to abandon the jury were submitted,
we would find
prominent
among those fa\'oring its abolition, the corporate
influences. the
wealthy classes, and that class of citizens who find jury service, and even the
duty of attending elections, a burden; while amongst its supporters
would be
found those who are compelled to fight the battle of life unaided by social
position, political influence and money, men whose only sword is the ballot,
whose only shield the jury.
The jury system, along with all other instrumentalities of government, is not perfect, but it has this advantage, that if the
verdict falls to one side of the straight tine of the law it is most likely to be
on the side of the weaker adversary.
All people stand equal before the law,
but no system has yet been devised which wilt do exact justice at all times
and between all parties.
It is not a matter of choice between a perfect system and an imperfect one, but rather between an imperfect system and one
still more imperfect.
And if the scales of justice cannot be perfectly balanced, the safety of society demands that they tip more easily toward the
side of the weak.
Faith in trial by jury does 110t imply any reflection lIPOIl the bench. Evcrv
American is justly proud of the great judges who have left their work indelibly
impressed upon the pages of history.
But they won their distinction ill expounding the law, while matters of fact were left for the consideration
and decision
of the jury. If we add to the present duties of the jurlge those functions now
performed by the jury, is it 110t possible that the selection of a judge might be
secured for other reasons than that he is learned in the law?
And that the
standard be so lowered that we may see on the bench an agent rather than an
arbiter?
Under the jury system a man on trial has the right to chal1enge the qualifications of any person proposed as a juryman to determine the facts in his case.
In what position would he be to come before a biased tribunal, and find that he
had neither peremptory challenge 110r challenge for cause?
No more fatal blow
could be struck at our national welfare than to give reason for the belief Hut
in our judicial tribunals one's redress depends upon his ability to pay for it.
If the jury can guard the court room from the invasion of corr-upt influences
is it not, then, as valuable for what it prevents as for what it gives.
There are faults in the system which 'are justly criticised and should be
remedied.
Chief among these is the requirement of a unanimous verdict, which
requisite is the cause of many mistrials.
This defect has been removed in some
of the states by statute, where a two-thirds or three-fourths
majority is sufficient
to render a verdict.
This sets all example which will doubtless be followed by
..other states,
In civil cases it is difficult to see why substantial justice can 110t
be done by this method, but it would not be feasible to abandon the old rule in
criminal cases, without trespassing upon the sacred right of the accused to the
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benefit of every reasonable doubt; for a divided Jury, lJ1 itself, raises a question
as to his guilt.
Any change which will compel the selection of men of ordinary intelligence
and integrity as jurors will be generally accepted by the people. There are but
few men who fail to read the newspapers and who are not more or less familiar
with the more important cases which, to deal with properly, demand the highest degree of intelligence, and this knowledge should not render men incompetent for jury service,
It is a premium upon ignorance which we cannot well
afford to pay. In place of summoning a juryman for a whole term of court his
service could be limited to one or two weeks, thus lightening the burden without impairing the principle.
To the argument that business men can afford no time [or jury service
there can be but one reply. No government can long endure without its citizens
make some sacrifice for its existence.
\Ve are, in this land of ours, called upon
to give but little in return for the advantages which we receive.
Are we to
give that little grudgingly?
Loyalty to one's country is 110t measured alone by
his service as a soldier.
Patriotism calls for the faithful performance of all the
duties of citizenship, in small matters as well as great, at home as well as on the
battlefield.
If we are to preserve to future generations the purity of our courts and
the freedom of our people, we must lose no opportunity
to impress upon our
citizens the fact that above all pleasure, and above all business, they must place
their duty to their government, for as it has been truly said, I'A good government doubles every joy and bad government multiplies every sorrow,"
Times
may change, but principles endure.
The jury has protected us from the abuse
of power and it is still requisite to the needs of justice.
So long as human government
exists the tendency to abuse power will
continue.
The trial by jury is our one and only hope of security and protection
from this abuse. Let us correct its defects as speedily as we may and purge it of
its imperfections, and it will be In the future, as it has been in the past, the bulwark of our liberties.

ROY S LOWE, '15.
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In St. Louis there is one ward that is full of breweries and Germans.
In a
recent election a local option question was up. After the election some Germans were counting the votes. One German was calling off and another taking
down the option votes. The first German, running rapidly through the ballots,
said: "Vet, vet, vet--·'·
Suddenly he stopped.
"Mine Got!" he cried, "Dry!"
Then he went on, "Vet, vet, vet, vet--"
Presently he stopped again and
mopped his brow. "Himmel!" he said, "Del' son of a gun repeatecl!'.'-AJIlericQ'II

Low School Revieic.
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He arrived home from the lecture at 10:+5 p. 111. I-laving "contracted"
a
cold (open those windows!), his "procedure"
was to resort to an "extraordinary
remedy."
'
fl e lay down on the bed with a pillow for ..Subjacent Support"
for his
"Capita."
In his hands he held a "Corporeal
Heriditament,"
an Owens' Law
Quizzer, a "Condition
Precedent"
to sleep.
He, gazed long at the maxim:
"Equity aids the vigilant and not those that slumber."
With "Senile Dementia"
JOy he chuckled "Absque Hoc," I would become "Non Compos Mentis" before
the bar exam.
No use to "Suppressio
Viri" the "Animus" to study was gone.
He was asleep.
And nrw a Freshman
again "Ab Initio."
Two demon monsters, "Ex
Contractu"! and "Ex Delicto," appeared.
He was the subject of "Bailment."
Ex Delicto said, "let us execute him."
He may secure release h)~"Writ of
Habeas Corpus" but he has "Per Se" acted in "Mala Fides" by "Departure"
from the class room and having his seat mate "Answer Over" for him at roll
call. Ex Contractu said, "such Act was not 'Fatal Variance' from the usual
"Modus Operandi"
of "Departure;"
that he would take cognizance of a "Unilateral Contract"
where the "Consideration"
was mutual obligation;
that the
"Gravamen of the Offense" consisted 110t in the "Departure"
but only in case
of "Laches," thereby allowing the quia-master to apprehend and make an entry
"Nunc Pro Tunc;" that he was at least a "De Facto" student and not subject
to "Collateral
Attack" but by "Quo Warranto"
at the instance of the quizmaster, who upon hearing the plea of "Confession and Avoidance," which will
not suffice, as "Accord and Satisfaction"
to him will decide that "Damnum
Absque Injuria" does not apply, but that his grades will be based on a "Quantum Meruit" and be derogated from.
Ex Delicto replied that it was a "Traverse"
upon Justice to interpose these
"Pleas in Abatement" for he had his "Statutory Rights and Remedies" and should
only in "Equity" and good conscience be "Gaged" by what he learned in "Wills."
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That as an earnest "Ladd" he should act. "White"
and remain 111 the front
"Pew" before "Dean" and learn "Moore," and be Ben. E. fitted or "Bv-et-s"
time of the Bar Exarn., he will find himself in "Middle-brook,'
which th-y can
not "Al(l)ford"
with no "(Bar)
Land' in sight: that those standing in "Loco
Parentis" will not be able to say "Proud of my William-son, but he is an 'Ell
(of)ison
and a disgrace to his "Heirs and Assigns Forever";
that he was
furthermore
by "Proof' and "Satisfactory
Evidence" guilty of "Infringement,"
having transcribed and made a "Certified Copy" of his neighbor's Examination
paper, which was first "Spread of Record ." that although his paper was a
"Copyright"
the similarity and "Idem Sonans" was so "Patent"
that he must
either "Elect" to be placed in "Statu Quo" and re-execute the whole document
or have it declared "Null and Void in Toto;" that "Contribution"
was contrary
to "Public Policy;" that he had no "Equitable"
or "Legal" interest in his neighbor's knowledge: that his Examination
paper was not a Contract which could
not be impaired"
and that the "Privileges
and Immunities"
of those in the
class room as guaranteed
by the "Constitution"
must remain inviolate; that a
"Tort" so committed was subject to "Due Process of Law" notwithstanding
the Fact that the Fraud had been perpetrated so long "that the memory of man
runneth not to the contrary."
Ex Contractu, by way of "Replication,"
argued that the "Pleading" was
bacl; the "Redundant
Matter" should be "stricken out:" the "Facts" had not been
stated but were "Conclusions of Law;" the bill was "Multifar-ious"
with "Anticipated" defenses and it is "Prima Facie" evidence "Ipso Facto" that there
can be no "Joinder of Issue."
Motion for Dismissal should be sustained; the
young man's silence is no "Admission" against him.
"All right," said Ex Delicto, "I have noted my "Exceptions"
and will "ApI.

pea1."
They were both standing looking down at him with a look of pitiful scorn
when the alarm clock in its "Visitorial Power" rang loud and long. Pale and
trembling, he awoke, and, rising to a sitting posture, was heard to mutter:
Asleep, awake, by night or day,
Those demon monsters about me hover.
"You will never pass that bar exam.," they say;
"You have been negligent and can't recover."
I might ha \Ie done better, I don't deny,
But if psychology is true as taught,
Nothing can be brought from memory's storehouse
That has not been placed there by thought.

by dream

This being a fact, that dream surely proves
That at one time or another those phrases I knew.
So buck up, old boy; there is a chance for you yet,
If you will only review and review.

G. M. JENKINS,
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To My Lady Lawyer
•

Oh, Girl of Brain!
Fair Portia!
Enchantress
at the Bar!
Pray hearken unto one who calls-if
only from afar.
Pray hearken to your fellow student, who but toils and plods,
While you, my Goddess, move on high, directed by the Gods.
Through college days have I despaired for
While you, m), angel, satisfied instructors
But clost thou think, my fair companion of
'To awe a court with dainty smile or glance

reason in the 1av'15,
with "because."
the book and wig,
of eyes so big?

And so with June and OUf exams-the
final test, in view,
I wonder at the future and its happiness for you;
If at the bench your eloquence, the judge should set on fire,
No doubt you'll win the case and then from practice you'll retire.
But should that dignitary be upon retainer fee,
I take this opportunity to ask "Remember me."
Could we not form a partnership-a
firm to last for life?
I know 110 better name than this-it's
just

JOSEPH

McCRARY :'I'IcCUNE. '15.

•
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Tom Claggett, thief, highwayman,
kidnapper, murderer,
was captured at
last!
For two years Dick Rogers, sheriff, had been following him, searching
the canyons and surrounding foothills, now and then stumbling upon his trail and
following it for a few miles, when it would disappear as suddenly as it had
sprung up, much to the disgust of the pursuer.
Each morning, at daybreak, Rogers took his "constitutional,"
which led him
through every gulch and rivulet in the snug valley, fr0111 the upper end of which
he was wont to look down upon Lost Gulch, lazy and, at this early hour, without
a soul stirring.
And this morning, his mind dwelling upon the duties of the coming day, he
had stumbled upon the object of his search.
His ever shifting eye had detected
a faint movement in the underbrush
and darting quickly to the shadow of a
sheltering boulder, he watched with bated breath while a shaggy, unkempt, redheaded man, almost a wild animal in appearance, stealthily crept from under a
protecting patch of sage brush.
His revolver ever handy, Rogers had "taken"
Claggett ill the arm and before that individual could recover himself, had him
securely bound and tied.
When Rogers appeared, marching the outlaw before him, a revolver at his
back, Lost Gulch awakened as if by magic and before many minutes the streets
were thronged as never before.
The little town fairly buzzed with suppressed
excitement, for now, with Claggett captured, Lost Gulch could breathe easily
once more.
An hour later and the town was again normal, the crowd having
disappeared as quickly as it had gathered.
Lost Gulch lay at the lower end of the valley, almost completely encircled
by Meyers' Creek, a winding, straggling stream, almost dry at this time of the
year, small, stagnant pools here and there along its course being the sale evidence that it was anything but a dry, forsaken sand bed.
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Fifteen miles to the north was the Nevada line, at which point Meyer-s'
Creek crossed from Arizona into Nevada, and then, crossing and recrossing at
irregular intervals, finally turned sharply to the south and through Lost Gulch.
At one point, known as Silver's Bend, where Meyers' Creek made its most
prominent entry into Nevada soil. was Buffalo Spring, its clear, cool water
feeding into the creek.
.
It was in Lost Gulch that Harry Benton, a graduate of Harvard, had hung
out his shingle two years before, and, by reason of having graduated from Harvard, was looked upon askance by the other lawyers in Mohave County.
Sam
Jacques had declared with conviction that he was "a sissy," was" 'yellow' and
would never amount to a hill 0' beans."
But Benton, plugger. that he was, only
smiled, and plugging the harder, went about his business. if his small practice
might be termed such. All Harry Benton asked was a chance to disprove the
assertions of his sneering accusers.
But Harry Benton's chance, which in his impatience he had thought 'never
to come, had arrived,
Stone, Harrison nor Fisher would take Tom Claggett's
case, either because of fear, or because of their desire to see Claggett hanged,
for they, too, had suffered at the outlaw's hand.
\Vho in Lost Gulch had not?
"Give it to Benton," sneered Fisher.
"Yes, give it to Henton," chuckled Stone and Harrison in unison.
So this was H arry Benton's chance. He had never wanted to be a criminal
lawyer, rather having hoped to avoid this branch of the law. But it is not for
the young lawyer to choose his practice.
He must take what he may and thrust
that into the fangs of the wolf to keep that snarling, ever hovering brute from
his door.
Benton's case, frail structure that it was, was torn to shreds by the unmerciful Walker, State's Attorney.
Tom Claggett was due to pay with his very
life for the murder of Ned King. i'A downright cold-blooded murder," Walker
called it~and the jury seemed inclined to agree with him. And Walker declared
this to be the strongest case of murder he had ever presented to a jury in his
fifteen years practice as prosecutor.
Benton was at a loss, Where was his defense?
His own cross-examination of the State's witnesses had injured him seriously.
His alibi ...vas but a
thread and that had been broken time after time by positive statements of witnesses who had seen the very act and then, terrified and fearful for their OW1I
safety, had followed Claggett with their eyes, as if fascinated, till he disappeared
over the hill-top, a smoking Colt in each hand.
Each witness had been asked by the State's Attornev the usual stereotyped
questions as to the locality wherein the crime had- been committed, and his
questioning had elicited the general information that the shooting had occurred
on Meyers' Creek.
Harry put Claggett on the stand.
Before he could speak or question him,
Claggett rose and hissed:
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"Yes I killed him, right there at Buffalo Spring on Silvers Bend: and I'd
do it again." he added fiercely, flashes of anger darting from his steel gray eye .s.
Benton was dumbfounded.
"You killed him!" he repeated, gasping.
Here was Benton's chance-gone.
He saw visions of starvation grasping
him, as if to strangle.
His face twitched and his muscles steeled as if to ward
off the attack.
But. hold!
As if awakening from a stupor, he slowly recovered himself,
and then becoming once more delirious, he jumped up.
"At Silver's Bend t" he cried, almost screaming in his frenzy.
"At Silvcrs
Bend!" he repeated, this time more calmly, at the same time glancing triumphantly at Walker.
Walker had stood by, smiling confidently.
At first he was amused by this
outburst.
Slowly, however, his expression changed and his face became deathly
pale.
"VV-w-what!" he stammered. "in Nevada!"
The olel judge, stunned for the moment, leaned oyer and mechanically nude
his docket entry. "Dism!ssed for want of jurisdiction,"
scarcely conscious of his
act.
The prisoner looked on defiant.
Steeled to meet his fate, he did not COJ1lprehend-could
not understand the meaning of the ensuing clamor,
Nor did he
care. He was weary of being hunted as a dog and was here to receive what was
justly due him.
Again Lost Gulch buzzed with excitement, this time unsuppressed.
The
sudden termination of the trial had furnished ample cause for a week's discussron. Such an occurrence was unheard of, unthought of, in Lost Gulch.
And
Harry Benton was made.
He need fear no longer, for this was a triumph unequaled in the history of Mohave County.

*

*

*

*

.:'

*

VVhen Jim Raker, Sheriff of Lincoln County, Nevada. came for Tom Claggett, he produced his papers and Dick Rogers accompanied him to the jail. He
SW1.1I1g open the heavy steel gate to the ell and going over to the cot where Tom
Claggett lay, shook him roughly.
"Come on, Tom: you've got to go with Jim and be tried oyer the line."
But Tom Claggett was never to be tried, at least not by mortal man. Tom's
body was cold. Rogers, horrified, rolled him over and there, crushed by the
weight of the outlaw's body, lay a diamond-hack rattler.
Justice had been done,
but not by human hands.

D.
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J. DOWNEY. Ti.

By

AGNES O'BRJE~J
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And so they were married and lived happily-for
three weeks. Letty and
Henry Herouimus are lay figures. Letty cooked the biscuits-Henry
ate them.
Then he died. Our story has to do with Letty's trial and with John Hayward,
attorney for the defense.
The jury was requested, very politely, to consider the defendant's
previous
good reputation.
The young attorney for the defense, with many a debating
club gesture, declared that it was preposterous
to, charge a girl-wife of Letty's
character with so heinous a crime as the poisoning of her husband,
Tv..-el ve men in the jury box listened, the young men interested, and the
older men dour.
Hayward thought he had scored a decisive point in getting
three young men on the jury, but these three were as grim as the older men
when the bull-throated
State's attorney made the statement that never in the
history of Cook County had such conclusive evidence of guilt he en presented to
the jury.
"They say it is impossible to convict a woman of murder in this county,"
he taunted; "shall we let the newspapers repeat that same old story, or will you
do your duty as you see it?"
And their duty seemed only too clear. A druggist had testified that he sold
the girl a large quantity of poison two days before the body of her dead husband was found, stretched at full length on the floor of their miserable room,
his face distorted as if suffering great agony,
Doctor Cunningham
Spence, the renowned chemist, whose name appeared
quite often in the newspapers in connection with "expert testimony," had sworn
positively that in the six biscuits on the table before him there was enough
poison to exterminate a small arm)'.
Another .physician told of the large quantity of poison which was found in the stomach of the dead man. And even the
newspaper reporters concluded that at least one woman would be convicted of
murder in Cook County,

i
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All was over, excepting only the argument by the defense and the rebuttal
by the State's attorney.
"Gentlemen of the jury;' began Hayward, clearly, 'the point upon which
this case hinges is the testimony of Doctor Cunningham
Spence, who has told
you of the poison contained in these biscuits.
I want to remind you of the frequency with which this chemist is called as a witness for the State.
His testimony has convicted more accused persons than the efforts of any member of
the State Attorney's staff, and he receives large fees for it. Henry Heronimus
ufay have died from poisoning, but I am not willing to believe the poisoning
was done by this child.
And just to show how little reliance I place in the
testimony of this professional
witness, and to prove to you that these biscuits
could not have caused the death of Henry Heronimus,
I will 110\\" eat one of
them before your eyes.
So saying, Hayward took one of the biscuits and ate it. Then he took another, and still another.
'''The defense rests," he said, and sat down.
"The State rests," said the State's attorney, for there was no rebuttal to
such an argument.
The jury filed out and in ten minutes returned with a verdict.
"Where's Hayward?"
inquired the judge, for upon looking around he had
discovered that the attorney's chair was empty.
But Hayward was not to be found.
While the court 1'00111 buzzed with
excitement, the sheriff was sent to find him and after a few minutes they appeened, Hayward slightly pale but smiling.
The clerk read the vcrdict-c-rNot
guilty."
Again a Jury had failed to convict a woman of murder in Cook County!

*

*

*

An unsatisfied reporter sought alit the sheriff who hac! brought Hayward
back to the court room.
"I found him at the Revere House, the hotel around the corner," explained
the officer. "He was a little pale, and there was a doctor in the room andsay, you're not going to publish this, are you ?-a stomach pump all the table."

•
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Brown and I were neighbors.
Brown owned a dog, the death of which
caused me to quit the practice of the law, a small practice to be sure, but quite
large enough to make a comfortable living for Elsie and myself. An uncle had
left me a half interest in a furniture store at Four Corners, some hundred miles
away, the income from which had aided materially during my early practice.
Hartz was also a neighbor, his home being located just around the corner
and between that of Brown and my own. Hartz was quite wealthy, but through
his miserly way of living had become accustomed to the small, mean house on the
corner, which he had occupied now for So long that only the oldest inhabitants
of the town could recall the time when he had resided elsewhere.
ETe had become possessed of wealth through buying up second mortgages and tax titles, and,
as a result, was a thoroughly
disliked member of the community.
In fact,
Hartz was looked upon in Stockton much as a sore which, by reason of constant
irritation, will not heal.
Hartz's one hobby was the raising of fine Plymouth Rock chickens, some
of which he had acquired by forcing "Old Jim" Rice to turn over in lieu of
payment of a small debt which he was unable, at the time, to meet.
Brown's clog, Sol, a mongrel not particularly
pleasing to the sight, had
taken a peculiar fancy to these chickens.
His pet diversion was to take after
and pursue them till he was forced to desist, either by reason of a stone, hurled
by the angry Hartz, or by the fact that the chickens had all got beyond reach,
having perched upon the fence, or forced their entry into the small woodshed
at the rear of the Jot.
My wife, being fond of Rowers, had made quite a pretty garden in the front
yard, having placed therein many rare plants of various descriptions.
At any
rate, we were quite proud of our achievement in the line of gardening.
One bright spring clay Brown's dog, lazily making his way along the sidewalk in front of my house, suddenly spied one of Hartz's chickens and immediately set forth in hot pursuit of that prize fowl. 'The chase was wending its
way through my front yard, when the chicken, turning at a sharp angle, made
straight for 111Y garden, as if there seeking protection from its pursuer, Brown's
dog in close proximity to its fast-flying feet. When they emerged (the dog and
the chicken) one would never have believed that such a thing as a flower garden
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had ever existed there, but would rather have thought it a pile of refuse, a waiting only the signal, to be picked up and carried off. As was natural under the
circumstances,
Illy wife and I were quite indignant at the treatment
our garden
had received, we having worked so faithfully to make it the pride of Stockton.
Incidentally,
Sol managed to capture the chicken, and, not being satisfied
with the mere capture, after having so faithfully pursued it, undertook to ascertain the exact construction of a chicken's anatomy.
Next morning Sol was found dead-s-poisoned.
Brown, infuriated,
rushed
into 111)' office, purple with anger.
"Hartz killed 111)' dog," he shouted in an enraged tone. "This will cost him
the last cent he has on earth."
I took the case, suing for an amount largely in excess of the value of the
dog.
Upon trial, it was proved that Hartz had often declared that the next time
one of his chickens disappeared, he would "kill that damned dog or know the
reason why"; that at one time, seeing one of his Plymouths being pursued, he
had shot at the dog, causing a slight flesh wound, not in its nature serious; that
on another occasion he had chased the clog, attempting to strike him with his
cane, and failed only because of the fact that Sol had slipped through a hole in
the fence and made his escape.
We also proved that the loss of the clog was a sad blow to Brown, who
had no other companion in the world, excepting only his IIJi111my pipe"; that the
death of the dog had caused him such great mental anguish that it could never
be compensated for by mere money.
The jury being composed of townspeople, and, therefore, greatly prejudiced
against the defendant Hartz, was very sympathetic and was moved greatly by
the tearful argument presented to them by the attorney for the plaintiff.
In
fact, the jurymen were so sympathetic, or mayhap it was because of their deep
dislike for Hartz, that they found for Brown for $500.00, after deliberating for
only ten minutes.
Hartz was infuriated.
He stalked out of the court room, his fists clinching
convulsively,
his beady black eyes darting angry glances here and there as
though challenging the world to dare even glance at him; and as he walked,
repeating to himself that he had been openly and outrageously
robbed; that
Justice had been ousted bodily from Stockton and that monster Oppression,
seated upon her throne by the frenzied populace, there to rule with open hand,
unhampered by any outcry those injured might make.
But his anger amounted to naught.
He had been beaten, and rather than
take a chance on appeal (for this was, 111 Hartz's opinion, an expensive luxury),
he paid the judgment.

*

*

*

*

*

One month later I was mov111g from Stockton to take active charge of my
furniture business at Four Corners, having bought out the other half interest
with part of my small savings.
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I was sitting on a large trunk at the end of the station platform when
Brown approached.
"They tell me," he shouted above the hissing and screeching of the stopping
train, "that yOll are leaving us. I thought you were doing well at the law."
"I was," I answered uneasily, "but my conscience compelled me to quit."
"Your conscience 1" he exclaimed, with a look of incredulous inquiry.
"Yes," r answered, guiltily, grasping my handbag and making a dash for
the now moving train. "It was I who killed that dog."
R. W. CONLIN,
'16.

INDUSTfiY

The following
torney :
1871
Capital $3.50

IS

copied

from

PERSONlrlED.

the letterhead

of an energetic

Office of
W. P. K',OTI':
Money Loaner

Western

at-

191-1
Capital $60,000.00

Dealer in Studebaker Automobiles, Excelsior, Indian and Flanders 1\10to1'·cycles, Loans Money 011 Personal or Chattel Security.
Attorney-at-Law
and
Notary Public.
Deeds, Mortgages and Wills Correctly Drawn.
Hard Collections Solicitcd-c-Xlight
Buy Poor Accounts, Notes or Anything else. Owner
of the Best Breeding Animals in the World, and the Best Hotel, Barber Shop,
and Livery Barn in Douglass, also Auto Livery.
Ex-Banker,
Hardware
Merchant, Druggist, Physician, Proprietary
Medicines and School Teacher.
Independent in Politics.
Moral Guide: The Golden Rule. Age 65, Weight 270 1b5.
Mar-ried. Reads Eel Howe, Walt Mason, Dodd Gaston and Douglass Tribune.
]\IIotto : "Square Dealing."

A BABYLONIAN

MORTGAGE.

An original mortgage of record drafted on a brick by a Babylonian Solon
about 430 B. c., reads as follows:
"Thirty bushels of dates are due to Bel Nac1in Shun. son of Marshu by Bel
Bullistu and Sha Nabu Shu, sons of Kirebti, and their tenants, in the month of
Tashri (month of harvest) of the thirty-fourth
year of King Arta xerxes I, they
shall pay the dates, thirty bushels, according to the measure of Bel Nadin Shun,
in the town of Bit Balatsu.
Their field, cultivated and uncultivated,
their fief
estate, is held as a pledge for the dates, namely, thirty bushels, by Bel Xadin
Shun.
Another creditor shall" {lot have power over it."
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The Senior
Who is this one of lofty mien)
Approaching with such proud disdain?
'The Senior.
Wbc is it sends you quickly hence
To 'scape his bursts 0 f eloquence?
The Senior.
Who talks of Blackstone, Coke and Kent
And tells 11S what the Pandects meant?
The Senior.
Who, when Todd hurls a verbal bomb,
Accepts the same with great aplomb?
The Senior.

•

Who is it, with unconscious grace.
Can give the rule in Shelley's case?
The Senior.
Who is it makes a bid for fame,
Though knowing 'tis a losing game?
The Senior.
Who hasn't told all he knows to Todd,
But keeps some things 'tween himself and his God?
The Senior.
\Vho is it awakes in the dead of night,
With dread of the Bar Exam. in sight?
The Senior.
Who gets along fine with Borland on Wills :
Then has such a time to meet Powell's bills?
The Senior.
Who is it, when all's said and done,
The study of the law has just begun?
The Senior.
E. R. COCHR.\N,
IIi

J
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A Senior's Light and Delight
"After being tossed for nearly three years in thick weather, 011 an unknown sea, one, like the mariner, naturally avails himself of the first pause in
the storm, the earliest glance of the SUIl, to take his latitude and ascertain
how far the elements have driven him."
Let LIS imitate this prudence that we
may at least be able to conjecture where we now arc.
At the first dawn of civilization, or even before the term civilization could
be applied, there crept in among those sparsely settled communities, or tr-ibes, a
creature which made itself perfectly at home among them, no one at first being
aware of its presence or even of its existence; but, as time advanced, and as
the tribes became larger and the manner of their subsistence more complicated,
a few of the better educated and some of the rulers became aware of its presence, and learned to appreciate the fact that it had come to stay and that civilization in a measure depended upon it.
lt was carried along without substantial change, except for a gradual
growth in importance,
until about the third millennium before Christ, when
Harnmurabi, the king of Babylon, seized upon this creature and gave it definite
shape; and from that time on down through the centuries to the beginning of
the rise of the Grecian Empire it thrived and gained in many respects.
Greece! Ah! Here indeed did it find a rich and prosperous
home, and
here again did it begin to move forward by leaps and bounds and during the
time of Solon it gained great prominence and assured one and all that its existence was coextensive with that of civilization, even in its most humble and
Jowly form.
These people never seemed to lose sight of the fact that unless
this artificial, intangible creature was given proper nourishment it would vanish
from the earth, and with it all they had accomplished.
With the fall of the
Grecian Empire it was 'without interruption
blended with that of the Romans.
By this time it had put out °many arms and branches, which extended
through and aided nearly every phase of human endeavor.
But the Romans,
who were at first diligent and sincere in their support, seemed, later on, inclined
to neglect, rather than take, our important creature upon their shoulders and
carry it forward with them. They used its limbs and branches to, uphold and
support their selfish motives and desires, thus preventing themselves from becoming stranded in the mire.
For example, the great Csesar, Anthony, Nero
and others stepped about nimbly from limb to limb without the least equivocation or mental reservation.
These rulers seemed to nourish conditions which
perpetuate war, and our noble creature was left to its own fate.
About this time a woman appeared upon the scene (as is often the case in
the course of human events).
It was Cleopatra, the fair queen of the Egyptians, who, relying upon the power of her charms to appease the anger of the
liS

'Triumvir, here initiated a new species of warfare against which the illustrious
Ceesar could form no phalanx.
Anthony also was completely fascinated, as
had been the great Cresar before him, by the dazzling beauty of the "Serpent
of the Nile." Enslaved by her enchantments and charmed by her brilliant wit,
in the pleasure of her company these war gods forgot all else-ambition,
honor
and country.
Here indeed was a very trying time for our creature, and were
it not for the patience and perseverance of its being it would never have been
able to withstand such treatment.
About five and one-half centuries later the
Emperor Justinian paid a last and fitting tribute to its memory, after which,
being amply assured that it had endured all that it could endure, decided to
depart, and with its departing, as is customary when it wishes to escape pursuers, left all in utter darkness.
The next we hear of it is centuries later, when it began to appear upon the
western coast of Europe and on the British Isles, where it found excellent
opportunities for growth and advancement.
These people not only used what
good it had carried with it, but with such architects as Britton, Bracton, Lord
Mansfield, Lord Coke, Sir William Blackstone and others to put the finishing
work upon this wonderful framework that had been constructed centuries before, we may truly marvel at the great proportions it began to reach in all its
branches and departments.
But, hold, ladies and gentlemen, I am delighted to think that about the time
of the birth of Washington, the father of our country, whose memory we are
called here to revere, there began to spring forth a new branch of the law, to
which he and all his associates clung with all the tenacity possessed by them
and with it have established the foundation of the greatest nation the world
has ever known. Today we can hardly conceive of a condition arising in our
complicated existence in which the long arm of equity will not reach forth anel
give a plain, adequate and complete remedy.
It affords us great pleasure to
think that we are about to enter upon that profession so nobly established by
our fathers, and which has endured longer than any other and has proven its
necessity to the advancement of civilization by the thousands of years it has
devoted to that cause.
But in these harassing days the people have at last awakened to the enormity of the transgressions of the members of the bar, and have begun to realize
that a lawyer is no more nor less than a living, walking tort; and we hear it oft
repeated without hesitation, and with firm conviction, that a man to make a
lawyer must be entirely devoid of conscience and other good qualities.
I do
not mean to commend either the spirit in these ideas or the moral causes which
produce them. However, I am compelled to -say that different men often see
the same subject In different lights. Therefore, I trust it will not be thought
disrespectful to these gentlemen if I shall speak forth my sentiments freely
and without reserve, entertaining, as I do, opinions of a character very much
adverse to theirs.
We should elevate our minds to the greatness of that trust to which the
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order of Providence
has called us. By adverting to the dignity of this high
calling our ancestors have turned a savage wilderness into a glorious empire.
and have made the most extensive and the only honorable conquests-not
by
destroying, but by promoting these broad, equitable principles upon which depend the peace and happiness of the human race. 1 know of no way of judging of the future but by the past, and judging by the past I wish to say:
"Malee this whole career that is before us such that little children may
grow up to revere 11S, aged people walk peacefully with us and the mature and
strong lind comradeship and Ilelp in us; and may travelers, prisoners, soldiers,
debtors, the sick, widows,' orphans, all classes of men who toil, struggle. grieve
and are heavy-laden, be aware that we guard and protect them.
FINIS."

S. E. PARISA, 'I.i.
A TE!~RIBLE

MISTAKE.

V,,,T. C. Means, of the Concord, North Carolina, bar, is well known as a
lawyer and as a yarn spinner.
He went to Ne,v York City last summer, and
after he had returned he was in a group of attorneys under the shade of the
court house trees, when someone told an anecdote about a hotel clerk, and
made the point that a good clerk could instantly 'size up t.he guest and know the
kind of room he wanted without asking any questions.
Colonel M-eans smiled, and then told this:
"I guess that is true, but I
fooled one in New York last week. I got there tired and dirty and unshaved.
and my collar was limp and black, and I looked pretty much like a tramp.
1
registered and the clerk told the bell boy to take me to 937, a room on the ninth
Aoor back without a bath. I went up and then found a bath room, bathed, put
all clean clothes, went down the back way, got a shave and shine, and walked
in the front door just ahead of a new crowd of guests.
I went up to the clerk
and asked him if he could give me a good r00111.
"Sure,' he said, "number fifteen, on the first floor, the best room in the
house, "
,.A 11right," I replied, "please send up to 937 and ha ve my baggage brought
down there. You made a h-l of a mistake a while ago."

FEW

JUR\.·

TRIALS

IN ENGLAND.

There are only four classes of civil rases in England today in which
there is an ubsohite right of jury trial:
Libel, slander, criminal conversa
tion. and seduction.
In the total bulk of English litigation jury trials form
an infinitesimally
small part.
In 1907, for example, in the King's Bench
Division of the High Court of Justice, 29,737 judgments
were entered. and
of these only 73-1 were trieel by jury.-The
World's Work,
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The
f

Presidential

Term

vVe are gathered together this evening to celebrate the memory of one of
the greatest generals this country has ever known; one of the wisest statesmen
America has ever produced.
To attempt to review in a few short minutes the
illustrious career of the "father of our country" would be an injustice.
To
sing his praises is better left to those more eloquent.
It would seem far more
appropriate,
and also in strict harmony with the spirit and purpose of this occasion to consider briefly one of the many wise and lasting precedents established by the first president of the United States.
I refer to the view and stand
taken by Washington on the presidential term.
1-:1
is position on this important
question has, through custom, become part of the unwritten law of this country,
but nevertheless it is periodically open to the criticism of the Twentieth Century
reformer
who comes with every presidential
election, clamoring for a single
six-year term.
During the national election of 1912 the question was brought, more forcibly
ever before, to the attention of this country.
On one side was President
seeking the nomination and re-election by means of political patronage.
was Theodore Roosevelt stumping the country in an effort to attain a
term. And there was the modest Woodrow Wilson with his simple promise
if elected he would not seek a second term.
In a short time we will again see a struggle for the office of chief executive,
and we will again hear the shouts of those who would amend the Constitution,
so it behooves the electorate of this country in this period or comparative peace
and tranquility to discuss, consider, and ponder over the question, "Shall we
follow the precedent set by Washington,
or shall we adopt the single six-year
term ?"
than
Taft
Here
third
that

With all clue respect to those advocates of the proposed change, I am of
the opinion that it is \"ery undesirable .. Six years would be too long a term for
a weak man to hold the presidency.
To a certain degree the election of our
chief executive is a hazard.
Perhaps he may succeed; there is always the possibility that he may fail or otherwise prove himself undesirable.
An examination of history shows that twelve of our twenty-six
presidents served single
terms.
The people no longer desired their services and a her four years discharged them.
\iVhy, in the name of justice, should the American people be
compelled to live six years instead of four under administrations
with which
they have no sympathy?
Four years gives the president all opportunity to make
good, and if he doesn't, let them get someone who can.
Here again is another objection to the extension of the present term. Under
our present system of government
the executive and legislative branches are
separate and distinct.
A new House of Representatives
is elected every two
12!
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years.
Thus it is possible to have a Republican president and a Democratic
House covering a period of two years, as was the case during the recent administration of President Taft.
This has occurred at numerous times, and when
such a lack of harmony exists nothing can be accomplished.
Experience verifies
the truth of this statement.
Senator Lodge of Massachusetts
says:
;~I believe
that the business of the government should be in the hands of the party which
has received authority from the people. It cloes 110t seem desirable to increase
the evils of the situation by making it possible to have a president and Congress
of different political parties last for four years instead of for 1"0/0'_ Under the
six-year term the defect of the system would be enhanced and not diminished."
Moreover, a single six-year term is too short for a good man.
If the
president makes good, give the people a chance to re-elect him. He is experienced and should have the preference over a new and inexperienced
man. Ten
times have the American people re-elected worthy presidents for second terms.
And in the last election it was shown that 4,000,000 people, one-third of the
voters of this country, even desired a third term candidate.
If the voters so
desire, why should they not have the power to re-elect?
The reformer shouts
with horror:
"N a! Never!
Some unscrupulous
man will try to become king!"
But hold. there is no need for alarm.
There is no danger so long as the people
hold the reins. The fear of a king is simply a bugaboo used to frighten the
voters.
Whoever faces this question squarely will see that the proposed change
is based upon distrust of the people, and whenever the time comes that the
American people cannot use the ballot without being hampered and restricted
by these proposed constitutional
limitations, let's have a king, and long may he
live!
Besides being undesirable, the change is absolutely unnecessary.
The everpresent reformer insists that with an election once in every six years the so-called
business depressions which accompany all elections will occur less frequently.
The consensus of opinion is that a presidential campaign always brings a slump
in business.
But it is merely a rumor and entirely unfounded.
An eminent
economist who has made a thorough study of this question says that "the effect
of presidential
elections depends wholly upon whether or not the country is
entering a period of prosperity or a period of depression, which, in turn, is
dependent not on presidential
elections, but rather upon fundamental
business
conditions."
Granting, however, that fear of a change of political control does cause a
depression.
Let us ask, then, would there not be a business depression every
two years when the new House of Representatives
is elected?
It is the House
and not the president that makes the tariff and currency reforms.
If a slump
in business precedes every possible change in government
control, there would
certainly be a slump every two years irrespective
of when the president is
elected. How, then, could the proposed change in tenure remedy this so-called
business depression which does not exist?
And how could it remedy the condition even if it did exist?
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Then, again, we are told that if a president is ineligible to re-election he
cannot use his political influence to secure a second term. But let us first consider this, Can he secure another term by this abuse of power? History answers
in the negative.
Twelve of ow' presidents served single terms. Eight of these
sought re-election but were defeated.
Why, with their influence and political
patronage, did they not continue in office? You know the answer.
"We saw
in the last election a demonstration as perfect as could be that the country has
nothing to fear from the abuse of patronage."
The nomination and re-election
of a president cannot be brought about in that way.
From this brief and cursory view of the question the only logical conclusion
to be drawn is that the proposed change is undesirable and wholly unnecessary.
What this country should do is to follow the wise and lasting precedent established by Washington, first president of the United States.

B. BYRON WINGERT,
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Law and Citizenship
I am puzzled to know why the Freshman speakers l-ave been placed first
on the list. I now see it was to literally fulfill the scriptural quotation, "A little
child shall lead them."
As I sat here looking over the faces of those present, statesmen, judges,
lawyers, students and men and women from other walks of life, I find myself
in the same frame of mind as a small boy who was seated in front of the fireplace lost in thought.
His father was close by reading the evening paper.
The
boy suddenly spoke: "Say, dad, weren't you born in New York ?" h¥es."
"And
wasn't mamma born in California ?" "Yes." "And ~ was Lorn in Ohio?"
"Yes."
The boy was silent for a moment. then burst forth: "Say, clad, don't it beat the
Dutch how we got together "'
I hold myself out 8S an optimist, but with limitations.
An optimist has
been defined as a man who will go into an exclusive restaurant
with empty
pockets and order a full meal expecting to pay therefor with a pearl of sufficient
size which he will find in the first oyster course.
\Vith all the pleasurable emotions of a man who has partaken of viands fit for the gods and who has enjoyed
the associations of the evening to the utmost, ] dare not venture to hope that
I shall find in the utterances which shall be made, a gem of expression which
will in any measure compensate for the pleasure of the evening.
Were I to choose a text for m)' remarks, it would be these immortal words:
"\Ve hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, and are
endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; among these are life.
liberty and the pursuit of happiness: that to secure these rights, governments
are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the
governed. ,.
These words cannot be paraphrased, but I sometimes think we have become
so accustomed to the benefits arising from our free institutions
that we lose
sight of their true meaning.
Briefly, they mean that a government was to be
founded for all the people: that laws were to be enacted in the light of justice
and equality; that the officers and representatives
were to be servants, and not
the rulers of the people: and all were to have an equal voice in directing the
affairs of government.
But we have become so absorbed in developing the
unlimited opportunities
which have been open to us that many have Icrgotten
that the;' have other duties to perform in addition to feeding. clothing and maintaining those who are dependent upon them and in the accumulation of wealth.
No matter how well adapted our forms of procedure may be, to guard
against the invasion of selfish interests, we will be unsuccessful in maintaining
and upholding the standard of a representative
government
unless our duties
as citizens are fulfilled.
Every age has its own peculiar difficulties, each period
has its own "ices and dangers. and one of the greatest obstacles in the onward
march of our republic is the failure of the people to realize the obligations which
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are resting upon them.
It seems to me there should be more time spent in
looking upon the darkness of things undone and less upon the brightness of
things accomplished by those who have gone before and particularly by the one
whose natal day we celebrate.
There has grown up among our people a tendency to disregard the restraints
of the law and a disposition to evade its limitations, while the action of our
courts in the course of justice is frequently and seyerely criticised.
In addition,
lawyers are charged with a disposition to protract litigation, and distort the
meaning of the statutes to suit their own selfish ends. It is charged they live
upon the quarrels of others and create no value,
In other words, lawyers arc
the parasites of society,
These are statements
made by radicals and muckraking magazines.
No time should be wasted in answering them, as we are
able to point to the part played by lawyers in the history of our country, and
thus cover these false charges beneath an avalanche of adverse evidence.
The lawyer has a wider and larger field than an immediate duty to his
client, in explaining and upholding that system of law which is the heritage of
the American people.
all account of his peculiar knowledge he should take
all active and affirmative interest in all problems which are for the betterment
of our city, our state and our nation,
No profession or calling offers so wide
a field for the benefit of humanity as that of the law, and on the other hand,
none offers such all opportunity
to rob and defraud the innocent and unsuspecting of their earnings,
In the play, "Within the Law," which many of you have doubtless seen,
the attorney makes this remark:
"V"le don't call them courts of justice any
more; we call them courts of law," and the audience applauds with startling
vigor. ] do not believe the people mean to indorse the statement in the strict
interpretation,
but the fact that they do applaud should serve as a warning, a
semaphore, if you please, to those who are and those who contemplate engaging
ill the practice of law.
The present attitude of the laymen towards lawyers is well illustrated by
an incident which occurred at a banquet given in honor of :Y.!larkTwain.
After
the humorist had finished his speech he was greeted with great applause.
A
lawyer then arose, and, as was his habit when speaking, put his hands in his
pockets and remarked:
"Isn't it strange to see a humorist who is really f unny ?"
Whereupon
Twain arose and said in his droll way:
"Isn't it a little more
strange to see a lawyer with his hands in his own pockets ?"
The lawyer should not only take an active part in the consideration of the
affairs of government, but should urge upon a11 others with whom he has dealings to clo likewise.
There is prevalent in our land a perfunctory
notion that
we do all that is required of us in the direction of good citizenship when we
make an expression of our faith in the creed, and abstain from the commission
of unpatriotic
sins.
\IVe vote on 'election day, when not too busy with other
things, hut the ticket and principles for which we vote are left to those who
make politics their life's work.
We should not be charged with a failure of
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our obligations on this account.
We are good, quiet and respectable citizens,
but we are not politicians.
'Those who take this view remind one of the good old lady who said she
had always noticed if she lived until the first of March, she lived the rest of
the year. It is time there should be an end of self-gratification
or pretense of
virtue in the phrase, HI am not a politician."
Every one of us should be politicians to the extent that we are interested in the welfare of our country, and
will do our part in preserving the principles upon which our government
is
founded.
That is politics in its best sense-that
is good citizenship.
If politics
is to serve a high purpose, instead of a game for tricksters and crooks, these
facts must be realized by every good citizen.
If our business men would turn aside from their efforts for gain, and give
their country a portion of their time: if our scholars and educators would prove
by their examples that their lessons mean a practical benefit to the country;
if our lawyers would prove the laws they advocate are equal and just; if our
men in all walks of life would fulfill the obligations which they justly owe,
that time would surely come which was in the mind of our Creator and prophesied at our nation's birth.
Then, when the scales have fallen from our eyes, and when the efforts of
good citizens have made sure the safety, permanence
and happiness of our
nation, how small will seem the petty strifes of civil life and how trivial many
of the differences of politics.
In that day we shall have the joyous pride of
mingling with those who have so protected and defended our heritage of government that our treasures are safe in that citadel of patriotism, where "moth and
rust doth not corrupt, and thieves do not break through and steal."
I can do no higher justice to the ·subject or the occasion than by closing
with these words:
God gi ve us men!
A time like this demands
Strong minds, great hearts, true faith and ready hands.
Men whom the spoils of office cannot buy;
Men whom the lusts of office cannot kill;
Men who possess opinions and a will:
Men who have honor, men who will not lie;
Men who can stand before a demagogue
And damn his treacherous
Aatteries without winking.
Tall men, suncrowned,
who live above the fog
In public life and private thinking,
For, while the rabble, with their thumbworn creeds,
Their large pretensions and little deeds,
Mingle in selfish strife,
Freedom weeps, vVrong rules the land, and
Waiting Justice sleeps.
w:vr. E. CRA:\1PTON, '17.
FINIS.
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Bar Library

The Kansas City Bar Library Association occupied its present quarters at 1116
Scan-itt Building about August 1, 1907. Before that time the library had been
maintained at the County Court House. At present there are 255 members of the
Association.
All of the students of the Kansas City School of La \\1 have access
to the library, and about 200 persons make daily use of it. The Association has
an income, in round numbers, of $6,000.00 per annum, all 0.£ which is expended
in the maintenance, preservation and extension of the library. There are now in
the library about 13,.100 volumes. These embrace all of the State Reports: all of
the Federal Reports: all of the Canadian Supreme Court Reports and the Dominion Law Reports; all of the Statutes and Session Acts of the various states and
territories, and the fol1owing English Reports: King's and Queen's Bench, Chancery Reports, Exchequer Reports, and the Olel Year Books of Edward I, nand
IIT, from 1292 A. D. to 135-1 A. D.
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III .addition to the foregoing books, there is a large number of early session
acts which are of interest and frequently of great value, and a large and rapidly
growing body of text-books, digests and encyclopredias,
So far as the means of
the Association will permit, every new work of importance is added to the library
as 50011 as published.
All current state reports are received as soon as printed.
Practically all of the various series of annotated cases are also found here, including the American Decisions, American Reports, American State Reports, the
L. R. A., American Bankruptcy
Reports and various other works of a similar
character.
A large number of valuable and rare books are also in this collection. The
Missouri Session Acts of 1813, beginning with the Act for .. Providing for the
Government of the Territory of Missouri," is among this number.
One act in
this curious volume is entitled "An Act to Encourage the Killing of Wolves,
Panthers and Wildcats."
Another provides a penalty for each man "who is found
loitering and rambling about * ::: * and who doth not betake himself to labor or
some honest calling.'
Acts divorcing husbands and wives, regulating slavery, providing for the manufacture
of "Salt Petre" and regulating the equipment of the
militia. are of frequent occurrence,
Of quainter interest is a certain volume containing "Reports of that Reverend
and Learned Judge, Sir Humphrey Winch Knight, sometimes one of the judges
of the Court of Common Pleas. Containing many Choice Cafes and excellent matters touching Declarations,
Pleadings. Demurrers, Judgments and Refolutions in
Points of Law, in the foure laft years of the Raign of King James," This volume
bears date of 10S7, Other reports contain, in the crisp and vivid English of that
early date, full accounts of famous state trials, such as the trial of Berkele
(Berkely ) for the murder of Edward II, in 1331: the Gunpowder Plot Trial in
16J6: the trial of Sir Walter Raleigh in l6~3, and the trial of Thomas a Becket
for high treason in 1163, during the reign of Henrv II, and the trial of Lord
Bacon for bribery and corruption in his office as judge ill 1620,
:\bn~r of these old volumes arc in Xonuan-French,
in which the early court
records of England were kept, and the printed pages seem strange to the modern
eye in typography, as well as language, .A vertiable mine of history, law, tragedy,
tyranny, oppression, aggression, pathos and eloquence is buried in these little used
volumes.
An effort is being made to take better care of these old and rare books and
render access to them easier, in the hope that they may be better preserved and
that more qf the members of the Association will become interested in these
"quaint and curious volumes of forgotten lore,"

JOHN 1. W1LLIA:llS0N
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The Man of the Hour
For the tenth time in as many years, the students of the Kansas City School
of Law have assembled together to commemorate the birthday of the greatest of
America's great men.
It is a matter for regret that other institutions do not display a similar attitude of respect for the memory of George Washington.
Our business institutions did not even close their doors today; the shop windows were decked out in
flags and hatchets, bull the doors of these same shops were wide open to the
trade.
In the present trend of modern commercialism, men have acquired the habit
of holding the American dollar so close to the eye as to destroy all perspective and
distort their vision; but I am glad to know that there is in Kansas City one institution which, for a day at least, can lay aside the endeavors of the workaday
world; and pause to pay a patriotic tribute to the memory of one who has made
our very patriotism possible.
As a soldier Washington
was a genius; as a statesman he was a miracle,
being endowed by a most munificent Providence with the capacity for leadership,
both of the armies and in the councils of the nation.
He secured our liberties
by the might of the sword. and then, assuming leadership in the departments of
government,
cranked the engine of prosperity,
welded together our thirteen
tottering colonies, and at the conclusion of two terms as President he was the
idolized god of a devoted people. They willingly would have made him king, had
he not had the grace to lay aside the toga and retire to private life-an
exauiple
which should serve to deter those Twentieth Century politicians who would gladly
wear the trappings of power for life.
The world heard of Lexington, of Burgoyne's surrender, and of the seige of
Yorktown.
Then came the inauguration of Washington, and with it the dawn of
a new day of peace and prosperity, of which we have so far seen but the glorious forenoon.
The whole evolution of the human race seems to have taken place in three
transitions-brute
force, animal cunning, and a higher intelligence.
For America the day is past when men may rise to greatness on the wings of war. The
day of the brute force 'Of a destructive militarism has gone. She has attained
the age of this higher intelligence, and on this occasion it is not improper that we
call to mind the greatness of those men of .the present who maintain our countryon this high plane; that we glory in the graciousness of a kind Providence
that has raised up for us at this time a great intellect, a great statesman, and a
President who guides the national barque through the seething waters of external
strife; permits us to look from the battlements of peace into the horrors of a
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European hell, and thank our God that there is a 111anat the helm who can secure
for us the privilege of indulging in our patriotism, surrounded
by a nation at
peace when all the outer world is engaged in war.
While destroying armies are commissioned to carry into execution the avaricious whims of European monarchs, industry is being dissipated and commerce
destroyed.
At the termination of this struggle, it is probable that we will witness
the greatest industrial war that history has ever known: each nation endeavoring
to grasp for itself the international
commerce of the world.
America has the
advantage;
we have the men, we have the material, we have the industry, and
above all, enterprise.
Our only present need is a spirit of co-operation between
those two warring elements of industry, Capital and Labor.
The great man of the future-the
man of the hour-will
be the man whose
mind will grasp the momentous issue of the day and who, without the aid of
armies or the need of force, can draft a treaty which will result in the emancipation of capital from the unjust demands of organized dictation: the freedom of
labor from the oppression of capital's greed, and leave these two opposing
factors locked in a fraternal embrace, making forever impossible a recurrence of
the conditions which have existed to Colorado's shame and the nation's disgrace;
which will cast the memor-ies of those conditions into the dust-bin of forgetfulness to be regarded, if at all, as only the horrible memories of a nightmare of the

past.
The great man of the future will be the man who can bring about the freedom of our commercialism from its O\V11 internal antagonism;
make the forceful
watchword of the future "co-operation."
It will usher in the sunrise of a new
prosperity ; the commerce of the world will be within our grasp, and what one
time seemed a pleasing, but impossible dream, will be brought into being to
possess the bloom of a living reality.

G. A. THOMAS,
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Phi Alpha Delta
FLO\\'ER:

Red Carnation

COLons:

Purple

and Old Gold

Chapter Roll
Benton-Kansas City School of Law
Blackstone-c-Chicago-Kent
College of Law
Calhoun-Yale University
Campbell-University
of Michigan
Capen-Illinois
Wesleyan University
Chase-Cincinnati
Law School
Clay-s-University of Kentucky
Corliss-c-University
of North Dakota
Dunbar-University
of Washington
Fuller-Northwestern
University
Garland--University
of Arkansas
Green-University
of Kansas
Gunter-University
of Colorado
Hamlin-University
of Maine
Hammond-University
of Iowa
Hay-Western
Reserve University

Holmes-Leland
Stanford, j r., University
Hughes-Denver
University
Jefferson-University
of Virginia
Kent-University
of Idaho
Lawson-University
of Missouri
Magrudder-c-Univer-sity
of lllinois
Mar shall-c-Univer sity of Chicago
Rapallo-Ncw
York University
Ross-University
of Southern California
Ryan-University
of Wisconsin
Staples-Washington
and Lee University
Story-c-Depauw University
Taft-Georgetown
University
Temple-c-Univer sity of California
Webster-Chicago
Law School
Williams-c-Univer sity of Oregon

Il onorory Members
Thomas J. Seehoru
Sanford B. Ladd

James S. Botsford
O. H. Dean

Fratres

'in Facuttatc

William P. Borland
S. O. Hargus
John B. Gage
John B. Pew
John T. Culbertson
vVm. T. Alford

Fraires in Praesenti
Allen, R. R.
Barber, Lloyd E.
Biddle, William H.
Cochran, Eugene R
Croker, Patrick VI/.
Crowl, Leon W.
Doyle, Thomas E.
Evans, Harry H.
Fleener, G. Corwin
Flint, Clarence H.
Flynn, J. Frank

Graves, Ludwick
Hackler, J. M.
Heck, Ross
Hooper, Duke W.
J enkins, Harry B.
Koontz, Paul
Loos, Fred L.
Ludwick, Frank M.
Medill, James S.
Miller, George W.
Morse, Rupert G.

Pledges-Warren

J.

Halpin and
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Noe, Andrew Jackson
Rizley, Roscoe
Roberts, Lee C.
Sowers, Claude E.
Taylor, John H.
Updegraff, Martin O.
Washburn, Dan W.
West, George W.
Wiley, John W.
Wilson, Mark T.

J.

Breathitt

Robertson

\

Kansas City Alumni Chapter
Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity
Alford, T. C,
Alford, Wm. T.,
Ashton, Joseph H.,
Aylward, las. P"
Aylward, Joseph,
Ball, E. E.,
Borland, W. P"
Bellemere, G. Fred,
Boyle, Rudolph B.,
Brady, Joseph H.,
Brasher, Ceo. K.,
Bresnehen, Thos. E.,
Broaddus, ]. "V"
Brown, C. H"
Burke, H. L.,
Burns, Ira B.,
Burns, j as. V"
Burns, Robert,
Bush, Ben E.,
Bell, C J.,
Crutcher, Loving T.,
Culbertson, Townley,
Davis, Guy R.,
Deatherage, W. N.,
Dean, F. J.,
Deitrich, Roy K.,
Dew, S. A.,
Dodge, Clyde A.,
Fleming, Edw. J.,
Franciscus, jno. W.,
Gage, J no. B.,
Guffin, Horace,
Harris, E. A.,
Harvey, J. H.,
Henderson, C. J.
Hermann, George VV.,
Jaudon, Virgil H.,
Jones, J. W.,
J ones, Morton,

Jones, Vernon,
Klapmeyer, Harry K.,
Law, Wm. T.,
Langsdale, Cliff,
Langsdale, J no.,
Lowe, Frank M.}
Lynn, J. J..
Loos, J. C,
McGinness, R. E.,
Marley, John S.,
Morton, William E.,
McShane, L. P.,
Neef, Peter J.,
Nourse, J. R,
Nangle, J. J.,
Nugent, A. ;P.,
Orear, M. L.,
Osborne, R. S.,
Pew, jno. R,
Plummer, B. A.,
Paxton, Matthew W.,
Richardson, R c.,
Ryan, Leo,
Seaton, Perry Vv.,
Sexton, R. J.,
Small, E. W.,
Sloan, E. W.,
Sayre, R. R,
Taylor, Ias. E.,
Thomas, O. v«,
Toll, Phil R.,
Vieregg, Charles,
Ward, VVm. K,
Warren, Frank G.,
Witherspoon,
Frank, Jr.,
Wagner, A. F.,
Woodworth, C. H.,
Wood, D. J.,
Yale, K. C,
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Delta Theta

FLOWER:

White

Phi Law Fraternity

Carnation

COLORS:

Green and White

Chapter Roll

•

Adams-Boston University
Benton-a-Washington University
Bleckley-University
of Georgia
Bryan-Creighton
University
Burks-Washington
and Lee University
Chase-Ohio State University
Christiancy-University
of Michigan
Cooley-Detroit College of Law
Day-s-Western Reserve University
Deady-University
of Oregon
Douglas-John
Marshall Law School
Dwight-Columbia University
Epsilon-University
of Arkansas
Field-University
of Southern California
Finch-Cornell University
Freeman-University
of Tennessee
Fuller-Fordham
University
Harlan-University
of South Dakota

Holmes-Dickinson
<University
Ingalls-c-Washburn University
Jefferson-Richmond
College
Kent-New
York Law School
Lincoln-c-University of Chicago
Lurton-Chattanooga
College of Law
Magruder-Chicago
Kent College of Law
Marshall-Ohio
Northern University
Mitchell-c-Univcr sity of Minnesota
Parker-s-Union University
Ramsey-St.
Paul College of Law
Ranney-c-Cleveland Law School
Snyder-Kansas
City School of Law
Vall Moschzisker-c-Uni versity of Pennsylvania
Wayne-c-Atlanta Law School
Warvelle-cDepauw
University
White-s-Georgetown University
W igmore-N crthwestern University

AlU1II1li Senates
Alumni Senate of New York City
Chattanooga Alumni Senate
Chicago Alumni Senate
Cleveland Alumni Senate
Los Angeles Alumni Senate

Minneapolis Alumni Senate
Omaha Alumni Senate
St. Paul Alumni Senate
Toledo Alumni Senate
Washington Alumni Senate
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Fratres

in Praesenti
Eugene N. McCluer
Harold R. Mackey
Charles A. Mohrle
Franklin Moore
J. Francis O'Sullivan
Maurice J. O'Sullivan
Stanley Seibel
Duval P. Strother
George A. Wood

Ray W. Conlin
Denis]. Downey
William J. Davis
Earle R. Gilbert
Eldridge H. Henning
vVilliam R Jewell, Jr.
Wof Iord Lewis
James B. Lowry

Honorary

Members

Han. John 1. Williamson

Fratres

Hardin B. Manard

in Urbe

Ralph L. Adams
Denzil F. Baltis
Thomas].
Bancroft
Carroll \11/. Berry
Robert E. Berry
Clifford Bantleon
Fred E. Breisch
Richard E. Cline
Guy C. Cooley
Allan T. Finnell
Pete H. Franke
Floyd Fuller
Amos Gay
Earl R. Gilbert
Porter Hansen
Carl H. Langknecht
L. YV. Lashbrook
Merle E. Mathews

George YV. Meyer
Robert R. Park
Ralph Perry
Clayton Pierce
Richard Robertson
Robert ]. Sutherland
Chester J. Rogers
Ambrose Whitsett
Ralph B. Way
John F. Thice
Neal D. Sutherland
Earl E. Enloe
\Valdo B. ] enning s
Hal H. Lynch
Bert W. Haggerty
Earl ]. Goldman
B. Hayward Hagerman
Richard M. Noonan
Leo V. Cleary

I'
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History of Delta Theta Phi Law Fraternity
Until March 22, 1915, Snyder Senate, Delta Theta Phi Law Fraternity,
existed only as a local organization.
On that date, marking an event of utmost
importance to the Kansas City School of Law, the local body was installed as
Snyder Senate.
Delta Theta Phi local was formed in the year 1908, having as a nucleus
a body of seven men.
As time went on, this local chapter grew to greater
numbers, having at the date of the installation of Snyder Senate an active list
of twenty-one men and thirty-one alumni members.
Delta Theta Phi National is the result of the consolidation
of the three
national fraternities, Theta Lambda Phi, Delta Phi Delta and Alpha Kappa Phi,
all three being legal fraternities.
Since the consolidation,
and in the years it
has existed as Delta Theta Phi, this fraternity has grown in strength and numbers till at the present time it has the largest chapter roll of any legal fraternity.
And this roll contains the names of many men who are leaders in the legal world
and in affairs of national importance, chief among whom is Honorable Edward
Douglas White, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States.
The fraternity has, with recent additions, a chapter roll of forty-eight active
and ten alumni senates, scattered over all parts of the United States.
It has a
membership of between three and four thousand men.
Snyder Senate, consisting of eighteen active and thirty-six alumni members,
was named in honor of the Han. John VV. Snyder, whose memory is never to
be forgotten by the legal profession
in Kansas City, and particularly
by the
faculty and student body of the Kansas City School of Law. The local senate
has very handsome and commodious headquarters
in the Gordon & Koppel
Building.
The installation of Snyder Senate was the culmination of years of hard
work both on the part of alumni members and active men, they working together
unceasingly and tirelessly.
The event, of which the installation of Snyder Senate
was the result, was the discovery of a small article, announcing the formation
of a new legal fraternity,
by the merger of three national fraternities,
namely,
Theta Lambda Phi, Alpha Kappa Phi and Delta Phi Delta.
Communication
was at once taken up, with the result that a chapter was installed in Kansas
City.
Mr. Eugene Quigley and Mr. William H. Thomas, Chancellor and Master
of the Rolls, respectively, represented the national body at the installation, which
took place at the Baltimore, after which the sixth annual banquet was served.
The following evening the guests were entertained at a dinner and dance given
at the Belmont.
Snyder Senate stands at the threshold of a career which promises much, and
the future will be builded on the same sturdy foundations of enthusiasm, loyalty
and never-failing energy which served so successfully during the seven years of
the fraternity's
existence as a local.
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F. L. E.

OBJE:CT

PURPOSE:

AND

Morro

1915

To emulate

the doctrines

Friendship,

FLO\YER:

Ext

ORC'XIZED

BLE:\f:

of the P. H. C.

Love and Economy

Night

Blooming

Pulex

Irritanis,

Cereus
Rampant

Founder

Hox.
President

R.

LEW

Charter Membership
FRANK lVI. LUDWICK,

PURL;:

of the Local Order

Most

Members
SOONER

TI-IOM.\SSON

of the Missour-i Board of Law Examiners

Puissant

High

LATER

WILEY

FLEENER

Fr.i Wl'

Members

Delinquent

Doc. 'NEST

JUDGE FLYKN

Pcrnsanentlv

Delinquent

TUBBY

Fratres
BIRD

COCHR.\X

SM\ITARY
COOKEE

T.

F. L. E.

Good Stalldillg

II/.

RIZf.I:"'{

FOOD

Flying

GRAVES

m

Facultate
ELM ER

CULBERTSON

:t\.

POWELL

This order, which was but recently installed here, starts with every promise
of a successful and useful future and in imbuing its members with a reverence
for its object and purpose will assuredly bring to them additional social and
scholastic rewards.
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Herein Our Foundation
Quality, if not quantity, will be the characteristic
earmark of our athletic
section.
What has been done has been clone exceedingly well. \hie have no
regular "season" of which to give a resume, for 1914 marks OUf debut in this
strenuous society, but even though minus football, baseball, track anel tennis
teams, the Kansas City School of Law has turned out a basketball team that,
by its performance,
leaves little to be desired, this year at least.
Our 1110st
earnest wish is that next year's PANDEX
Board will find difficulty, not 111 procuring material for this section, but in making space for it.
The establishment
of athletics in the Kansas City School of Law was in
itself quite as much a victory for those who promoted the idea as the winning
of the Intercollegiate
Basketball Trophy was for the Law School and the team.
In past years many attempts have been made to organize the athletic talent of
the student body, but the idea never materialized.
In October, 1914, George
Wood and "Gene" l\ilcCluer, Juniors, again took up the matter.
The obstacles
which confronted these two men from the start were numerous, and too much
praise and appreciation cannot be shown for their efforts and their-our-triumph.
The season was too far advanced at this time for the organization of a football
team, but, to the minds of these two, there was no reason why the School of
Law should not have a basketball team.
Of course, the classes, jointly and
severally, laughed.
There was no gymnasium, no suits, no coach, no encouragement, not even sanction from the faculty, and, worse, no competition.
But
then, a bug in the ear is worth a dozen .in the hair, and to make a long story
short, Wood and Mcf.luer not only set the ball a-rolling, but kept it a-rolling,
with most marked results.
First, a few Juniors fell in line, then the matter was carried to the Senior
and Freshman classes, where it met hearty support, and so by hard and persistent efforts enough enthusiasm was created to warrant the financial support
of the faculty.
With this start, the obstacles became less difficult to overcome ..
but there was one high hurdle yet to take, which seemed unsurmountable
at
first. "Suppose we have a team," said the skeptic, "with Wh0111can we compete?"
Our ambitious gentlemen had this answered before we knew it, and
after what they termed a "regular marathon" around to the colleges of greater
Kansas City, the Kansas City School of Law found herself. on November 8,
1914, a member of the Intercollegiate
Conference of Greater Kansas City, consisting of the following charter members:
Western Dental College, Kansas
City Veterinary
Col1ege, Kansas .City School of Osteopathy,
Central Business
College, Kansas City (Kansas)
University, Kansas City School of Law.
"On said date" the above schools "by and through their agents and representatives thereunto
lawfully appointed" met at the Bunting-Stone
Hardware
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Company, 810 \\'alnut
Street, a11c1adopted a constitution.
The object of the
conference, as set out by this constitution, is to promote athletics in the colleges
of Greater Kansas City. 'The governing bocly consists of the athletic managers
of the several schools.
The initial meeting resulted in the election of )J. E.
:\'lcCluer of the Kansas City School of Law as president of the conference,
and C. B. Shaeffer of the Bunting-Stone
Hardware
Company secretary-treasurer. It must be mentioned here that the Bunting-Stone
people are giving the
conference such backing as few big firms ordinarily give organizations
of this
kind and offered the silver loving cup, which is now ours, as a trophy for the
winning basketball team.
And so, with the Alps safely at our backs, we. the whole Law School, are
launched upon an eventful Journey.
Whether the future holds success or reverses for our teams in the several lines of sport depends upon us. Our first
step, although faltering, has been unexpectedly successful and we have a silver
loving cup. But let llS not sit down and polish it. Let us get another one to
sit beside it. Let us not forget that this past basketball season marks but a
beginning, albeit, a splendid beginning!
Nor let us lose sight of the fact that
we owe this good beginning, not to our own selves, for never was a good team
hampered with worse support, but to the ambition, ability, and above all, to the
perseverance and work of a few of us. \,Ve may well say, and boast of it, that
they have built a solid foundation
for athletics in this school.
Because some
of the builders of the foundation will not be with us riext year, is the work to
stop?
\Ve think not; but on the contrary, feel assured that the victories the
following classes will bring home, not only in basketball, but 111 every other
branch of sport, will test the strength of said foundation to the utmost.
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Basketball Team

OFFICERS
E. J. Coldman . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...........•...........
George Wood ..................•.................
R. Carter Tucker
Players.
Denis Downey .. ',
Ray Conlin ..........•....................
William Jewell. .. ',
Clinton Campbell
George Wood (Captain)
N. E. McCluer ...•..........•...

Coach
Captain
Manager

PERSONN EL
Position.
,
,
Forward. ..........•
...•
Forward ..................•...
;
Guard and Center.
_, ......•...
_
Center.
_....••....................•.....
Forward and Guard
~
Guard
, ............•
:

.

Games
Played.
7
10
10
4
10
10

Basketball Review
The first step after the creation of the Conference was to begin real activity,
Fortunately,
the basketball season was in its infancy and the representatives
of
the 'several schools met on November 25, 1914, and drew up a ten-game schedule, running from December 11, 1914, to February 26, 1915. Season tickets
were sold at $1.00 each, and enough were disposed of to cover expenses and
still leave a small balance on hand. The courts of the Veterinary College, Battery B and the Kansas City University were chosen as the appropriate
settings
for hostilities.
The Lawyers encountered
some difficulty in getting really "into harness;'
but after the fight to get this far they were not to be daunted.
The gymnasium
of the Independence
Boulevard Christian Church was kindly put at their disposal (at $2.00 per night) and a past master o l the game, E. ]. Goldman, an
ex-Tiger, also a graduate of this school, was persuaded to assist our boys 111
their adventures.
Right well he did it, too, as no one will deny. Goldman is
the keystone of our next year's hope.
George Wood was elected captain of the Lawyer Five, R. Carter Tucker,
manager, and B. Byron Wingert was ejected cheer leader.
The captaincy W:·15
the best there was to offer, and there was never a question as to who should
have it. It was the little that the team and the school could do to show our
appreciation, and, needless to say, George was leading his team every minute.
Tucker proved to be a loyal and hard-working
manager, always on the job at
every game, and, as we know, Wingert did his "durndest."
The lusty-lunged
lawyers present always tried to live up to his standard, and when it was quiet
it was noticeable.
Hard playing was the prominent feature of all the games played by the
teams of the Conference.
VIle must confess that our zeal over the success of
our own team makes us short of space, else we could tell something of the excellent quality of the other teams; yet each one earned and well deserved its
proportionate
share of the credit given the Conference
for its first season's
work
Several pages could be written in review of our basketball season, but we
think that the box score speaks for itself (res ipsa [oquit"r).
From the blowing of the whistle on Friday night, December 11, to the fall of the curtain February 26, 1915, the Law Five blazed the way for the rest to follow as best they
might.
The Kansas City University boys were a stumbling block on their return game, but the best men in the world sometimes drag their feet.
It was the combined abilities of the individual members of the Law Team
that did the work, and the credit due them should be given to the combination
rather than to the skill of anyone
or two men. Their hard, persistent work,
under the tutelage of Captain Wood and Coach Goldman, developed what at
first seemed only a temporary outburst of athletic enthusiasm on the part of a
few into an achievement that not only the students, but the faculty, must look
upon as a most commendable success for the boys and a most enviable honor
for our alma mater.
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Goals
By 1\. E.

MCCLUER.

Jewell is a player of much experience, having played with Manual Training High School in 1909- lO, and with the strong Central Baptists for the following two years.
He was the mainstay of the Law School team during the
recent championship
race, and was rated as the best guard in the league, and
one of the best in the city. His floor game was excellent, and his all-around
ability earned him a place all the All-Star Conference team.
Downey, although 110t out for the team until after three games had been
played, was a great addition to the team.
His excellent 'floor game and fast
team work, coupled with his ability as a free-thrower,
figured greatly ill the
final standing of the Laws, his average in free-throwing. being among the best in
the league. His faculty in breaking up the opponent's team-work featured his
play, and will make his place hard to fill next season.
I-Te was picked for the
second team of All-Stars.
George Wood And when )'011 say that it is only a very small start. Played
guard and forward and was a dependable man in either place. It was his ability to hold his team together and keep them playing up to the last minute that
won more than one of our games. A real captain and a real player.
N. E. ~IIcCll1er, R-Guard:
This was "Mac's first year as a basketball man
and he went all with an ambition to be a forward, but in the first practice game
Mac was shifted to guard and filled that position so well that he was kept there
all season. During the first of the season Mcf.Iuer's playing was erratic, but he
Soon developed into one of the best guards in the Conference.
R. Conlin, F-Forward:
Ray was the big point getter of the Conference as
well as of K. C. S. L. He was in every play and always able to come forward
at the critical moment and pull the team out of danger.
Fifteen goals in one
game was his best. ,.Some record."
C. Campbell, Center:
"Clint" played his seventh year as a center this year.
He started in 1908 with King City (Mo.) High: played with them four years.
during which time they ranked first in all Northwest Missou ri. Campbell was
the largest man on the team and was one of the most dependable and steady
men in the Con ference.
\11/. E. Lew-is, Guard:
Lewis played his first basketball this year, and
under the watchful eye of Coach Goldman he developed into a fast, dependahle
guard.
"Woff" played in part of four games and held his own all the wav.
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The Season
The games played and the scores are as follows:
Dec. II, Lawyers 16, Vets 13.
Dec. 16, Lawyers 16, Western Dentals L3.
Jan.
8, Lawyers 4...J-,Osteopaths
10.
Jan. 15, Lawyers 25, 1.<' C. University J.
Jail. 22, Lawyers 60, Central Business Col. J.
Jan. 29, Lawyers 28, Vets 19.
Feb. J, Lawyers 21, Dentists 17.
Feb. 12, Osteopaths forfeited game to Lawyers.
Feb. 17. Lawyers 1+, K. C. University 16.
Feb. 26, Lawyers 33, Central Business Col. 21.

INTERCOLLEGIATE

PERCENTAGE.

W.
9

L.

W D. C
K. C. U

···8
···4
4

2
6
6

Osteopaths
C. B. c.

.4
1

9

K. C. S. L..
K. C. V C

J

6

Pet.
900

800
400
400
400
100

ALL-STAHS.

Conlin,
Fralick,
Bragg,
Jewell,
Miers,

First Team.
Law,
K. C. U.
Dentals.
Law.
Vets (Capt.).

. Second Team.
Downey, Law,
Stanley, Central B. C.
Pontius, K. C. U.
McCluer, Law (Capt.).
Beutner K. C. U.

F
F
C
C
G

A few "grand" totals of the season's games:
Our opponents:
21 field goals.
Lawyers: 89 field goals-more
than any two of the other teams.
The Law Team was the only team that did not allow their opponents a field
goal.
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Dope Sheet
"Listen" to some of the dope
about the lawyers by ye editors:

printed

"He (Manager Kelly) says he is going to
stop the ambitious legal talent and the curcome remains to he seen. The law school
certainly does not deserve the team it has,
for it has 110t supported it ncarly half so
well as have the other schools. The team
itself has been working its head off and
every player shows lots of 'pep' and their
coach, Mr. Goldman, has certainly worked
hard and faithfully to produce the machine he now has. It seems a shame that
some of the losing schools, who have been
supporting
their team faithfully,
cannot
have such a team as the Lawyers.

"Too much credit cannot be given Earl
Goldman for the team the lawyers 110\\"
have on the court. as he has changed their
style of play from A. A. U. to lnter-Collegiate."
"The Kansas City Law School swamped
the Osteopaths last night * *"
"The Kansas City Lawyers are having a
regular joyride in the] nrercollegiate Conference this winter. ,Every team in the organization has had a chance to down the
legal talent, but Goldman's dribblers seem
to be too fast for their rivals.
Five \-ictories and no defeats is the record of the
Lawyers."
"The
13."

Lawyers

"The Lawyers
"The
paths."

Lawyers

trounced

the Vets 16

"The Lawyers

"Law School triumphed
Business College 60 to 5."
"Lawyers

the

Central

still lead.'

"Kelly's business men were the victims
of Capt. Wood's barristers and said barristers romped away with them, the 111111utes of the meeting being 6Cl to 5, with
Business at the smaller end."

Osteo-

"Earl Goldman. ex-Tiger
star, who is
coaching the Kansas City School of Law,
has one of the best teams in the city."

"Coach Goldman's goal tossers of the
Kansas City School of Law are still leading in the intercollegiate conference with a
clean slate. They defeated the Vets last
night before one of the largest crowds that
has witnessed a basket ball game here in
years and the game was the fastest and
hardest fought of the season

"The School of Law showed excellent
training.
Little Denis Downey handled
the big university boys like as if they were
midgets."
"The addition of Wells to Myer's horse
doctors, makes them look much more like
'lawyer killers.'''

"The movement for athletics in this sextette of schools is growing rapidly in popularity."

"The team from the Kansas City School
of Law continues sweeping down its opponents in the Conference
league.
Last
week the members of this team held the
Kansas City University
five to no field
goals, and played such a clean game that
the University free thrower had very few
chances at the basket in his line."

"Lawyers

21, Dentists

17."

"Lawyers

still lead with a clean slate.'

"The Lawyers hit their usual winning
stride early in the game and stayed in the
lead from the blow of the whistle."
"LAWYERS
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BOOK

TO

SPORTING

MISSOURI LOCAL PRACTICE BOOKS
Necessities for Every Missouri Practitioner
KELLEY'S
Criminal Law. 3rd Ed. 1913
....
$7.50
Justice Treatise, 5th Ed. 1913 . . ..
6.50
Probate Guide, 4th Ed. 1913 . . . . . 6.00
McQUILLAN'S
Civil Instructions, 1906 with 1909
Supplement
. . . . . .
Missouri Practice, 2 Vols, 1907 .

$ 7.50
12.00

PATTISON'S
. $6.50
Code Pleading, 2nd Ed. 1912.
.
6.00
Forms of Pleading, 2nd Ed. 1912
6.50
Missouri Form Book, 2nd Ed. 1912 . .
5.00
Criminal Instructions, 1902
SILVER'S
Examination of Missouri Titles, 1911

$6.00

VERNON'S
Missouri Pocket Code and Statute,

Annotated,

1912 and 1913 Supplement,

$6.50

WRITE US FOR LOCAL PRACTICE BOOKS IN OTHER STATES

BORLAND
1915

on

1915

WILLS
Cites the leading cases on wills from every State and all the cases
from the United States Courts, Arizona. Arkansas. California, Colorado, Kansas, Missouri. Nebraska. New Mexico. Nevada, Oklahoma,
T eX8S and Wyoming.

PUBLISHED AND FOR SALE BY

VERNON LAW BOOK COMPANY~KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
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Clippings From the Classes
ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

The Editorial
Staff of the PA ~DEX take this opportunity
of expressing
their sincere appreciation of the earnest work and enthusiasm displayed by Mr.
Arthur W. Kaelin, of the Freshman
Class, and their thanks for his capable
assistance in the arduous task of getting out this book.
Professor Todd:
"If you want to see me C01l1e lip to m)' office.
I am
my office al1 day, every day throughout
the week.
'Tend to business' 15
m)' motto."
John Clayton:
"Aren't you trying any cases these clay.", Mr. Todd?"
111

"Mr. Hutton in Kent tells story illustrating certain point. After he has finished ]VIr. Holzrnark said:
Something similar to that happened to me, but I
don't-want to take up your time Ly-" (Loud noise among the class.)
I.

Mr. Ladd (discussing the law of "lateral support"}:
"The general rule,
giving relief for the failure to furnish lateral support, applies only in the case
where the ground is in its natural condition.
Therefore,
in case a woman who
is hanging out washing is injured by the caving in of the defendant's
ground,
what would the defendant
have to prove in order to escape liability for the
failure of that support?"
Mr. Jewell:
"That the plaintiff was not his wife."
(Right.)
1\1r. Todd:
"Roscoe, how would you get 'service' on the Western
a corporation?"
Roscoe:
"I would call a messenger boy, Mr. Todd."

Does Lundeen

use peroxide?

Union,

vVe hope not.

Mr. Alford:
"The test of whether an attesting witness signed in the presence of the testator or not is, was he where the testator could see him if he so
desi red ?"
Biddle:
"If he was in the other roorn would it be sufficient ?"
Mr. Alford:
"No."
Biddle:
"Why?
The testator could cnt a hole in the wall."
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THE CYCLOPEDIC LAW DICTIONARY
In Use the World Over
EVERY LAWYER NEEDS

\\'H.-\'I'

LAW DICTIONARY

THE CYCLOPEDIC

Ot-UII

IN USE THE WORLD

OVER

1000 PAGES·_THUMB.INDEXED

COMBINES IN A
SINGLE VOLUME:

WORDS

m

mms

hwDlctin.
U1 p,,,,"h .... y word Dr
ph,.. , .. bleb ''''1 b. ,n,bt
for In.
low dldl ..... /')'.
Th. Coll"lloo
of Muhll' 10 um·
pl.to. N. La.. llbruy, no Ltwyor', Olflu, no Sid..,!', Stody Tabl. II
compl.to wltbo.t the Cydopedic Law Dl,tionary.
Tho be.t LI.. Dic_
tlonary •• tant.
Onel.rce ... 1"... Buck.... blndlet, $6.00 d.lh.re<!.
I...

h ...

tlvo

...

1'1'.

cdlc

.\1. Hntelol, Ulllver,..lt"
lit' i\llclllgllll
O.'llltrtIIlCllt:
"1 have used the C~'cJo!.Il\\"

IJlctitlllur)"

ror

a number

of

~"eal's

and have found
it comprehensive
and very
useful.
I have formed
a habit of using' se vera l
law
dictionaries
when
Iooktnsr
fOI"
legal
terms
and
the C}'c101ICdle is always
among
the first 1 turn
to,
1 have always
recommended
it to our students."

11.'. .r. .r. 'l'l~hlfll'<o Chaueellor
Chlcllg'O
I,uw
!S.·IUlHI: "For
mot-e
than
twenty-five
y'eat-s
1 nave
been able
to save
one-half
of m v
time in research
work with the aid of Le xi,
cons, Dtg-e sr.s and Eucvcto pedtas-c-wor-ks
by
specialists.
1 sa.v without
hesitation
that
the C)'.·IUllcllle
I.u", l)it:tlonllr~1' contains
a
tar-aer
number
of subjects
and
topics
than
an v or tile elg-h t o th er- law dict ion a rie's
which
1 have
in mv library.
Our student
~~l~~·r.',consults
the
same
more
than
any

The Cyclopedi(

work

OF

l'rHfc~sor
I. llulI\-lee\\,urmscr.
I"ortlhnm
UIlInorl"lt)'
School
ur 1..11"': "It is a rerna rteably accurate
prod uct.Ion and the best
work
ror readv reference
that
I have ever used.
1 w o uld not be without
it."

BRIEF
ENCYCLOPEDIA
COMPLETE
GLOSSARY
TRANSLATIONS
DEFINITIONS
MAXIMS

Tbe

S.\l1)

lI ...
·llr)·

Lnw
;J

IS

GloII .. Y.

CALLAGHAN & CO.
CHICAGO

I'I'UfeMSOI' HH",urll
L. Sllllth,
Ij utv e rsi1)·
tI~
\\'II'«'OUI'<III Lnw School:
"The examination
\'liJlicll T have made of It so far ma k es me
wish
that
it were
in the
room
of every
one of OUI" students."
,\l,tbul'
\V. nlchtero
Secrc1'nniUul"Illlt°tte UuiY.°l'slt)- ('HlleJ,l,'(Ouf Ln we
have found this
fl. ver-v useful
rerereuce
work and ,I recommend t ts acquisition
at the outset
of thai!"
s tudles
to each
Ir-eah ma.n eta-e.'
Furthermore, during
the course
T repeatedly
show
the
class
instances
in which
a minute's
r-ereren ce to this boo],
would
have
saved
them blunders
01' confessions
in explaining
C8 ses.'

-t

11t'tluE.
'I'. l, ..-e, .John ]UlIrHhllll Law School:
"I regard
you r ("'c!0IHodho Ln w OicHollnr)',
containing
definitions,
glossary,
maxims,
and words and pln-a se s of the law, one of the
most valuable
books a law student
can add to the preeori bed books set before
him for
study.
In deed, without
such a work
his different
texts
and case noons have
many
dark
spots
in them.
I .li!ce the
C"clolho"ic
1,1Iw Die11t.nlll'-)' especially
[01' its
short,
concise,
and accurate
definitions,
witll
the citations
of cases
supporting
them.
The
boo], is of a size easily
handled
and th~ alTang'ement
of the indented
pages
mal,es
it easy to turn
Quickly'
to any word
01" phrase,
I kno,,,,, no better
one volume
law
dictional'y
published."
DellI! \VIIIIIIIIJ
HO)'nCH, UIII"erI'<U"
of :Nntrt° DUlIle I.,II\\" S.·hool:
"I
unheSitatingly
pronounce
it the best tllat T have ever seen.
Tt i:-- a mine
of legal
101'e, and deserves
to
rank
as a final arbiter
in the domain
of disputed
tel·ms."
Dellil Johu D. Fleming,
Unh'erI'<U)' of Culorudo
Sellool of I.II'W: "Am impl'essed
with
what
seems
to be its general
excellence,
the clearness
of its type, and its appat'ent
completeness."
D.onu Hell 1")" \\'nl1e Hogerso Yule, Unh'(Orl!ll1)', l,uw OeIUlrtllH"llt:
"T regard
the c-)'eIOlledlc
Luw Dlcthmur}'
as one of tile best of tile sing'le
volume
dictionaries."
neull
Julien
C, 'Itlllnet,
Uuh'erslt}·
of Okillhouiu
St:hool of I'll\\"o Nornutn.
OklnhOlnll:
"I
have found it extremel~'
valuable,
v'ery accurate
and succinct,
and a thol'oug'hly
satisfactot·y
desl,
dictionary,"
\Vlllltlill
n. 1"urIlC,", of the IlldlunUllolls
ColleJ,l,"e of loll\\":
"1 have used it at all times
in
preference
to two other
well-known
law dictlonal'ies
which
1 have at 11and."
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On bulletin board of Freshman Class, after mid-year election, January 29,
1915 :
Aristocracy Overthrown."
"The downtrodden
people have arisen, and justice and peace reign."
"Emperor Rex Magee vanished."
"The wholesale slaughter includes Prince Croker, of Kansas, heir apparent to the throne.
And Grand Duke Adamson, of the Ozarks.'
. . "
"Baron Evans mortally wounded.
Prime Minister Cope missing.
<i

Mr. Hutton:
"Mr. \i\'11so11, how does the easement of water arise ?"
1V1arkT.· "Why, by 'prescription.' "
1\t1r. Hutton:
"No."
l\;]ark T.· "By 'grant,' then."
Mr. Hutton : "No, Mr. Wilson.
Guess again."
Mark T.· "1 have forgotten the last way."
Mr. Hutton : "I shall give you five rtr perseverance."

Is Crampton

as serious as he thinks he is?
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Remington on Bankruptcy
1915 --- SECOND EDITION --- 1915
B" HAHOI.I)
ot tho Now

HEMINGTO;>
Yod'-Cih" Bal'

The Standard Treatise upon this Subject

Encyclopedic: Philosophical: Practical
The only work upon Bankruptcy

which treats it as a juridical

science and not merely on the plan of an annotated

statute.

"You have certainly written a great book on Bankruptcy,
and J know of no other work on the subject which compares
with it. Tt seems to me to be absolutely indispe sable to anyone practicing in the Bankruptcy Courts."
Henry Wade Rogers,
Judge of the U. S. Cir. Ct. of Appeals, 2nd Circuit.

THREE LARGE VOLUMES
Best Law Buckram

$19.50 Delivered

Published

by

The Michie Comparry
Law Publishers

Ch ar-lo tto s vil le, Va.
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1\11'. Todd (illustrating
his point):
"Suppose a physician employed at the
City Hospital 'pulls your leg,' thereby causing you much physical and mental
anguish?
As the hospital is a public corporation,
and the ileg pulling' a governmental function, the said hospital is not liable, and you would never recover."

l\lr. 1-1 utton : ;'1\1r. l Iansen. please repeat the question."
Hansen:
"\\'hy. I went to sleep on the first part of it."
11r. Hutton:
"I hope that )'011 rested well."

Bob Stemmcns : "How did you know that Ylenichetti was a. married
Warrcn : "Because he fastens all of his papers with safety-pins."

It is rumored

that Fleener

mall ?"

has an "eye on" Xliss Simpson.
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Bouvier's Law Dictionary
and Concise Encyclopedia
RAWLE'S REVISION 1914.
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Wha! It Offers the Law Student
and Young Lawyer

B

OUVIER, in the preface to his first edition, sets out in an interesting
way the difficulties which he encountered on entering upon the
study of the law. While the needs of the law student are much
the same today, the means of supplying them are vastly different.
The
present-day student is beset, as was Bouvier, with two difficulties: First
he must know the meaning of legal words and terms which he encounters
in his studies; second, in the study of any subject or topic of the law,
he finds references to other branches, subjects or doctrines which he
has not yet taken up, and in order to pursue his studies inte111gently he
must have access to a reference book which gives him this information
in elementary but complete form.
As a dictionary of the law it is complete and exhaustive, and has served as a
model for three-quarters
of a century.
Bouvier says that he has" defined and
explained the various words and phrases by giving their most enlarged meaning,
and then all the shades of signification of which they were susceptible."
As a concise and elementary encyclopedia of the law, Bouvier's supplies in
compact form a general outline of the various legal subjects and doctrines.
It
supplies the leading cases, and references
to the latest cases.
In this it has a
tremendous advantage over an encyclopedia of the law prepared for the practitioner,
which must cite all of the cases, and which is necessarily voluminous and inconvenient for the student, who wants but little more than a comprehensive
outline of
the subject.

3 Volumes

3504 Pages

$19.50 Delivered.

VERNON LAW BOOK COMPANY, KANSAS CITY, MO.
WEST PUBLISHING COMPANY, ST. PAUL, MINN.
Send

1110

tho
( )
( )
( )

p am phlot

eonlui'ling
s ubjoct
Domicile
l as repri"led
[rom Bouvier.
jo.4ethor
Resi.rllillt of Trude I wif h inforlllulioll
I'egardhlg th e set.
77 Bar Examination
Questions.
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ELOQUENCE.

One Bud Glunt unhappily became involved III domestic difficulties with his
wife. He accordingly moved his goods and chattels to a nearby house and
kept bachelor's hall. Ordinarily he slept with his head near a window, but on
the night in question he reversed and placed his pillow at the foot of the bed;
there being a sudden change in the summer temperature.
During the night
someone fired a shot in at the window striking the harassed Bud in the heel.
The pistol was found and identified as the property of Bud's wife, who was
accordingly brought up for trial, In the midst of his plea the Ozark prosecutor suddenly snatched the weapon from the table, held it aloft, and exclaimed:
"Speak! thou shining bit of steel, and tell this jury who shot Bud Glunt-in
the heel-where
his head oughta been."-Adal/lso'll's
Note Book,

Mr. Todd:
"Mr. Wiley, is the state a government
otherwise ?"
Wiley (promptly):
"Otherwise."
1\11'.Todd:
"\r\Thy?"::'

of limited powers or

"In order to get the best out of the expression. the reader will use the "Why" as
though he had a handkerchief present, i, e., the word is spoken through the nose.
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The American Law Book Company
takes pleasure in announcing to bench
and bar

A New Legal Work
Entitled

Corpus Juris
(THE

20TH

CENTURY

MAGNUM

Opus)

being a complete and systematic restatement of the whole body of the
law along broad and scientific lines.

Free sample pages,
price and terms

descriptive

will

literature,

be sent upon

request.

The American Law Book Company
27 Cedar Street, New York
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.-\RISTOCRACY

\IS.

DEMOCRACY.

Parliamentary rules underwent an erratic revision in the "Election of Officers" for the Freshman Class organization in October last. The Democratic
(self-styled)
element obtained the seeming advantage by the "taking of the
gavel" by the "Click-leader" Werby and calling the meeting to order. Proceeding under democratic principles, Political-boss Thomas. of Kansas, was nominated for president by Campaign-manager
Crowl and seconded by their acting spokesman, Stewart.
Gang-leader Gershon here inserted a motion to acclaim the gentleman from Kansas unanimously-but,
10! Chancellor Crampton,
of the Aristocrats, called for a roll-call vote, which defeated the Democratic
motion before the house. Following up their advantage, the Aristocratic element, through Lord Kaelin, placed in nomination Emperor "Magee, of New
Mexico, Baron Evans seconding this motion immediately.
Judge Alwes interpleaded a motion for a standing vote, and when reported by the tellers, namely,
Prime Minister Cope, ex-Chairman Seibel and Progressive Healy, disclosed the
fact of a majority of three votes for the Aristocrats-ex-Chairman
Seibel dissenting. Thereupon Grand Duke Adamson, from the sunny side of the Ozarks,
acceded a motion for a recount to demonstrate the Aristocracy's confidence in
victory.
After seconding and executing, this motion proved identical to the
former returns.
The Democratic "caucus" holders hereupon demanded and
called for a division of the house through Boss-leader Lowenstein.
Acting
Chairman Crowl, being the third Democrat to whom the chair was surrendered
unto, granted this at once. After surrendering the gavel to Progressive Healy,
a neutral, so he could cast his vote with his "party," he was to see the Aristocrats given a "square cleal" by the new ·chairman.
Amidst commotion and
disorder the division of the house was finally effected, and the result declared
the Aristocrats retained their former majority.
Emperor Magee now assumed
the chair and the remainder of the election proceeded in strict parliamentary
order and quiet.
Democracy's defeat was early conceded by Boss Thomas,
who, being a shrewd politician, begun at once to "groom" himself for the next
election by spilling the sympathy-"Let
us not sell our birthright for a mess of
pottage," etc. Democracy proved true their political faith and policy by their
display of extraordinary
sportsmanlike manner in which they accepted the defeat administered them by the Aristocrats.
Aristocracy's impartiality later bestowed upon the class matters surprised the Democrats, who were heard to
commend and laud the party in power. As Noble Jackson and Prince Croker
were congratulating Countess Green upon their victory a few evenings later,
they were interrupted by: "All you people who come into class late after tonight will be given one hundred zeros-RAISE
THOSE WINDOWS I"

Along in the latter part of January, Magee was appointed guardian of the
children of the Freshman Class. However, he did not do much, because all his
time was taken up with attending to one of his "flock."
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Your Law Library

S

TUDENTS:
Upon graduating it will pay you
to communicate with us before buying your Law
Library.
We have an immense stock of Law Books, and
can quote advantageous prices on any General Law
Book.
Write us for prices on
Cyc.

L. R. A.
American Decisions
American Reports
Green Bag
Federal Statutes Anno.
Decennial Digest
Key Number Series
Amer. & Eng. Ene. of Law
English Ruling Cases
Enc, of Evidence
U. S. Reports
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Atlantic, Sou. & S. E. Reporters
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Any General Text Books.

THE HARRISON COMPANY
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HEAVENLY

RECALL.

Down in Springfield a negro, one Bud Cochran, was tried for the killing
of a fellow African.
A colored lawyer assisting in the prosecution closed his
fervid plea for conviction by dramatically
extending his arms, rolling his eyes
upwards and exclaiming, "Jim, oh Jim! come back from the angels, Jim; and
tell this jury why Bud Cochran clone killed ye."-AdalllsoJl·s
Note Book,
Mr. Todd:
"Dave, define an incorporeal hereditament."
Dave:
"It is anything which is not subject to the sense of touch."
Mr. Todd:
"What do you mean by 'not subject to the sense of touch'?"
Dave:
"Something that we can't get hold of."
1\1r. Todd:
Then is money an incorporeal hereditament?"
Dave:
"Yes, so far as a young lawyer is concerned."

"
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//0

0'

ANNUAL.

Mr. Todd (talking about snitches):
"Whenever
I cannot make a living
without snitching, I will quit the Jaw anel go into an honest business."
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THEATRE

ANNOUNCEMENTS =====

•
AT

AT

THE

THE

FLOYD

TWO-REEL

STRATTON

Uncle TOln's
Cabin

As Morpheus
in the

Land of Nod
(Second

Successful

FILM

Featuring

MR. JOE DUFFY

Year)

as
LITTLE EVA
With

o.

Sleeping Beauties:
Dave Dabbs
Edw.

Z. R. Moorman
H. C. Hembree

Heney

FLOYD

AT

PEDRO

MAY

as
UNCLE TOM

and
WUERTH
AND F. E. HOWE
As the Bloodhounds

AT

THE

THE

PERFORMANCE

EVERY

NIGHT

FEATURE

GENE McCLUER

EXTRAORDINARY

MR. T BIRD CULBERTSON
AS

in

Blue Beard

The Midnight
Sons
With a large Racy
including:

Geo. Wood
Art. Metzer
Jack Haley

With the following

Artists

as his victims:

MISS HAZEL BALDWIN
MR. RALPH ALLEN
MR. GEO. WOOD
MR. J. HAROLD BATCHELOR

Chorus

Ralph Way
Bill Davis
Dick Neff

See Them Hang by Their
Hair
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•
WHEN

THE

ROLL

\VAS

CALLED.

Wiley, Terte, Clayton and Lewko-vitz were all sick one night in March. The
Kenny brothers keep well enough for class, but they say the night air is mighty
bad.

Mr. Hutton:
"Mr. Cochrane, please distinguish between 'heirs' and 'children.' "
Cochrane:
'. 'Heirs' go to the funeral; 'children' may not."

FHESHMAN

First Choice.
Goessy.
Most Hard to Tell.
I-Iolzmark.

J amison.
John

Pew.

Sleeping.
78 Missouri.
Kent.
Plantation Grill (I)
at Muehlbach Hotel.

Second Choice.
Third Choice.
Ladies' Man.
Gilfillan.
Reuter.
1\Il05t Popular Freshman.
Very Hard to Tell.
Hard to Tell.
Handsomest Man.
Gershon.
Franklin Moore.
Best Student.
Rickie.
Bachelor.
Favorite Lecturer.
Judge Middlebrook.
Jack Gage.
Most Popular Recreation.
Chasing Chickens.
Listening to Todd.
Favorite Author.
Young Wild West.
Blackstone.
Favorite Legal Study.
Domestic Relations.
Blackstone.
Most Popular Eating Place.
Five Cent Plate.
Hole in the Wall.
Favorite

Turkey and Cranberry
Sauce.
Champagne

(I)

Miss McCutchen
Magee.

and

STATISTICS.

Article of Diet.*
Chicken.
Squab.

Most Popular Drink.
Manhattan Cocktail.
Coca Cola.
Most Popular Entertainer.
No Competition.

"Note-s-These are favorite articles of diet, but ham and eggs or wheat cakes are usually consumed.
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EDITOR:- John Davison Lawson, LL.D.
DEAN LAW DEPARTMENT

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI

This series gives the complete proceedings in the Trial Courts of all the
important trials from the beginning of the American courts to the present time.
Each trial is given in full, statement of the case, evidence, rulings of th.e
court, instructions to the jury and addresses of counsel.
No library is complete without American State Trials.
It is history not
heretofore published and therefore duplicates nothing now in print.
Will be complete in twenty volumes. two to be issued each year. Each
volume eight hundred and fifty to one thousand pages with upwards of twenty
trials.
Three volumes now out, Bound substantially and elegantly in
Art Linen at
Half ~torooco at
Full Mo.....
coo at

85.00 per volume delivered
0.00 per volume delivered
7.00 pe...volu.ue delivered

Send for descriptive
Published

by

circular

F. H. THOMAS LAW BOOK COMPANY
Saint Louis

Dave Dabbs illustrates the evil of confusing the Law of Personal Property
with the Law of Domestic Relations by telling how a country editor mixed the
report of a marriage ceremony with the notice of a public sale, as follows:
"W111, Smith, the only son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Smith, and Lucy Anderson were disposed of at public auction at 111yfarm one mile east, in the presence of seventy guests, including two mules and twelve head of cattle.
"Reverend Jackson tied the nuptial knot [or the parties, averaging 1,250
pounds on hoof. 'The beautif ul home of the bride was decorated with one sulky
rake, one feed grinder and two sets of work harness, nearly new, and just
before the ceremony was pronounced came the wedding march with two milch
cows, one jersey cow, five years old, and one female sheep, who carried a bunch
of bride's roses in her hand, was very beautiful.
She wore two crates of apples,
three racks of hay, light spring wagon, one grindstone,
and trimmings
with
about one hundred bushels of spuds,
The bridal couple left yesterday on an
extended trip, terms spot cash,"

B. V. D. Swartz is going to sue a member of the Freshman
Class for
alienation of affections,
Well, we all told Magee what he was getting into, but
he took the "risk of the employment," so to say.
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COURT ROOM POCKET EDITIONS

•

of FEDERAL

MONTGOMERY'S MANUAL
PROCEDURE
PRACTICE AND FORMS, 1914.

BRANSON'S INSTRUCTIONS
TO JURIES WITH FORMS
CIVIL AND CRIMINAL, 1914.

ONE OCTAVO VOL.
1266PAGES.
INDIA PAPER. FLEXIBLE BINDING.
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ONE OCTAVO VOL.
1200PAGES.
INDIA PAPER. FLEXIBLE BINDING.
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ABBOTT'S

THIRD EDITION, 1912.

ABBOTT'S PROOF of FACTS
THIRD EDITION. 1912.

ONE OCTAVO VOL.
1070PAGES.
INDIA PAPER. FLEXIBLE BINDI,'G.
PRICE $6.00NET. DELIVERED.

ONE OCTAVO VOL.
1056PAGES.
INDIA PAPER. FLEXIBLE BINDING.
PRICE $6.00 NET DELIVERED.

JONES
ON EVIDENCE
POCKET EDITION, ISSUED 1912

OTHER
VOLUMES
PREPARATION

ONE OCTAVO VOL.
1400PAGES.
INDIA PAPER FLEXIBLE BINDING.
PRICE $6.50 NET, DELIVERED.

YOUR EVERY COURT ROOM
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"M-oney is valuable-not

for what it will get, but for what it will keep you

out of."

"Some

cynic

has

said

'A

lawyer's

aim, is to get

nON,"

"ONERY,"

"(H)ONEST"?"
"The best evidence of the relation of agency: between attorney and client is
the payment of a retainer's fee."
(\IVe concur.")
"1 went to church-once."
"Providence
takes care of child-en, fools and the United States."
"Honor is the outgrowth of necessity."
"Persistent
publicity pays."
NIL Alford:
"Mr. O'Sullivan,
what do you know about the law on this
question ?"
O'Sullivan:
"Well, !VIr. Alford, I confess that I know only the statutory
law on this point."
]\,'1"1', Alford;
"Humph l One of these days the legislature is going to meet
and repeal all that you know.">
The prisoner was arraigned
ney?" asked the Judge,
"Xn,
will get you one. There's Mr.
I might appoint a young lawyer
veyed :1\1r.Divilhliss and turned
me to express a choice, T think

before Judge Latshaw,
"Helve you an attoryour honor," replied the man, "Very well, we
Divilbiss over there, who will represent you, or
whom I see out in the hall." The prisoner surto the court and said, "If your honor will allow
J'I1 take the one that's in the hall."

1\1r. Dean (in Corporations);
"Now note, a corporation
\\"<15
formed in
Georgia to manufacture
pig-iron, and by an ultra t-ires act erected a corn mill."
Jenkins (aside);
"What for? To feed the pigs?"
*This is sarcastic,
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1915
A SECTION BY SECTION

Supplement
TO

nom~son
ON

(or~ordtions
OLUME
eight is a section by section Supplement to the
seven-volume edition issued in 1910. It brings down to
date the entire field of Corporation Law.
Every new principle, every new phase is fully covered.
Every modification
brought out and explained.
References to all cases decided
since the publication of the original set. Parallel citations made
to the L. R. A., the Trinity and the Reporter System.

V

Volume. Eight Brings the Set Down to Date
Volume Eight, 1,000 Pages, Buckram Binding, Price,
$6.50. The Complete Set, Eight Volumes,
Buckram Binding, $48.00
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A man while passing down a country road saw a herd of registered Jerseys.
Being a fancier of good stock, he stopped to admire the cattle and then went to
the farmhouse nearby and inquired of the farmer: "Are those your cows down
there?"
Said the farmer:
"Who are you, railroad agent or a tax assessor ?"

Clayton:
"Mr. Todd, the law on that proposition is as I have just stated."
Mr. Todd:
"Why do you believe that to be so?"
Clayton (doubtfully):
"Something seems to tell me SO_H
Harry Terte (excitedly):
"Oh, Mr. Todd, I didn't say a word"

-From December

Pllck.

Prof. Todd:
.I'Roy Kenny, explain the doctrine Res Ipsa Loquitur.
Hurry, Hurry, Hurry!"
Roy:
"It is the place where the land lies."
Prof. Todd:
"Oh-c-!
Claude, assist your brother In his meditations."
Claude:
"'It speaks for itself: Mr. Todd."
Cochrane:
"Mr. Hutton, how much should a lawyer charge
an abstract?"
Mr. Hutton:
"It depends on how much he owes."
Thompson
same."

(knocking

on wood and pointing

to Freshman's

Todd:
"Someone give me an idea of what incorporeal
would be. Give an example."
O'Sullivan:
"Stock on a farm, Mr. Todd."
Todd:
"That's Bull."

for cxamtmng

head):

property,

"All the

personal,

Mr. Hutton:
"Now, Mr: Lowrey, would this man who contracted to pay
this Baptist minister $500 a year have to pay it?"
Lowrey (baffled):
"Wa-a-H, I guess it would be according to the way the
court would hold in that matter."
Prof. Todd:
"Biddle, what IS a privileged communication
111 'Tort?
example.
Hurry, Hurry, Hurry 1"
Biddle:
"A husband can call his wife anything he wants to."

Give

Williamson on Agency:
"A farmer in reply to railroad claim agent's questions on the facts regarding the killing of his cow, replied in answer to question,
'disposition of carcass,' kind and gentle."
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THE open door of Ruling Case
Law admits to a crystal-clear
statement of the law on your .subjeer compiled from the great ruling
cases.
From this statement of
may often, if you wish,
by a plainly marked
annotation
analyzing
the thousands of minor
exact. narrow point.

the law you
pass further.
door, to an
exhaustively
cases on the
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your cases.
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THE

REASON

BEHIND

THE

LA W.

Mr. Hutton (in Statutory Rights and Remedies):
IiA man is a tailor and
makes suits. He makes a suit for B, but B, being very hard to suit, as he happened to be a suitor, the said suit did not suit him. Now B will not therefore
pay the tailor for the suit.
As this does 110t suit the tailor, he sues.
Mr.
Batchelor, what result?"
Batchelor:
"The tailor should dismiss his suit. No decision could suit
either of the suitors."
FIVE-FORTY-FIVE

CLUB

When

CLUB.

Eat and

MOTTO:

Run.

Todd calls my name up yonder

CLUB YELL:

I'll be there.

I yell, you yell, we yell, "One

PASSWORD:

"Gimmc

Small Well."

a piece of onion."

Fratres in Facultate
Wilkinson
Gage

Hutton
Culbertson

Fratres in Uniuersitate
Flynn
Parisa
Downey

Joyce
Boyer
Clayton
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Graduating Class a Specialty
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I'd Give a Nickel
to watch your expression the

MOORE,

MAKERS

hrst time you eat' one of our

OF

Collegiate Caps, Gowns
and Hoods
Judicial and Clerical
Baptismal and Choir

Delicious Strawberry
Short Cakes

Gowns.
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CHICAGO
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GREEN

HOME LUNCH CLUB

Caps and Gowns for Class 1915
Kansas City School of Law.

7th Floor 1013-15 Grand

Todd:
"And I said to my client, 'How on earth did you happen to come
into my office?' \Ve might call this an admission against interest."

Childers:
her daughter."

"The old woman was left without anything, and she left that to

TODD

ALSO

HAN.

Lowrey wants to know what is the use of getting a judgment against a
member of the class. You can't collect it, and he (the student) hasn't got anything to attach.

Fortunately for the Freshman Class, though it is very young, its papa
alive. Papa Coleman has been a good father to all his youngster.s.

Mr. Todd:
"Mr. Harlan, illustrate a 'patent.'"
Harlan:
HThe Victor Dog."
Mr. Todd:
"Good! He hears his master's voice-just
the state legislature."
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1S

like the members of

CAN

1\11'.Todd:
twang),

WE

PRESUME

THAT

HE

KNOWS

"1 can't keep up with legislation.

THE

Why,'

LAW'

(with

a slight nasal

"I have to practice law to make a living."

Mr. Ingraham (hypothetically stating a question):
"Suppose '}\' should
walk into your office and say that he, on account of a defective sidewalk, had
broken both of his legs the night before."
(Lowe thought that his testimony
might be impeached.)
I'd rather be a timber-sawyer
Or candy peddler than a lawyer.
The lawyer looks upon the hills
And thinks of Nuncupative Wills.
The lawyer views the rolling prairie
And thinks of Writs of Certiorari.
The lawyer to the lake resorts
And reads up Kickleton on Torts.
The lawyer lies where Syl van peace is
And dreams of mortgages and leases.
rei feel starvation's tooth a-gnawing
Before I'd get my bread by lawing.

-Life.
Mr. Todd:

"}\tIL

held ?"
Mr. Lowrey:
Mr. Hutton:
and childhood?"
Charles:
"Yes.

Lowry,

how may the property

"In free and unlimited
111\1r. Mohrle,
When

of a habitual

inebriate

be

soakage."

is there any distinction

in the cases of old age

you are little the big girls kiss you, and when you

grow big the little girls kiss you."

(Possibly.)

Since the spoilation of his "Duchy" by the "vandals" or "commons" Grand
Duke Adamson, of the Ozarks has gone into the collection business, but he
intimated to the representative
of the PANDl:;:;X, who interviewed him, that his eye
was still on his forfeited "Dukedom"
and that his cohorts are assembling, re. cruiting and ramifying, and making a general preparation
to retake the hereinbefore mentioned "Duchy."
The PANDEX committee wishes to thank the Duke
for his kindness in granting one of their members an interview with his august
Highness

of the Ozarks.

Todd:
Harry:

"Terte, what do we mean by privity
"'Comity,'
of course."

of contract?"
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SCRIPT.
It has truly been said (and ofttimes repeated)
that : "You
'kid' Todd all you want, but he is the best friend you have."

fellows

can

Benj. Todd:
"What is a personal incorporeal hereditament?"
Franklin Moore: "Something attached to a person."
Todd:
"Is a wagon an illustration?"
Moore : "No. sir; it is not attached to a person."

OUf Mr. .lngt-ahamis undoubtedly a fine orator
I-:Ie tells 115 that his son once said to him:
"Gee! Pop, you're such a windy guy!"

as well as a splendid

Cunningham
(at Scan-itt Ca ieteria}:
"Flora,
Ladies,' I'm feeling kind 0' kittenish tonight."

please

play

lawyer.

'I Love

the

FEES.

Fee simple and simple fee
And all the fees in tail.
Are nothing when compared to thee,
Thall best of fees-Female.

-West's
Mr. Todd:
England ?"

"O'Sullivan,

O'Sullivan:

"Yes, sir.

Mr. Todd:
Donnelly:

did they have 'solicitors'

or 'snitch'

They used to follow the 'jitneys'

Docket.
lawyers

in old

all around."

"Donnelly, what is a mine?"
"A hole in the ground owned by a liar,"

Mr. Botsf.ord (in Equity):
"Gentlemen, you may study jointly and severally, but you must answer severally, else you will be liable to Hunk."

Mark T. Wilson (in Wills):
"Me. Gage, now in case a will reads like this:
'Whichever lives the longest the other shall be the heir,' etc."

Mr. Borland in one of his lectures said:
"A contract
sometimes caused by undue influence (on the woman's part)."
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by marriage

was

,;,;
The Baltimore
the center of
hotel social life
in Kansas City"
1,S

Frank

r. Deam, President

IT SOUNDS TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE.
Mr. Hutton:
"Me Cunningham, give us your definition of "estoppel."
Cunningham : "You must speak when you should speak or you can't speak
when you would speak."

As is ofttimes
'Doilies' ?"

heard in the class room:

"Would

you call Doyle's youngsters

Mr. Gage:
"When was the Statute of Anne enacted?"
Fleener: "\iVhy-e-e-in
Queen Anne's administration."
Mr. Gage: "You're some detective, Fleener."

"No one, I take it, fills his chair better in the class room than Mr. Metzger."

1I1L Todd:
"Why does the law allow the right of self-defense?"
Sibley:
"On the theory that a live coward is better than a dead hero."
wonder.)
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(We

LEGAL

ETHICS

INCLUDES

COURTESY'

Mr. Todd (upon receiving the correct answer to his question after ten failures):
"That's right, Jewell~thallk you, thank you, thank you-sit
clown,"
Jewell:
"You are very welcome, I am sure."

A philanthropist

asked

a crowd

of street

urchins

how they would

use a

$5.00 bill if they had it.
One boy said: 1'1 would put it in a savings bank."
Another said:
"I'd give it to mother."
A little fellow of Hebrew extraction had another idea. "I'd get it changed
into dollars, then get them changed into halves, then get them changed into
quarters, then get the quarters changed into dimes, then get them changed into
nickels, then get them changed into pennies."
"Why?" inquired the rich man.
"Vell, you see, in making the change, some von vill make a mistake."

"A deaf and dumb man was strolling down the railroad
Mr. Pew:
and was struck by an approaching train and killed. Later, he recovered."

Galloway:

"I was raised on 'future

advances.'

track

"

Freshman:
"I haven't quite decided where to have m)' week end."
Junior:
"Better keep your weak end where it is, under your hat."
Client:
"What are you smoking?"
Attorney:
"A Barrister."
Client:
"A new one, eh?"
Attorney:
"No, sir. Been practicing law for ten years."

O. A. Wilson:
Phraseology.

"They

use to did it, but it ain't possible no more."

(Legal

)

Judge Botsford (in Equity):
"Now, at C01111110n
law a 111an could go and
collect his wife's wages."
Duffy (in his dreams seems to have arrived at the same passage at the
same time, but speaks aloud in his sleep, punching Doyle in the back):
"Doyle,
in what state did the Judge say you could still collect your wife's wages ?"
Doyle:
"In the state of urgent need."
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GUILTY.

Jewell:
UAt C0I11111C~)11 law, marriage contracts
a statute.
Why did you ask that question?"

were void, but we now have

Barber, Hackler and Graves always sit "side by each" at quizzes, and never
"flunk."
Vve wonder why?
TOO

MUCH

K!\OWLEDGE

]S

A DANGEROUS

THING .

did the common law come to America?"
.l\rIr. Todd: "Anyone-how
Childers (raising his hand) : "On page (citing) it says that it came over
on the Mayflower."

A negro was applying for a divorce.
It was a default case and after the
usual questions had been asked his lawyer turned to the judge and inquired if
there were any questions the court would like to ask the witness.
Said the Court:
"Have you any children 7"
"Y essuh. Boss, yessuh; Ise got foah chillens."
"Where are they?"
"Dey's in the cuspidoah 0' my wife."
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" All Men Are Born Equal"
Whicll is Senior, and Widell /lin't ?

THE

Anovs ARE PrCn.TRES OF A SENIOR AND A

Roy S.

KENNEY;

AS

TO

WHICH

IS

FRESHMAN,
WHICH

JUDGE FOR YOURSELF.'
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HOMER

You

MAY

COPE AND

HAD

TO

LAUGH.

Such incidents have been common enough in southern Missouri since the
day when the first of the mountaineers
of Kentucky and Tennessee came with
their portable distilleries, their rifles, and their feuds, to say nothing of their
children and their dogs, equally numerous, to settle on the sunny side of the
OZ<Lrkhills.
As it was, a rifle shot had broken the summer stillness of the late afternoon
and an unwary feudist caught for once off his guard, lay dead on the hillside.
The arm of the jaw reached out and placed in durance vile a suspected
feudist, who, following the usual procedure, kept a close mouth, employed counsel, proved an alibi and was released.
After the trial his lawyer, curious as to the facts of the case, asked:
"Now, Jake, you are free of this charge, just tell me how it all happened,
anyway."
The feudist shifted his cud of "home made" and replied:
"Well, ye see, it
wus this way. I knowed thet Blades would be erlong the trail that arternoon,
so I jist takes my gun and lopes over. I laid down behind a couple of little
pines, where the trail makes thet bend above the crick.
Well, erlong about
sundown sure enough here he come.
He had his gun in his right hand
and war packing an old rooster under his left arm.
I tuck aim and got him
square betwixt the eyes. He jist sunk down and quivered a leetle; but, Colonel,
I jist had to laff at the way thet darned old rooster went cackling off down the
hill.-Admllsoll~s
]l.,Tote Book.

Mr. Todd:
"O'Sullivan!!!!!!!!!
What
take my child away from me?"
O'Sullivan:
"Public Policy, Mr. Todd."
Mr. Todd:
"Ten Zeros!!!!!!!!
r'

1S

right h<LSthe Juveni!e

Court

to

Williamson all Suffrage:
"The only difference it will make, that I can see,
that it will Increase the number of ballots to be counted."

Mr. Todd:
"That is the law, is it not, Warren?"
Warren (slumbering peacefully):
"Z-Z-Z-Z---"
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If you want to see 'an Honest
tion-Rough
stuff is right.

to John riot, attend a Freshman

class elec-

Lowrey (making announcement):
«There will be a basketball practice
tonight. All men who attend be sure and bring your basketball suits and bath
tubs.

Sartorial splendor.
It's the clothes that makes the man.
if it wasn't for "Dear 01' Lunnon"?
OBJECT:

IDE1\:

What would we do for clothes

Ol-TICERS.

,

james H. Batchelor ...
Claude B. Kinney.
Stanley Seibel
.
James B. Lowrey
.

A

Hutton:
Heney:

CASE

.....

Splendorous President
Splendorous Secretary
.
Splendorous Treasurer
... Splendorous Sergeaut-at-Arrns
.

FOR

ST

PETER'S

"Who sues for the wrongful
"The rea] party in interest."

NIr. Alfred:
Mr. Swartz:
misses you."

COURT.

death under Lord Campbell's Act?"

"Mr. Swartz, what is a transitory action ?"
"It is an assault-er,
no-it
is when a man hits at you and
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Fowler's
Lunch

CAFE FOR
GENTLEMEN
1111 GRAND AVE.

E. O. RANK
PROPRIETOR

208 E. 10th.
SAW

TROUBLE

AHEAD.

Down in the Ozarks two neighbors, Mounts and Bates, were continually in
trouble with each other.
Their differences culminated one morning in a gun
fight 'Over a line fence, wherein Bates, single handed, shot and killed Mounts
and one of his sons, and fatally wounded a second.
A few days prior to the
killing a "mover" fr0111 Arkansas camped on the creek to rest up his team. He
got a job working for Bates and was present at the fight. When the trial came
up this Arkansas traveler was placed 011 the stand and asked to tell how it all
happened.
His testimony was :
"Waa.l, I don't know much erbout it. Thet mornin' me and Mr. Bates went
down to fix up thet fence. Arter awhile old man Mounts and his boys come
ridin' up on the gears of their waggin.
'They begun to shoot at Mr. Bates and
then Mr. Bates shot olel man Mounts off the waggin, then he shot one of
the boys and was shootin' at the tother.
Thet's all I know, for erbout thet
time I saw thar were gain' to be trouble, so I left."-Ada1llson's
Note Book.

Roy Kenney (cogitating
on the rule against perpetuities,
addressing
the
bunch at afternoon quiz):
"Say, fellows, can you tell me if the period of gestation has been changed by statute in Missouri?"
Profound silence is heard.
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JUDGE

BOTSI'ORD.

Juniors, let us herein express our kind feeling toward our most proficient
instructor
in equity, Judge Botsford.
We shall always remember his efforts
in our behalf and it is a matter of pride to us that we have one of the best
authorities on equity law in this state as OUf teacher and lecturer on that subject. Let us hope that many classes following liS may be as fortunate.

"When one cloes not listen to reason,
To his character-he
is guilty of treason."-A.

Gershon

wants to know if an alien can hold office without

Mr. Todd:
Galloway:

vV. K.

being naturalized.

Why hasn't the United States, as a nation, a common law?"
"It is too young."

FAREWELL

Good-by, Todd.
We're off for Jeff City.
Good-by, Todd.
Thanks for your review.
But if they ask 115 half the questions
That you really say they do,
Good-by, Todd.

Joyce (after the roll call):
"Mr.
want to tell you that I am here."

Gage, you missed all of the 'J's.'

I just

A few remarks liable to be heard any old time a "feller" tries to make an
announcement : "Hire a hall"; "Speech"; "Sit down, you are out of order."

Todd:
Croker:

"The citation is American Digest 29."
"What's the Southwestern
on that, Judge?"

If Owen was as rough as he believes himself
instead of a lamb.
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to be, he sure would be a lion

JOHN

c. BOVARD

COMMERCIAL PRINTER
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I

Lc{;w JBriejs a Specialty
HOME PHONE 2107 MAIN

722· 724 BALTIMORE

AVENUE

KANSAS CITY, MO.

\,VHY?

Can't
Can't
lecture?
Can't
Can't
Can't
Can't
Can't
Can't

Todd leave off the "Bully Con" in his talk before he starts a lecture?
we sit on the back row (or "Moochers'"
Heaven)
during Todd's
May stop asking questions?
Dabbs stay awake during a lecture?
Evans use the big words he tries to use correctly?
we shut the windows during Todd's lectures?
Holzmark ask a coherent question, bearing on something
Struble run the world?

material?

Speaking of "getting a lUI11]) in the throat," how do you account for the
lump in Mr. Stratton's cheek the evening Mr. Todd called him away from the
back row?

"The
Todd:
sand in its box.
Why?"

II

engineer testified to the fact that the wheel didn't ha ve any
Of course the man across the table should have objected.
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DID YOU NOTICE-

The big attendance at the class meetings?
The mob at the basketball games?
The rush to get pictures taken for the PANDEX?
The way the P.ANDEX representatives
were overworked
the applicants for a P.ANDl:':X?
The big demand

for tickets

at Washington's

Birthday

and swamped
Banquet?

Ben Todd says:
"The first student that comes in after
eight by my watch will be given five hundred zeroes."

the clock strikes

Professor Todd gives the Seniors an eight night review on Blackstone,
one stand on Torts.
Oh ! Why didn't they let him teach us Torts?

OZARK

by

and

ORATORY.

"Gentlemen of the Jury, stand with me where the deceased, who is now
dead .. stood on the top of yonder bald peak, 'where the hand of man has never yet
set foot, in the dark hours of midnight, methinks I hear footprints approaching
upon horseback."~Ada1Jls01/
s Notebook.

Todd:
Flora:
Todd:

"Where is Roscoe tonight?"
"Sick."
"Tell him 110t to clo it again."

Todd:
"This watch of rrune IS not an incorporeal
inherited.
Why r"
Parisa : "Well, that IS because it IS of no value."

ble?):

•
hereditament,

Sma11 child, standing on Metzger's foot and looking up (could
"Oh, papa, I wonder when the balloon is going up."

Biddle:
Todd:
Biddle:
Todd:

although

it be

pOSSI-

"Blackstone uses the words 'that's where' many times in his book."
"That is Archaic English; don't use it in my course."
"How can we tell what's right and what's wrong in Blackstone?"
"Many of you know very little Blackstone."

\!lle wonder if Ben really takes himself as serious as he would have us think.
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JACCARD

Diamonds
MAXIMUM QUALITY AT A MINIMUM
PRICE - THE LOGICAL RESULT OF
PERSONAL SELECTION AND DIRECT
IMPORTATION.

JACCARD

JEWELRY

COMPANY

1017-1019 WALNUT STREET

A farmer, having won a case before a J. P" was threatened by his opponent
who 'lowed he'd "law him to the Circuit Court."
The successful litigant thereupon made answer:
"I'll be thare."
"Then I'll law you to the Supreme Court."
"I'll be tha re."
"Well, I'll law y011 to H--."
liMy lawyer will be thare."
Irritating mistakes heard on the roll being called:
"Farner," not "Farn1er."

ing.

"Heney,"

not "Henny";

Prof. Todd:
"I was interested in a case in which a timber fell off a buildIt struck a boy and injured his scalp, on the Kansas side.

"Gentlemen

of the

J nry,

your future is before you; mine is behind me."-

Adamson's Note Book,
It is a shame that Judge Alwes is not on the Supreme Bench, as with his
omniscience

he would be a great benefit to Judge Graves.
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Strother
& Campbell
908 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas
JAMES M. CHANEY, JR.
Attorney
816 Grand Ave. Temple
Kansas
City, Mo.

City,

CLARENCE E. DUNHAM
Attorney
\"lith H. Meriwether,
631 New York Life Bldg.,
lESSE M. ESTILL
. Sisson,
California

Mo.

Kansas

City,

JAi\mS FAIRWEATHER
Attorney
416 Scarr-itt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
THOMAS H. FJKE
With Water
Department
Res. 1110 Forest
Ave., Kansas
City, Mo.

Bldg.

CLINTON E. COOPER
Supt. Metropolitan
Life Ins. Co.
1721 N. Ashland
Ave., Chicago,
Ill.

1%

Mo.

R. CANT
Mgr. Home Li fe Ins. Co. of New York
202 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

JOSEPH

RAYMOND
FRED

VI.

DRURY
FRANCIS

EDGAR T.

GARVER
GEIST

P. Gu M M
Real Estate and Loans
Scott & Gumm
Sayre, Oklahoma
ALFRED F HARTLEY
Cape Nome, Alaska

JAMES

HEIDELBERGER

Attorney
Heidelberger
& Houston
829-831 New York Life Bldg.
Kansas Cily, Mo.

C.

BENJAHIN

HOWARD

Attorney and Trust Officer for Commerce
Trust Company
10th and Walnut Sts., Kansas City, Mo.

H.

PHILIP

NOBLE

Attorney
Moore & Noble
Rooms 1-2 Peck Bldg., Okmulgee,

EUGENE

\,yILHELM

K. MITCHELL
R. MOORE

Okla.

REED

Instructor in Commercial Law
McKinley High School
121 S. Ashland Ave., LaG rand, Ill.
Chicago, Jll.
BURWN L. SHORT
Deceased
JAMES E. TROGDON
Attorney
1118-19 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
HAMLET H. WHIFFEN
Deceased
HARRV \,y.

\VICKHAM

President Wickham
Salina, Kan.

KENNEDY

Deceased
GEORGE 1'. LECKNER
Visalia, Cal.

C.

JAMES

C.

Grain Co.

\tVlLLIAMS

Attorney
Williams, Hunter & Guffin
914 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

JAY M. LEE

Attorney, Assistant City Counselor
605 R. A. Long Bldg., Kansas Cicy Mo.
ROBEln D. MAGILL
New York City, N. Y.

A.

P.

TONE WILSON,

JR.

Attorney
217 W. 5th St., Wilson Block, Topeka, Kan.

1899
JAMES

WILLIAM

STANLEY ARMSTRONG

Sec. Board of Fire & Water Commrs.
City Hall, Kansas City, Mo.
LYNCHBURG

ADAMS

BENJAM.IN

Real Estate
Buckner, Mo.
MISS

HEU;N

BROWN

JA?IES

CHAUNCEY

Co., Mo.

WILLIA:tIf

FRANCIS CALLAHAN

Attorney
511 Scarritt
MRS.

Gasconade

EFFIE

Bldg., Kansas

City, Mo.

JAMES

Attorney
305 Commerce

Bldg., Kansas

City, Mo.

Attorney
Meredith & Harwood
1309 Commerce Bldg., Kansas

City, Mo.

LANDRY HARWOOD

EDWARD CASEY

WALLAO;

GRADY

HOMER HAMILTON

VVINRAM CALLAHAN

State Senator, Attorney
Casey & Wright
910 Scar ritt Bldg., Kansas

JOHN

Attorney
Kansas City, Mo.

Wife of Thomas F. Callahan, Lawyer
412 \N. 35th se, Kansas City, Mo.
MICHAEL

Kan.

FRIEDBERG

Attorney
806 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

CLARENCE GoRDON BAXTER

THOMAS

FLYNN

Attorney
Axa Bldg., Leavenworth,
HARRY

City, Mo.

FAIRMAN

Colon, Panama

DAVID WILLIAM

BROWN

Attorney,
Mo.

PARMLEA

Attorney
Christobol,

Actorney
Parker & Brown
Granby, Mo.
Prosecuting
Owensville,

Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

RICE ESTILL

Attorney
1104 Gloyd Bldg., Kansas

La w Department,
Nebraska, Kansas & So.
Ry. Co.
316 Dwight Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
EDWIN

CLIFFORD CULBERTSON

Attorney
707 Dwight

City, Mo.

RICHARD JAMES

CROWLEY, JR.

Crowley-Guibert
Oil Co.
]408 W. 9th s-, Kansas City, Mo.

HOLM DEN

Attorney
705 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
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WILLIAM

RAYMOND JACQUES

WILLIAM,

Pres. ] acques Steel Co.
414 R. A. Long Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
WILLIAM

ROBERT JAMES

Secretary and Counsel, Waddell Invt. Co.
921 Baltimore, Kansas City, Mo.
HENRY

ELLISON

Mayor of Kansas City
Kansas City, Mo.

WlLLIAM

KACKLEY

PlERRE

Attorney
Kackley, Kan.
GEORGE JOHANN

KLINGLER

CHARLES

MACKENZIE

CHARLES

CLARENCE MADISON

FRANK

CH ARLES ALBERT MILLER

SAMUEL

STEWART

DANIEL

\>\TELCH

Attorney
Ayres & Welch
Coffeyville, Kan.

MONTGOMERY

HERl\IAN

C. Stevens Mercantile Co.

WARDEN

Attorney
Tacoma, 'vVash.

Kansas City, Mo.
HUNT

OSCAR SUTERMEISTER

WALKER

CHARLES

MILLER

U. S. Consul
Matamoras, Mexico

J.

SUMNER

Attorney, Chief Clerk E. S. Truitt
101 Keith & Perry Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
Miller & Miller
205 Husted Bldg., Kansas City, Kan.

JOHNSTON

ARTHUR

A. Sutermeister Stone Co.
20th and Troost Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
806 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

CLARENCE ALPHONSO

REITZ

City Club
Kansas City, Mo.

Corporation Law
27 William St., New York City, N. Y.
CHARLES

PORTER

Real Estate
Reitz Bros. Inv. Co.
1303 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Prosecuting Attorney
Mountain House, Idaho
KENT

PERRIN

Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

MARVJN JULJUS

McLAUGHLIN

KENNETH

SHERMAN

RJTTENHOUSE

Attorney
1009 Scar-rite

Deceased
DAN1EL

ADGER NEEL

Attorney
Hadley, Cooper & N eel
1215 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

LEE JOST

CLAUD MELVIN

RUTLEDGE MOORE

Attorney
Moore & Creel
1125 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

C. MOORE

WILL1A TIl FREDERICK WHITE

Assistant City Counselor
City Hall, Kansas City, Mo.

Sales Manager, Rund Mfg. Co.
Kansas City, Mo.

1900
HARRY ALLAR!)

JOHN

Asst. Claim Agent, St. L. I. M. & So. Ry.
Little Rock, Ark. .
RALPH

KIRK

ASKEW

HENRY

Askew Saddlery Co.
215 Delaware, Kansas City, Mo.
CLAUD JOSEPH
HUGH~:S

BRYANT

Attorney and Capitalist
601 R A. Long Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

ROBERT STILLMAN

DENIS

JAIIn:s

M. COTTINGHAM

Principal Benton School
3005 Benton Blvd., Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo.

MARVIN HAYES GATES

Real Estate
1334 Hialto Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

BURKE

Attorney
Burke & Kimpton
402 Finance Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

FJELD

Attorney
842 New York LifeBldg.,

BROADBENT

Attorney
Emanuel & Broadbent
Sulphur, Okla.
RrcH"RD

EZRA DEAN

Attorney
511 Husted Bldg., Kansas City, Kan.
DODDlE D~:L?
..IAR DENHAM
Circuit Court Stenographer
Kansas City, Mo.

BRYANT

HARRY WILSON

ROBERT CUNNINGHA1.I

Cunningham Investment Co.
505 Sharp Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

JAMES

ALEXANIlF..R HALLAR

Asst. Cashier Bank of La Tour
La Tour, Mo.
WILLIAM

HARRISON

Attorney
Nevada, Mo.
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HALLETT

GEORGE ROGERS HARVEY

LEX

Assistant Attorney General
Headquarters Philippines Constabulary
Manila, 1'. [.
JACQUES

JAMES MCQUEENEY

Treasurer Loose-Wiles Cracker Co.
Res. 221 Linwood, Kansas City, Mo.
P. B. S. PETERS
Director Business Course & Com. Law
Manual Training High School
Kansas City, Mo.
LA MONTE V. REICHENBACH
Schutte Lumber Co.
25th & Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

G. HARVEY, JR.

Attornev
Reed &' Harvey
Rialto Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
GEORGE E. KJMBALL

Sales Mgr. Alfred Wright Perfumes
47 Darien St., Rochester, N. Y.
THOMAS

CALLOWAY LEA

Attorney, Police Judge
420-1 Trust Bldg., El Paso, Texas
FRANK

JESSE

JOHN

EAR1J

Office, Cincinnati, Ohio

ALLEN

General Ticket Agent
28 Adams St., Chicago,

Itt.

LEON

WILLiAM

MOORE

DAVID JEWELL

GEORGE EDWARD ST1LLINGS
VVILLJA.IoI LERoy

MURPHY

WILLIAM

NEILL WHITELAW

Seattle, Wash.
SYDNEY BREESE \'VOOD

JASPJ,:R MEsS},fORE, JR.

FRANK

Attorney, and Cashier Granite State Bank
Granite, Okla.
WILSON

VVINSHIP

Attorney
Skinner & McCombs
24 Holmes Bldg., Kansas City, Kan.

Care Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co.
1002 Wright Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

ANDREW

STEPHENSON

Salesman, Great Atlantic & Pac. Co.
Kansas City, Kan.

Attorney
Dunlap Bldg., Okemah, Okla.
EDWARD SHERIDAN

SPERLING

Real Estate and Insurance
Dodson, Mo.

MATTH lAS MARTY

Real Estate
Marty & Marty
1334-8 Rialto Bldg.) Kansas City, Mo.
EDWARD H. MOORE
Attorney
Rooms 1 and 2, Peck Bldg., Okmulgee, Okla.
JAMES

CARRIGER SOUTHERN

Judge Division No.6, Circuit Court
County Court House, Kansas City, Mo.

BAILJ,:Y MUCKLE

ARTHUR

CARTERET RIEGER

Physician and Surgeon
805 W. 171\:hSt., Kansas City, Mo.

LINGO

Stenographer
City Electrician's

:McDANIEL

President Commerce Title Co.
222 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

YEOMAN

Attorney
Yeoman & Dodson
729-30 Reserve Bank Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

MANN

1901
FRANK

HARDING BARROW

S. BIGGS
Asst. Chief of Division
Bureau of Corporations
Washington, D. C.

ARCHIBALD MITCHELL

HUGH

SCOTT FERRIS, JR.

Attorney
Lawton, Okla.
Member of Congress
Washington, D. C.

EDKER BRANN

Attorney
Sharp Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
GEORGE BRYANT,

JR.

HARRY GEORGE FISHER

Attorney
Keyser, W. Va.

Attorney
•
567-9 Sheidley Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

WALLACE VVYAN GOODWIN

ORA DARNALL

Real Estate
431 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Acme Coal Co.
Acme, Wyo.
ALBERT FRANCIS

DRAKE

Attorney
905 Scarrit Bldg., Kansas City. Mo.
VERNE

EVANS

St. Joseph, Mo.

JOHN

MARY ELIZABETH

DARTT EDWARDS

Attorney
Edwards & Edwards
345 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

GRAY

605 Kemper Bldg.
Res. 810 Campbell St., Kansas City, Mo.
GEORGE IRA GRIFFITH

With Missouri & Kansas Telephone Co.
Kansas City, Mo.
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ABEL MILLER HA},IMETT

JOHN

Attorney
Tulsa, Okla.
EDMUND

LEE HARRISON

Physician
1320 H.ialto Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
HENRY

GEORGE WENDELL

EDWARD HAZARD

MELVIN

Construction
Farmington,

HARRIS

VI/yo.

FRAN K SCHlBSBY

Attorney
Reinhardt, Schibsby & Mucnich
1220 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
DAVID SMITH,

R1CHARO JAMES

DAVID LANGAH

CHARLES

St., St. Louis, Mo.

JOSEPH

CLIFFORD SNOW

St. Louis, Mo.
H.. SPEERS
Attorney
38 Park Row, New York City, N. Y.
DELos \,V. TURNER
Valparaiso, Incl.

Attorney
202 Commercial National Bank Bldg.
Kansas City, Kan.
HAMPTON

JAMES

MORAN

LLOYD MORGAN

516 Kansas City Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
GEORGE COLUMBUS MORRISON
CHARLES

ANGUS

MCCRUM

Attorney
904 Grand Ave. Temple, Kansas City, Mo.
JOSEPH

SMYKAL

Justice of the Peace
Jackson, Minn.

HOWARD LEE

MEADE

JACQUE

SMITH

Attorney
704 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Cashier Hillsdale State Bank
Hillsdale, Kan.
HENRY

JR.

Attorney
Emerson & Smith
240 Wahlenmaier Bldg., Kansas City, Kan.

COHNELTUS LAMBERT

Supt. Postal Savings Bank
7th and Minnesota Ave., Kansas City, Kan.
Attorney
825 Washington

ROBINSON

Judge Division No.9, Circuit Court Jackson
County, Court House, Kansas City, Mo.

JOHNSON

Clerk, Post Office, Station A
1118 E. 45th St., Kansas City, Mo.
CH ARLES CORWIN lURAN
Attorney
Enid, Okla.
WALTER

POWELL

Deceased
Ex-Clerk U. S. Court at Kansas City, Mo.

JOlINSON

1.ESTER LENFESTY

POMERJN~;

EDGAR P.

SIDNEY HOWELL

JESSE THOMAS

PHILLIPS

Principal Grevstone School
Res. 2202 N. Tremont, Kansas City, Kan.

Real Estate
115 E. 31st St., Kansas City, Mo.
NEWELL

BROOKS PEW

Attorney
Pew & Proctor
431 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

FERDIKAND EMIL

ULRICH

Kansas City, Mo.
ALMA 1~.
WHITE
Independence, Mo.
ISAAC N. WHIH,
JR.
GEORGE LOGAN WING

Attorney
Banning,

SYLVESTER O'FLAHERTY

Chief Engineer, Central Coal & Coke Co.
605 Keith-Perry Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

\\TILLIAM

Cal.

BROWN YODER, JR.

Attorney
1207 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

GEORGE ROLLS PEAKE

1902
JAMES

NORTHRUP

ATKINSON

OLAF G. BROWN

Guaranty Abstract Co.
636 Minnesota Ave., Kansas City, Kan.
LEON E. BLOCH
Attorney
1208 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
WILLTAM

Attorney
Brown & Brown
Granby, Mo.
WALTER \VJLSON

FORREST BROWN

WILLIAM

CALVIN

Attorney
Calvin & Rea
209 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
912 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
J. BROWN

Attorney
Brown & Brown
Granby, Mo.

JOHN

SHVERMAN

Attorney
901 Orear-Leslie
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CANNON

Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

)

MARGARET CLBH:'NTS

Insurance
436 Lathrop
LU'l

COFFIN

Attorney
537 Sheidley Bldg., Kansas

JOSEPH

CRITES

EMMET

CROSBY

Supt. Metropolitan Life Insurance
703 Belmont Ave., Chicago, Ill.
CHRISTIAN

EDWARD PUTKAlII

N. LA VEINE, JR.
Attorney
Couer d'Alene, Idaho

EVANS

SAMUEL

FRANK

ADOLPHUS

City, Kan.

FRANKL1N

GILMER

JAMES

MORRIS

City, Mo.

MUSSER

PHILIP

\VASHlNGTON

McELROY

LEE MCSPADDEN

Attorney
324 Rialto Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
EDWIN P. MCVEY
EDWARD E. NAllER
Attorney
704 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

City, Mo.

HAYES

With Armour Packing Co.
Res. 2802 Park Ave., Kansas
HARRY

City, Kan.

HAMNER

Attorney
301 Curtice Bldg., Kansas
HERBERT

County

Mg r. "The Fair" Department Store
E1 Paso, Texas
CH ARLES McCoy
Attorney
1311 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

GLIDDEN

LATHAM

MEEK

Attorney
lUI Gloyd Bldg., Kansas

St. Ry. Co.

Railway Mail Service
Res. 3094 N. 17th St., Kansas
BURKS

MULVANE

GEORGE METCALF

GUYER

.Attorney
40 Stubbs Bldg., Kansas
STERLING

Fire Insurance
W. J, Medes & Son
105 W. 11th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
Gage, Ladd & Small
605 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Bldg.

GoBLE

Attorney
Legal Dept., Metropolitan
Kansas City, Mo.
ULYSSES

LLOYD MEDES

CALEB STRONG MONROE

FULTON

Attorney
923 New Bank of Commerce
St. Louis, Mo.
TUNNELL

Pres. Leidigh-Havens
Lumber Co.
1216 R A. Long Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

County Attorney, Wyandotte
Kansas City, Kan.
FRED G. METZ1G

Traffic Com. Commercial Club
Board of Trade Bldg." Kansas City, Mo.

CLAUDE.

PA UL LEJDIGH

JAMES

GEORGE HERBERT FORSEE

M.

KOPE

ALVA

EDWARD

Attorney
Garden City, Kan.

ROBERT

KNOCHE

REUBEN

City, Mo.

CLARK DUNN

JORDAN

HOOK

\iVlLSON

Attorney
1008 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Real Estate, Texas Irrigated Land
510 Midland Bldg" Kansas City, Mo.
GRABLE Vv ATSON DUVAL
Attorney
512 American Bank Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
FRED

Law a Specialty

Topeka, Kan.
BERT S. KUIllRELL
Attorney
Wofford & Kimbrell
1006-7 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
JOSEPH

City, Kan.

DONNE.LLY

Attorney
312 Finance Bldg., Kansas
CHARLES M. DUNLOP
Deceased
LEWIS

Co.

DIETl-11m

Res. 41 South 10th St., Kansas

HOLDEN

Attorney
Mining and Irrigation
Holden & Holden
Idaho Falls, Idaho.

Contractor
704 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

WILLIAM

vV.

ARTHUR

Bldg., Kansas City, Kan.
THEOUORE M. CRILEY
Assistant Manager Lexington Hotel
Chicago, Ill.

VVILLIAM

HALSTEAD

Attorney
617 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
Spalding

HE.NRY

HILLS

EGBERT FRJTZLEN

City, Mo.

LVDA BURTON CONLEY

FRW

HENRY

Corporation Law
Kruse & Hills
406 Stephenson Bldg" Enid, Okla.

Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

FRANCIS

VEL

WILLIAM

City, Mo.

HENLEY

Attorney
R. D. Brownson Bldg.
7th St. and Grand Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

FRANK

NORMAN

Olathe, Kan.
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ANNIE

B. SHIELD
Attorney
438 Sheidley Bldg., Kansas
B. G. SOUTH~"LL

\,VALl.ACE

LEA OWEN

Legal Stenographer
608 Dwight Bldg., Kansas
JAMES

City, Mo.

BELFIELD PECK

Attorney
1006 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
VV. PERRY
Attorney
Perry & Perry
648 Minnesota Ave., Kansas City, Kan.

JOHN

ORIN

HARMON

V\/ILLIA?lISON SHELLEY

Attorney
1117 Commerce
ALBA

E.

TOM COV1KGTON PARKER

Tenn.

MAURICE
POTTS

GEORGE REINHARDT

Attorney
Reinhardt, Shibsby.& Muenich
122{)Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
JEWELL

OSMUS

JOHN

\Vichita,

\'YINGER

FALLEY \'YAYLAND

City Attorney
West Plains, Mo.

SCOTT

Launderer
200-2-4 S. Lawrence,

H.

Attorney
New, Miller, Camack & Winger
Gloyd Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
JOHN D. WHITE
Independence, Mo.

Prosecuting Attorney
Couer d'Alene County, Idaho.

WILLIAU

BLACK SUTTON

Attorney
Sutton & Sutton
310 Portsmouth Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
"VILLIAM B. TREMBLEY
Salesman
Res. 1510 N. 7th St., Kansas City, Kan.

PETTIUONE

CLAUDE HENRY

Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

SCHULTZ

\!\fILLIAM

626 Hyde Block, Spokane, Wash.
Memphis,

WlLLJ;\l\I

City, Mo.

MITCHELL

Portland,

Kan.

\i\1YSE

Ore.

1903
C.

HENRY

VINCENT

BERGE

New.& Krauthoff
Gloyd Bldg., Kansas
DANIEL

City, Mo.

EDWARD BIRD

Judge, Division No.8, Circuit Court, Jackson
County, Missouri
506-7 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
FREDFRJCK ANSELM

WILLIAM

Attorney
906 Scarritt
ARTHUR

C.

FRANKLIN

THEODORE HENRY

JAMES

CHARLES

PAUL SI!IION

FARROW

Attorney
Farrow
& Donahue
825 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
CHARLES MAGNA FUNK

Ennis & Funk Commission Co.
753 Stock Exchange Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
GORDON Roy

Abstracter,
San Diego,

Mo.

CLARK

GARNETT

Union Title & Trust
Cal.

Co.

ARTIE MILTON GENTRY

Attorney
Ha vre, Mont.

Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

NEWTON CLOUD GH.LHA~[

CONWELL

Attorney
305 Commerce

FAIR

MlSS M. TIERA

FRANK

Dentist
621 Commerce

ESTILL

Attorney
1302 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

CELL

Attorney
Brown, Cell & Meyers
904 Grand Avenue Temple Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo.

CHESTE~

WILLIAM

Real Estate
B. G. Estill & Son
317 Ridge Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
JACOB EDWIN

1'. CLARK
Railway Postal Clerk
817 Glenwood Ave., Washington,

ENDERLEIN

Attorney, Probate Practice, Specialty
307 Baum Bldg., Oklahoma City, Okla.

City, Mo.

BROWN

Patent Attorney
1216 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
JOHN

Attorney, Chicago Tribune
Chicago, Ill.

BRUNN

Bldg., Kansas

DAVIS

HARRY CHARLES DONOHO

BOXLEY

Attorney
1112 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
CHARLES

ALEXANlJt:R

Attorney
Davis & Waldon
Lee's Summit, Mo.

Attorney
715 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
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•

JAMES

C.'\RRIKGTON

FESTUS

GILMER

Real Estate
Gilmer & Gilmer
202 Westport Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
GILBERT W. HAVEIU'lELD
Attorney
538-9 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
CLAREKCE

WILLIAM

HOPKINS

JOHN

LEWIS

Mo.

JOSEPH

HOGA:'"

HENRY

HOGE

JAMES

INGELS

CHARLES

J.

KENNEDY

CHARLES
LEROY

KERNECKEL

Attorney
605 Waldheim Bldg.
Assistant City Counselor
City Hall, Kansas City, Mo.
JAMES

LAWRENCE

CHARLES

ELMER

KILROY

MANNING

Cashier, Thresher & Fuller Grain Co.
314 Board of Trade Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
MATTHEW

LAWRENCE

Attorney
19 Lyford
LUCIEN

ELLIS

E. H.

MATSON

Bldg., Sapulpa,

ELLSWORTH

RUSH

STALEY

Attorney
405 Heist Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Okla.

RODERT BURNS

MAY

Editor "Mercer Signal"
Mercer, Mo.

JOHN

STRADER

SVLVAKUS

SUTHERLAND

Res. 1316 Central, Kansas City, Mo.
LEONARD UUfANN

EDWARD MERTON MESSECAR

Attorney
917 Farrar

ROGERS

AOA?lIS ROSE

Instructor Northeast High School
736 Prospect Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
OWEN S. SA?-ruEL
County Attorney, Lyon County
Emporia, Kan.
CHARLES HUGHEY SMALL
Colorado Springs, Colo.

LOGAN

HERRICK

Avc., Kansas City, Kan.
Rass

DUNCAN

City Attorney
Security State Bank Bldg., Havre, Mont.

BRYCE LoGAN

CHARLES

PHILLlPS

YARBROE OLIVER PUGH

N E\-EN

CHARLES

Assistant Prosecuting Attorney
941 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
\iVILLTAM JAMES

HAYS

Attorney
345 Waverly

Carrier, Postoffice
2706 Park Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
JULIAN

PERRY

Manager Arctic Ice Co.
Wichita, Kan.

KABURICK

EDWARD PATRICK

GRA:\'T

CHARLES

IVERS
CHARLES

PALMER

. Attorney
Perry & Perry
648 Minnesota Ave., Kansas City, Kan.

Credit Manager and Attorney for The B. R.
Electric & Tel. Mfg. Co.
500 Delaware St., Kansas City, Mo.
EDWARD

CHURCH

Passenger Conductor, Union Pacific R. R. Co.
322 N. 16th Sr., Kansas City, Kan.

District Claim Adjuster, Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul Ry. Co.
319 Sheidley Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
EVERETT

BALLARD OSBORN

Contractor
2425 Elmwood Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

Talala, Okla.

JESSE

CA;"IERON ORR

Attorney
Griffin & Orr
304 Victor Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

818 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

EDWARD

NOLAND

BERRY NORTON

LUTHER

Attorney

CUTLER

FRANCIS

Vice-Pres. Capital Abstract & Realty Co.
Okmulgee, Okla.

OSCAR BoeHLAND

SHAY

NIPP

Salesman. Terminal Elevators
229 Board of 1'rade Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
Butler, Mo.

HOWARD

CONSTANTINE

NICHOLAS

HARDIK

WILUAi\[

MOORE

Attorney
335 Rialto Bldg., Kansas City, Mo .

CARL ]UFE:RSON HENRY

JOHN

BELTON

L. McARTHUR
Attorney
Local Attorney for Santa Fe
Lindsay, Okla.

ROGERS HALL

Attorney
Chrisman-Sawyer Bank Bldg.
Independence, Mo.
L. M. HAYDON
Attorney
519 Baker Block, Springfield,

MILLER

CLAIRE

Chief Clerk of Law Dept.,
Kansas City Southern Ry. Co.
. Kansas City, Mo.
JOHN

OSWALD

Deceased

Attorney
335 Rialto Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

St., St. Joseph, Mo.
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"VALTER HEKRY

VESPER

NATHANIAL

CLEM LLOYD WATSON

ELI

Produce
Res. 2908 Holmes St., Kansas City, Mo.
JOHN

LEWIS

HERBERT "VBERRY

Claim Agent, M. K. & T. Ry. Co.
Res. 428 Kensington Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

WALDON

MARSHALL

JAY WILLIAMS

With Fred Harvey, Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
Asst. County Attorney
Lee's Summirt, Mo.
GEORGE \VINSTON

CALVIN \i\THALEY

City Counselor
Whaley & lng
Poplar Bluff, Mo.

Mgr.- Treas. Buick Motor Co.
Oklahoma City, Okla.

"VELLS BLODGETT WILLIAMS
FRANKLIN

WELLS

WILBUR

General Agent, Southern Surety Co.
1510 \Naldheim Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

\iVELSH

Commercial and Real Estate Law
Purcell, Okla.
HERMAN Lours \iVESTPHAL
Attorney
Mordt & Westphal
Antlers, Okla.

NAPOLEON BONAPARTE WINFREY

Physician
509 junction
\'VILLJ.u-r

Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

ALEXANDER

\,VR1GHT

Attorney
312 Iowa Bldg., Muskogee, Okla.

1905
CARL HERBERT ADAMS

JAMES

Attorney
701 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
]A],IES

HARLAN

ARNOLD

Broker-Financial
903 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
ANDREW

G.

BODWELL

Mgr. Kansas Brick & Mfg. Co.
2-19 Reliance Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
HAROLD MURAT BOYLE

Hogsett & Boyle, Attorneys
Grand Ave. Temple Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
ALMOND DuFAY

COeI-IRAN

Attorney
Sapulpa, Okla.

WILLIAM

Attorney
715 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
GEORGE T. HALL
Mgr. Mutual Oil Co.
1000 \iV. 8th St., Kansas City, Mo.
JULIA V. HARRIS
'
Kansas City, Kan.
SAMUEL ABRAHAM HARRISON

CHARLES

BENJAMIN
COUNTER

Attorney
327-28 McNeece Bldg., San Diego, Cal.
JUL1AN

KLEIN

DAVIDSON

ROZZELLE DONALDSON

Attorney
1002 Gloyd Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
WILLIAM

T.

DUNN

WILLIAM

JR.

FINDLEY HURT

Real Estate
McElroy-Kellogg Inv. Co.
405 Victor Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Aunxxr ROBERT LoNG
OAKLEY

DeLAWTER

Ln.'IING

Alabama Charcoal Co.
528 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

PETER EHlNGER

Clerk, C. J. Vve1ch's Court
717 E. 15th St., Kansas City, Mo.

HOGIN,

SCOTT PERRY KELLOGG

Deceased
CLEMENCE

RUSSELL

Attorney
405 Republic Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
JAMES L. HOGIN
Attorney
27-31 Stubbs Bldg., Kansas City, Kan.

Undertaker
3024 Troost Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
GLENN

JR.

PREBLE; HALL

GEORGE CLEM MAN COLBURN

Stock Raiser
Freeman, Mo.

GREeN,

1'. Green Grocer Co.
Kansas City, Mo.
WENTWORTH E. GRIFFIN
Attorney
Griffin & Orr
6U4 Grand Ave. Temple, Kansas City, Mo.

GEORGE LOSEY
HARDING B. MANARD

House, Manard, Allen & Johnson, Attorneys
1325 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

HARRY CLINTON FARABEE

Attorney
823 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

GEORGE FORNEY MOSELEY
EDMUKD ELMER MORRrs

ESKRIDGE RET:.D GEKTRY

Buyer for Armour & Co.
Live Stock Exch. Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Treas. Kansas City Title Co., and Lawyer
9th and Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
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JOHN

EDWARD MCPHERSON

\VILLIAM

Maxwell Investment Co.
1011 Baltimore, Kansas City, Mo.
OMAR

RICHARD NAGLE

EU.IE.R BIRD SANFORD

With Baird & Husebton
1013 vValdheim Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
.ALOYSIUS EUGENE

Attorney
Los Angeles, Cal.

O'FLAHERTY

GEORGE S. SHELTON

Attorney
House, Manard, Allen & Johnson
Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
MARTIN

JOSEPH

Attorney
701 Republic Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
HENRY

GEORGE PATRICK

Appliance Co.
1016 McGee St., Kansas City, Mo.

Commercial Printing
Walkenhorst & Park
716 Baltimore Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
DEFoE

ADDlSOX V EST THURMOND

A. V. Thurmond Building Co.
400 Grand Ave. Temple Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo.

PYPES

Attorney
518 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
TnuRMAN

ROBERT HENRY TSCHUDY

J.

FORREST RAILSBACK

H. Tschudy Lumber Co.
2300 Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
Railsback & Little
1-2-3 Peoples National Bank Bldg.
Kansas City, Kan.
\iVILLIAM SHERMAN

JAY TSCHUDY

J. H. Tschudy Lumber Co.
2300 Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

RANDALL

FRANK

Sec. James B. vVelsh Realty & Loan Co.
Lathrop Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

A.

UPDEGRAFF

Real Estate Law
230 Reserve Bank Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

ED\VARD WALFORD REED

With Kansas City Electric Light Co.
15th and Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

GEORGE WILLIAM

VETTER

Chief Clerk and Gen. Agent. Freight Dept.
A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co.
905 Main St., Kansas City, Mo.

FRANCIS CROMWELL HEINECKE

Credit Man, K. C. Hay Press Co.
8th and Mill Sts., Kansas City, Mo.
JAMES

ST. JOHN

STUBERT BJDDLE STEPHENS
V.-P.
Stephens Gas-Electric

ELME.R PARK

MELANCHTON

SPALDING

City License Department
City Hall, Kansas City, Mo.

LEE OVERALL

Attorney
814 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
FRANK

MATHEW

Dept. Manager, Palace Clothing Co.
Res. 4010 S. Benton, Kansas City, 1'10.

O'DONNELL

Attorney
1318 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
VJJLSON

ALBERT STOUGH

Attorney
938 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

CL YDE WILCOX

Attorney
704 Scarritt Bldg" Kansas City, Mo.

GARFIELD ROWELL

Department Manager, Swift & Company
Kansas City, Kan.

CHARLES

Sn:.PHEN

\iVIX

1906
A USTIN ALLEN
Attorney
404 Fidelity Trust Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

EARL

WILLIAM

EARL CLYDE CANNON

U. S. Bureau of Animal Industry
802 Live Stock Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

MORGAN BRISON

CLIFFORD ELMO FERGUSON

Real Estate and Insurance
McKibben Bldg., Muskogee, Okla.

Sales Manager, Harry A. Dorman Advt. Co.
Kansas City, Mo.

GEORGE CALVIN BURNS

LAWRENCE KrRBY FULTON

1251 Scott Ave., ,Kansas City, Kan.

Attorney
1301 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

EDWARD YOUNG BLUM

Attorney
314 Live Stock Exchange, Kansas City, Mo.
ARTHUR

PETER Fox
Attorney
Fox & Glandon, Kansas City, Kan.

JAMES

ELBERT BRIGGS

Real Estate and Insurance Law
Rialto Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

MUSCOE RUSSELL H.

LoVING TREVELYAN CRUTCHER

GARNETT

CLAUDE STONE GOSSETT

Crutcher 'Warehouse Co.
1209 Union Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
610 Dwight Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
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HARRY LINCOLN

GREEN

LEM VEL LEROY RALLS

Special Agent, Union Central Life Ins. Co.
406 Sharp Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

1424 Baltimore Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
P~:RLE E.

Attorney
600-2 Rialto Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

EDWARD ALLAN

OLE HIBNER

Auto Business Mgr. Kansas City Rubber Co.
Omaha, Neb.
PAUL

ERMOND

RICHARD

ULYSUS

HIGGINS

MARION

LANDREY

CHARLES

w.u.

LANE

JAMES

CLIFTON LANGSDALE

FRANK

WITHERSPOON,

JR.

Live Stock Commission,
Vice-Pres. Witherspoon
Kansas City, Mo.

LIKDQUIST

Attorney
Kansas City, Mo.

ATCH

MAULSBY

PERRIN

Stock Yards
Com. Co.

Vv'OODSON

Lumber Business
Warsau, Wis.

Principal Wolcott School
Res. 843 Quindaro Blvd., Kansas City, Kan.
ROBERT SAMUEL

OSCAR VVADE

Contractor
Res. 3926 Mercer St., Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
Langsdalc & Howell
922 Scan-itt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

:MARCUS LAWSON

FREDERICK VIEREGG

Freel Harvey
Res. 2720 E. 40th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Claim Clerk, K. C. M. & O. Ry. Co.
Kansas City, Mo.

AUGUSTUS

EDWARD THOMPSON

Attorney
Thompson & Brady
204 Wahlenmaier Bldg., Kansas City, Kan.

Attorney
2710 Strong Ave., Kansas City, Kan.

HERMAN

Ia.

\!\TALLIS SPARKS

CHARLES

631 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

FRANK

SCREECHFJELD

Res. 915 E. 29th St., Kansas City, 1\'[0.
INGRA111 J. TALBOTT
Attorney
311 Husted Bldg., Kansas City, Kan.

HUGHES

LAFAYETTE

ALLISON

Attorney
Security Bldg., Davenport,

HOOVER

FORREST MONTRAVILLE K~:NNARD
JOSEPH

GEORGE VVILLTA)'[ SOLAN

Muehlebach Brewing Co.
ISth and Main Sts., Kansas City, Mo.

City Counselor, Attorney Hale, Higgins &
Herrod
511 Husted Bldg., Kansas City, Ka11.
CHARLES

SETZLER

Attorney, Justice of the Peace
1319 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

HUFF

Attorney, Chief Clerk Probate Court,
Wyandotte County
Kansas City, Kan.
HARRY CURTIS

RICHARDSON

646 Minnesota Ave.
Res. 749 Barnett Ave., Kansas City, Kan.

GEORGE CLEVELAND HILL

OGILVY

FRANK

Transit, Union Pacific R. R. Co.
Res. US White Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

INGERSOLL VVINANTS

Physician
Cortland, N. Y.

1907
EUGENE

EARLE BOWERS

HARVEY JAMES

Attorney
605 American Bank Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo.

PERCY COLHrAN

Manager City Ice & Storage Co.
Kansas City, Mo.

GEORGE MEDILL FENNER

Attorney
Mobridge, S. D.

EDWARD BALL

Attorney
1211 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
'NALTER R. BUCHANAN
Chief Clerk, Delinquent Tax Collector
City Hall, Kansas City, Mo.
FRANK

FIELD

Attorney
836 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

HARRY LEE BURKE

EUGENE

EMERSON

Attorney
804 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

JOHN

HENRY

GATLEY

Attorney
505 Scarritt
JOHN

Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

HARRY GREER

Attorney
516 Scar ritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

CORNELIUS DABNEY

EUGENE

Contractor
3034 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

CLAY HAMILTON

Attorney
Martin-Parker
206

Bldg., Independence,

Mo.

r

JESSE

HESS

Attorney
Dighton,
FIELDING

JESSE EDWARDS

Kan.
BLAIR HOUCHENS

ADAM

Deputy Assessor
2e1 Floor Court House. Independence,
DANrEL

Mo.

Attorney
Langsdalc & Howell
922 Scan-itt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

WILLrAl\1

JAUDON

HALEY

JMI'1ES WINFRED

Assistant

City, Mo.

HARRY

Parsons,

M. K. & T. Ry.

Kan.

ANDREW

RAND

Res. 1122 Argentine
ROBERT

Blvd., Kansas City, Kan.

STEW ART ROBERTSON

Attorney
Sedalia, Mo.

WILLIAM

EVERETT

RICHARD

HEADLeE

RICE

SKIN

JOSEPH

MCCARTY

of Schools

McMAHOK

PATRICK

DrvICIACUS McDANJEL
Asst. Prosecuting Attorney
Court House, St. Joseph, Mo.

MARVIN

LUTHER

OREAR

Credit Mgr., Fairbanks Morse & Co.
1217 Union Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
BENJAMIN
A. PLU~IMER
Paying Teller, National Reserve Bank
Kansas City, Mo.

Ave.

HERBERT

RHOADES

Attorney
Marshall & Rhoades
Ulysses, Kan.

"VOOD

KNAPP

JOSEPH

OSCAR

NER

Attorney
Skinner & McCombs
Holmes Bldg., 710 Minnesota
Kansas City, Kan.
BERT 'IN. THORNE
CHARLES

LAURENS

Supervising Principal
Kansas City, Kan.

Attorney
1020 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
JOHN W. STAGGERS
Columbia University, Washington, D. C.
ALTON

LERoy

Attorney
Electric Block, Livingston, Mont.
LoUIs
P. MADDEK
Real Estate
Madden & Madden
1006 Sharp Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
GEORGE HERBERT
MUI-FORD

of Kansas
CARL

LAD~;

Credit Man, U. S. Water & Stearn Supply
Co., 1315 W. 12th St.
Res. 1225 W. 40th St., Kansas City, Mo.

REID

General Attorney,

BURRILL LATHROP

WILLIAM

REED

Attorney
923 Scarf-itt Bldg., Kansas

Bank Bldg.

Pierson-Lathrop
Grain Co.
502 Board of Trade Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Principal Emerson School
Tracy Ave. and Pacific St., Kansas City, Mo.
\,yILLlAM

BRUCE KELLER

Attorney
Keller & Nulton
Suite 1-3, National
Pittsburg, Kan.

VOORHES HOWELL

VIRGIL HARDIN

JAMES

Attorney
1010 Scarriut Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Credit Man, City Ice & Storage Co.
21st and Campbell Sts., Kansas City, Mo.

1908
JOHN

TRI.MDLE

W J LL J AM HERJ3ERT BOOR....lIt
Asst. Prosecuting Attorney,
Manila, Philippine Islands

ALLEN

GEORGE THOMAS

AUGHINDAUGH

With Bowersock, Hall & Hook
303 Fidelity Trust Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
JAMES P. AYLWARD
Attorney
Walsh, Aylward & Lee
Grand Ave. Temple Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
GEORGE TILLMAN

EDWARD

GUERRANT CALDWELL

Attorney
Red Cloud, Neb.
FREDERICK

J ORN

CLARK

Attorney
Rosalie, Wash.
JOHN F. CUTLER
Standard Title Insurance Co.
210 Montgomery St., San Francisco,

BELL

Com. Trans. Bureau
Sioux City, Iowa
\,y ILL/A !If STEPHEN

Dept. of Justice

BRA Y

Cal.

FREDER1CK MALCOMB COOK

Attorney
506 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
JOHN Roy BEECHING
Attorney
Hutchinson, Kan.

Bookkeeper
Res. 237 N. 13th St., Kansas City, Kan.
TOWNLEY

CULBERTSON

Asst. Secretary Commerce
Kansas City, Mo.
207

Trust Co.

ANNA L. DONAHUE
Attorney
Farrow & Donahue
825 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Roy N. DEVAULT
Attorney Met. St. Ry. Co.
Kansas City, Mo.

\T\,TILLIAl\l HEl\"DERSON MACLAREN

MISS

Salesman, Faxon & Gallagher Drug Co.
Parsons, Kan.
HARRY B. MCCR .....
Y
Asst. Mgr. Badger Lumber Co.
l Sth and Indiana, Kansas City, Mo.
DON

BOYD STARKE EpPES

Res. Manager Electric Light Plant
Kalamazoo, Mich.
HARVEY CLARENCE GALBRAITH

Attorney
723 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
RUBY

DWIGHT

GARRETT

JOHN

GLORE

Real Estate, A. P. Nichols & Co.
300 Gumbel Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
ROBERT \lV.

Attorney
Seattle, Wash.

Roy

HORACE GUFFIN

Attorney
Williams, Hunter & Guffin
914 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
335 Reserve Bank Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Bldg., Kansas City, Kan.

GUSTAVE ADOl.PH

Co.

JEFFRIES

NORMAN

JAMES

Kan.

LoMBARD

Asst. Treas. Lombard & Son, Inc.
1029 Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
THOMAS

BEN

& GoSSETT
U. S. Mex. Trust Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

COOK

FRANKUN

SIl\.IRALL

EDWARDS

TODD

Attorney
Registrar and Lecturer K. C. School of Law
718-19 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
PHIL
R. TOLL
Chairman Exec. Com., Badger Lumber Co.
Midland Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

MADDEN

BENJAMIN

SANDUSKY

Attorney
Proseccting Attorney
General Practice
Simrall & Simrall
Liberty, Mo.

LENGEL

Building Manager
Schweiter Bldg., Wichita,

SWANSON

Attorney
Ball & Ryland
307-8 First National Bank Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo.

With Cohn & Jeffries
Chicago, Ill.
C}JARLES

SMITH

JACKSON CLEVELAND STANTON

WOODWARD HOOVER

GARRY JACKSON

CALVIN

Attorney
Piatt & Marks .
715 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

HERROD

Deming Investment
Oswego, Kan.

WILLIAM

MYRON RANDALL

HENRY

Attorney
310 Portsmouth

RADFORD

Volith Kaw Valley Drainage Board
Res. 714 S. Tenth s-, Kansas City, Kan.

BOONE F. GORDON

ABSALOM

O'CONNOR

VlALTER FOLEY PAGE

Attorney
Liberty, Mo.

ALBERT JAMES

McNEAL

Kansas City, Mo.

GoRDON, ]R.

THORNTON

HUNTON

Oklahoma Land Titles a Specialty
Deming Investment Company
903-13 Concord Bldg., Oklahoma City, Okla.

Attorney
524 Rialto Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
BAYLISS

MCCOMBS

\NILLIAM

Attorney
909 Gloyd Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
FRANKLl N DARIAN

C.

Attorney
Judge Municipal Court
Skinner & McCombs
24-25-26 Holmes Bldg., Kansas City, Kan.

MOTLEY

CLYDE GoRDON MILLER

Supervisor Wages, Train and Enginemen,
Frisco Lines
363 August Bldg., Ft. Wonth, Tex.

LOREN

FESTUS

Attorney
702 Haight

\VHITE

Bldg., Seattle,

Wash.

1909
JOSEPH

HENRY

BRADY

THOMAS

Judge Municipal Court
Attorney-at-Law
206 Wahlenmaier Bldg., Kansas City, Kan.

FRANCIS

BRESNEHEN

Attorney
With Law & Credit Co.
523 Locust St., Kansas City, Mo.
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FRANK

ALLISON

JOHN

EDWARD

BETTS

Los Angeles, Cal.
EDWARD HENRY

BUENT£:

Wi,th John D. Seitz Ins. Co.
209 Sheidley Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

J AMES

VINCENT

FRANK
WILBUR

PERRY

OLIVER

CARL

BROWN

ALONZO

CHAPELLE

Attorney
Asst. Reporter Supreme Court
Jefferson City, Mo.
WILLIAM

H.

Roy W. CRIMM
Attorney
707 Dwight Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

MARCELLUS

R.

DAVIS

SAMUEL

ARTHUR

DEW

FRANKLIN

LAWRENCE

MATTHEW

CLINTON

A. P. FALCONER
MAN

Attorney
605 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
EDWARD JOHN

PERLEY

JOHN

RALPH

Cicy, Mo.

EDGAR

NULTON

Asst. County Attorney
Suite 1, National Bank Bldg., Pittsburg, Kan.
AXTELL

ROBERT REEVE

OLSTON

PARK

DeLano-Johnson & Park
Realty & Loan Co.
716 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
HELEN

CRA W:FORD

ROGERS

Law Stenographer
With G. Y. Thorpe
512-15 American Bk. Bldg., Kansas City, Kan.
PERRY

\VILBUR

SEATON

Attorney
615 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
EDWIN
V\I"£E.D SMALL
Antcrney

With Gage, Ladd & Small
605 New York Life Bldg.) Kansas City, Mo.

FLEMING

Attorney for Legal Aid Bureau
Water Works Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

NALLY

Frank Witherspoon Live Stock Com. Co.
532 Live Stock Exch. Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

G. EllE.RU:
Atrtorney
210-212 Finance Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

TOBY FISH

MORGAN

PETER JACOB NEEF

EARL

CELSUS

BENJAMIN

Jefferson

DRISCOLL

City Attorney
Pasco, Wash.

MEANS

States Attorney
Wagner, S. Dak.

HERMAN

Attorney
810 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

MARQUIS

Attorney
404 Foster Bldg., Denver, Colo.

CURTIS

Davis Bros. Realty .& Inv. Co.
207 R. A. Long Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

BELL

CARLTON

Curtis Commission Co.
Live Stock Exch. Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
GUY

LANG KNECHT

Mgr. Marquis Roofing Co.
608 Sharp Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

CLA:rrTON CHAl\fBERLIN

Attorney
834 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

GEORGE ELLlOTT

HUTC.HINGS

Attorney
307 Fidelity Trust Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
VVILSON

DAVID

HOLL1NGSWORTH

Christian Church Minister
1333 \~T. 25th sr, Des Moines, Ia.

Railway Mail Service
Kansas City, Mo.
CHARLES

HALL

Attorney
Halfway, Mo.

Attorney
Wagner, Okla.
CHARLES

GAMES

Kan.

FALLIS

JOHN

BROADDUS

FUTYOYE

Attorney
908 Gloyd Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
Noyes & Heath
409 Manhattan Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
ELllRlDGE

WATSON

Lawrence,

BLOCK

CHESTER

GARNET

Armour Fertilizer Works
Chicago, III.
JOHN B. GAGE
Attorney
Watson, Gage & Watson
1108-11 Grand Ave Temple Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo.

BURl.'fS

Contract Dept. Electric Light Co.
1500 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
ARTHUR

FREDERICK

BETTlS

Contract Dept. Electric Light Co.
15th and Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

CHESTER

CLINTON

SMITH

Attorney
1015 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

FORD

Cane Hill, Ark.
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FOREST

\,VILLIAM

TUCKER

\VILLJAM

Res. 1503 E. 35th St., Kansas
CHARLES

City, Mo.

VVILBUR VAUGHAN

Printer
Kansas

City Post,

CHARLES

Kansas

HARRY

LAWSON

\VATTS

Attorney
Moore & Watts
320 Dwight Bldg., Kansas

City, Mo.

NEAL

J.

Attorney
Holdenville,

VAVRA

Geneva, N ebr.

City, Mo.

·WHITE

Mo.

1910
JOSEPH

FRAKCIS

Attorney
531 Scarritt

AYLWARD

WALOO BROWN JENNINGS

Bldg., Kansas

Traveling Salesman
Chicago, 11I.

City, Mo.

BOWER BROADDUS

WILLIAM

Attorney and Municipal
Muskogee, Okla.
ROBERT

EMMETT

With Wright
923 Baltimore

BERRY

AUGUST

JOHN

GEORGE WILLIAM
\VILLIAM.

City, Mo.

Attorney

OSCAR DEWILDE

HERVEY

BUGBEE

Pres. Imperial Serum Co.
564 Live Stock Exch. Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
Osceola, Mo.

Wis.

CHARLES

FREDERICK

Stenographer
19th & Cookson,
LEMUEL

LAPAYETTE GOLSON McFALL

CLEVELAND BURTON

Waukesha,

DEWITT

Kansas

City, Mo.

Dept., High School

CLAUDE L. PETERSON

Deputy Clerk, District
Kansas City, Kan.
MYRTLE EDWIN

DRENNAN

LESLlE

JAl\lES

EUGENE

Court

RA wrox

Attorney
Kansas City, Mo.

20 Stubbs Bldg., 645 Minnesota
Kansas City, Kan.

Ave.,

JULES

HARRY ROSENBAUM

Attorney

702 Kansas City Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

DREIER

James Bldg., Chattanooga,

MCQUAY

Attorney
Viator Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
Musser & Donnelly
Tuscumbia, Mo.

W ILLLUI

McNEESE

HARRY FRANKLIN

DARROW

HARRY LEE DONNELLY

\VIl.LlAi\T

ARTHUR

Attorney
324 Rialto Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

CARTER

Supt. Manual Training
Kansas City, Kan.

MCCOLLUM

Attorney
Kirkpatrick, McCollum & Kirkpatrick
1114 R. A. Long Bldg., Kansas City, 1.10.

Deceased

NATHAN

MILLER

E1\IMET MORTON

Attorney
920 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

RO:ME V lCKRY BUTLER

BEECHER

MORTON KIRKPATRICK

Attorney
lela Bell, Okla.

BUFORD BRYANT

CLINTON

JOCHEMS

WESLEY KLiNGELHOFER

HARRISON

BRASHER

Attorney
Pew & Proctor
431 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas

Cu.

Attorney
•
22{) E. Douglas St., Wichita, Kall.

Judge

Investment Co.
Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

GEORGE KIRTLEY

DENNIS

Powell Publishing

Tenn.

GUY EOWARD STANLEY

Attorney
Stanley & Stanley
222 Wahlcnmaier Bldg., Kansas City, Kan.

DECKER

Traveling Salesman, Powell Publishing
Chicago,
MERRILL Foss HU11l\IEL
Philadelphia, Pa.
EDWIN A. HARRIS
Attorney
1018 Scar ritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

pI.

Co.

HERBERT LEWIS

Attorney
Jamesport,

SONGER

Mo.

ROBERT THOMAS

Sn:PHEKs

City Attorney
Excelsior Springs,

CLARK ALONZO HOLLOWAY

CHARLES EMERSON

Mo.

STEVENSON

Attorney
Ball & Ryland
First National Bank Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Stenographer,
Parole Dept.
Board of Public Welfare, City Hall
1303 Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
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;

SIMON

DIETERICH

GEORGE HALE

STULKEN

ERNEST

LERoy

Prosecuting Attorney
General Practice
Sirnrall & Simrall
Liberty, Mo.
JAMES

EDWARD

THOMAS

Ave., Kansas City, Kan.

\VESTFALL

JEFFERSON

\VISE

Attorney
314 Live Stock Exch. Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
BERNHARDT

TAYLOR

KENNETH

KOST WARD

\VILLIAM

WOESTEl>IEYER

Attorney
Bethel, Kan.

Attorney
934 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
VVILLJAM

EWING

Attorney
220 Bryant Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Sli\lRALL

GRAHAM

\NEST

Res. 434 Barnett

U. S. Inspector
Cherryvale, Kan.

CHARLES

YALE

Credit Man, Swift & Co.
Kansas Cjty, Kan.

Attorney
32 Stubbs Bldg., Kansas City, Kan.

1911
C.

WILBUR

CYRUS

BEST

IRA BURTON

BURNS

Attorney
1022 Scarritt

MORRiS

GUY

Mo.

CHAPPEL

JOHN

Bldg., Kansas

City, Mo.

Attorney
646 Minnesota
ARTHUR

Ave., Kansas

\VlI.LJAMS

Attorney
913 Commerce

City, Kan.

EllWARDS

CORNELIUS

Attorney
Carmean & Edwards
900 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
JOHN

WILLIAM

FRANCTSCUS

\-Vith Met. St. Hy. Co.
l Sth and Grand A ve., Kansas City, Mo.
WILSON

SAMUEL

HORACE MICHAEL

J.

JULIEN

RAnlOND

RiCHARD

St. Ry. Co.

HARVEY

JOT'IN \"'ESLEY

JOHNSON

JOSEI'H

WILLIAM

JR.

PATTON

Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

CHARLES

RICKEL

Attorney
201 Commercial National
Kansas City, Kan.
BAYARD

LEVIS

Lowe Brothers

NOONAN,

PATTERSON

Attorney
1034-5 Scarritt

CONGER LANG

Traveling Salesman,
Kansas City, Mo.

Co., Claim Dept.

Attorney
Agt. Prudential Insurance Co.
3326 Gillham Road, Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
McFadden & Claffin
220 Wahlenmaier Bldg., Kansas City, Kan.
ELON

MICHAEL

GEORGE FREDERICK

Artomey
Sampsell, Mo.
JAMES

EARL MCGINNIS

With Prairie Oil & Gas Co.
Independence, Kan.

Metropolitan St. Ry. Co.
15th and Grand A ve., Kansas City, Mo.
NOVA JEWELL

City, Mo.

MYERS

Kansas City Casualty
Kansas City, Mo.

GOLDMAN

HARRIS

JR.

Credit Man, Maxwell, McClure Fitts
Dry Goods Co.
Cor. Sixth and Bank Sts., Kansas City, Mo.

FRAZIER

Draughtsman,
Metropolitan
Kansas City, Mo.

Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

MURPHY,

Attorney
T. H. Mastin & Co.
Fidelity Trust Bldg., Kansas

Deceased
HARRY R. FREEM AN
Attorney
530 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
JOSEPH M. GOLDBLATT
920 Irving Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.
EARL

MARLOWE

EDWARD MEYERS

LLOYD EATON

ELDRED

MARCUS

Attorney
Marlowe & Shumway
735 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

COOLEY

Attorney
1007 Commerce

Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

LEVENTHAL

Attorney
Leventhal & Leventhal
613 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

JESSE LEE BRJGHTW£.LL

Attorney
Lewistown,

REID LESLIE

Attorney
606 Scarritt

Casper, 'Wyoming

C.

RICHARDSON

Attorney
835 Scarritt

Co.

211

Bank Bldg.,

Bldg., Kansas

City, Me

C.

CLA Y

I{oGF.RS

\\TALLACE HILTON

Attorney
727 Scarrirtt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
RICI-IARD JOSEPH SEXTON

The Best Coal Co.
19th & Main Sts., Kansas City, Mo.
HENRY

E.

JOHN

FRANCIS THlCE

Attorney
Independence, Mo.

SHEPPARD

Attorney
Rich Hill, Mo.
SAMUEL

SHUMWAY

Attorney
Marlowe & Shumway
735 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

WALTER LOUIS

FREDERICK SMITH

WOLF

U. S. Naturalization Attorney
3002 Oak St., Kansas City, Mo,

Attorney
818 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

1912
WILLIAM

TUTTLE ALFORD

ERNEST LYFORD CRAIN

Attorney
Wright & Alford
Gloyd Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
]OSF.PH H.

414 AIdine Court, Kansas City, Mo.
WILLIAM

ASHTON

Gen. Agt. Southwestern Surety Ins. Co.
201 R. A. Long Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
BERTRAND BAILEY

Attorney
Couer d'Alene, Idaho

EDWARD D.

CHARLES VICTOR GARNETT

Real Estate
735 Scarf-itt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
STEPHEN

Attorney
Garnett & Garnett
920 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

BATES

Attorney
701 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

ERNEST

Real Estate
320 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

WALTER ALum

Kansas City, Mo.
HARVEY BURK

CARL WILLIAM

Attorney
Knoop & Burk
628 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
BENJAMIN

EUBANK

BUSH

ARTHUR ADAM HESS

Attorney
Butcher, Hess & Haner
629 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo'.

EDWARD BUTCHER

Attorney
Butcher, Hess & Haner
629 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
GEORGE AUGUSTUS

HARRY WALLER HaRD

Attorney
314 Live Stock Exchange Bldg ..
Stock Yards, Kansas City, Mo.

CAMPBELL

HARRY SHOWN

Coen Building Material Co.
Kansas City, Mo.
CHARLES

HAROLD CODDING

STANLEY VVASHBURN HOWE

319 Portsmouth
MISS

COGGESHALL

AUGUSTA

Bldg., Kansas City, Kan.

CLAIRE HUlIIBROCK

La \V Stenographer
320 Dwight Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
Tex. & Pac, Ry.
Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
WILLIAM

HOWARD

Attorney
Witten & Hall
Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
Codding & Codding
Leavenworth, Kan.
WALTER

HANER

Attorney
Butcher, Hess & Haner
629 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

McCrum Investment Co.
10 W. 10th St., Kansas City, Mo.
JOHN

GERYE

Attorney
Gerye & Gerye
Pittsburg, Kan.

BOARDMAN BOYLE

WILLIAM

DUDLEY GERYE

Attorney
Gerye & Gerye
Pittsburg, Kan.

MAX MORITZ BLOCK

RUDOLPH

FITZGlBBON

622 Tauromee, Kansas City, Kan.

ISAAC NEWTON BARRY

JOHN

NEWLAND DEATHERAGE

Attorney
621 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Roy KA1S}:R DEITRICH
Attorney
609 Scarr-itt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

JOHN

GILrlIORE HUTTON

Attorney
Hutton & Nourse
701 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

JAME.S COULSON

Houston, Texas
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HARRY LOUIS

JA!lIES

J AeOBS

JAMES

WILLIAM

LUNSFORD JONES

BEN

County Attorney
Leavenworth, Ken.

WARREN

JOHN

LAW

EARL EDOJo,( STRICKLAND

Attorney
629 Scarr-itt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
OSCAR WILLIAM

SLOANE BERNARD TURGEON

Attorney
Lathrop, Morrow,
Kansas City, Mo.
ALFRED HEWITT

FRANK

WAGNER

GEORGE WARREN

Attorney
With Metropolitan St. Ry. Co., Legal Dept.
Kansas City, Mo.
EUGENE C. WHITE
Title & Savings Trust Co.
Kansas City, Mo.

BARTRTM NOURSE

Attorney
Hutton & Nourse
701 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
RUTH

Fox & Moore

Attorney
515 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

MOSES

Attorney
Credit Man. Armour & Co.
Kansas Ci ty, Kan.

MISS

THOMAS

Vice-President A. B. C. Storage Co.
Kansas City, Mo.

MILLER

STUART MOFFATT

JAMES

CROMPTON SKINNER

Campbell Glass & Paint Co.
1421 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
923 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
BARCLAY D. MOORE
Deputy Circuit Clerk
Court House, Kansas City, Mo.
JABEZ HASKELL

Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
SHAMBAUGH

ALEXANDER VVILLIAM Sl'AUL

Attorney
528 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
DICK W. MARTIN
Fidelity Trust Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
MAX

SENNER

Attorney
918' Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

KENNEDY

THOMAS

FRANCIS

WILLIAM

Attorney
Kennedy Investment Co.
434 Reserve Bank Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
WILLlAM

HAYES

Attorney
Miltonville, Kansas

BENTON KELSEY

LYLE HENRY

REED

Attorney
706 Scarritt

Gauger U. S. Survey of Customs
3107 E. 27th St., Kansas City, Mo.

r AMES

MOUNT

Attorney
631 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
LESLIE G. REED

Attorney
331 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
FRED ROBERT JOHNSON
Secy. Associated Charities
Boston, Mass.

E. PATTON

La w Stenographer
Keith & Perry Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

FREDERICK LOUIS

ZIMMERMAN

Hotel Stevens, Seattle, Wash.

1913
L. ALEXANDER
Attorney
404 Fidelity Trust Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

FRED EVANS BREISCH

VIVIAN

DWIGHT

Claim Adjuster
T. H. Mastin & Co., Attorneys
410 Fidelity Trust Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

BEALS

THOMAS

Attorney
Hale, Mo.
CHARLES

JASPER BELL

ROBERT CALDWELL

Attorney
Cowherd, Ingraham, Durham & Morse
901 Republic Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
FRANK

ADAMS BROWN

Lathrop Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo.
Attorney
728 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
CLARENCE VVILLIAM CHRISTENSEN

With Witte Iron Works
Kansas City, Mo.
FRED D. CROY
Registry Division, Postoffice
Kansas City, Mo.

BLEISTEIN

Bleistein & McKeever
La wand Collections
727 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
H. BLOCHER
Keith & Perry Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo.

AVERS

JOHN

PERRY COMBS

1402 Locust St., Kansas City, Mo.
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ARTHUR

MISS

,VALTER ~'i1ARlON KNOOP

DAVIS

Attorney
New York

Life Bldg., Kansas

Attorney
505 R. A. Long Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

City, Mo.

MARGARETT DE.VVITT

HARRY BENSCOTER K.LAP,\lEYER

Teacher, Westport High School
Res. 811 Troost, Kansas City, Mo.
FRANK

HOLLINGSWORTH

Asst. Cashier, Westport Ave. Bank.
212 Westport Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

FARIS

JOHN

Attorney
901 Gloyd Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
ALLAN

TERRELL FINNELL

ELMER

Attorney
50S R. A. Long Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
~DGAR LUCIUS

GEORGE \V.

Bldg., Kansas

Attorney for Legal Aid Bureau
'Water Works Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
EDWARD GLEASON

Asst. Sales Manager Cudahy Packing Co.
Kansas City, Kan.
BERNARD L. GLOVER
Traffic Manager Ash Grove Lime &
Portland Cement Co.
Grand Ave., Temple Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
RALPH E. GRIFFITH
Attorney
Okmulgee, Okla.

HARRY CLAUS HAYMAN

Plant Dept., American Tel. & Tel. Co.
430 Gates Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

WILLIAM

PAUL

MOORE

WILBUR

Attorney
1223 Illinois

OPIE

Ave., Kansas

City, Mo.

MELLVILLE A. PALLETTE

County Assessor's Office
Court House, Kansas City, Mo.
FRANK

JUDSON

PRICE

RANDALL

Legal Dept., Metropolitan
Kansas City, Mo.

St. Ry. Co.

HARRY EDGAR RANDEL

Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
505 R. A. Long Bldg., Kansas
JAMES

Roy

ALEXIS

RUSSELL

900 Minnesota Ave., Kansas City, Kan.
LERoy KERLIN
Daily Record Publishing Co.
523 Locust Sr., Kansas City, Mo.

Nat!. Bank of Commerce
Sts., Kansas City, Mo.

COURTNEY SMlTH

Attorney
3002 Charlotte,

JONES

City, Mo.

SMJTH

Teller, Southwest
lflth and Walnut

JONES

City, Mo.

LEO RYAN

Alderman
208 West 15th St., Kansas

365 South Feree St., Kansas City, Kan.
WrLUUR

FRANK

HERTER

EDWARD RASPISON

CHARLES

875 La Salle St., Chicago, Ill.

CARL LYNNE

Attorney
505 R. A. Long Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
JESSE L. ,HOLLER
Agency Auditor Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co.
Kansas City, Mo.

I.

RAYlll0ND

HERMAN

Attorney
1116 Commerce

Nat!. Bk. Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
MEYER

507 Sharp Bldg., Kansas City, M6.
JOHN 1. RAFFERTY
Reporter
3635 Woodland Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

HARLINE

Lawyer
2912 E. 23rd St., Kansas City, Mo.

GEORGE W.

MARTIN

Attorney
912 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
ALBERT G, MOHN
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry.
Kansas City, Mo.

City, Mo.

LOUIS FLOYD

JAMES CHRJSTOPHER

LANGSDALE, JR.

EVAN

Attorney
1 Peoples'

FLEMING

Attorney
1325 Commerce

JOHN

MARION

Deputy Circuit Clerk, Court House
3001 E. 31st St., Kansas City, Mo.

City, Mo.

NED

HOMER CLAI(ENCE KING

With Water Department
City Hall, Kansas City, Mo.
ARTHUR F. \VAGNER
Cashier National Life Ins. Co.
459 Vietor Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Attorney
Donald Court Bldg., St. Joseph, Mo.

FRANCIS

Kansas

GILBERT

STEEL

1914
CHARLES

HENRY

VVOODWORTH

RALPH

Credit Dept. Fairbanks-Morse
Co.
1217 Union Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

BENJAMIN

THEODORE CI(ANDALL ALFORD

Court Reporter Kansas
Kansas City, Mo.

LOCKE ADAMS

Care Commerce Trust Co., Kansas City, Mo.
BlLLICK

ANDERSON

Attorney
Hatch & Middlebrook
Hall Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

City Post
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CLIFFORD AUGUSTUS BANTLEON
721 N. 8th St., Kansas
City, Kal1.
JRA DoRMOIS BEALS
Care Fidelity
Trust Co., Kansas
City, 1,10.
JONAS P. BECKER
125 Live Stock Exch. Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
CHURCHILL GRAHAM BELL
748 Board of Trade Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
GEORGE FREDERICK BELLEMERE
Attorney
922 Scarritt
Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
ELIAS BERELL
Attorney
.
New York Life Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
DoNALD EUGENE BLACK
Attorney
New York Life Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
RICHARD LEON BLUME
Law Stenographer
701 Scarritt
Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
BENJAMIN ARTHUR BRANSON
220 E. 35th St., Kansas City, Mo.
PAUL ALEXANDER BUZARD
Adjusters & Travelers
Ins. Co.
Kansas City, Mo.
JOHN JOSEPH CANNON
5618 Tracy.
Kansas
City, Mo.
MAX Gus COHEN
Attorney
Scarritt Bldg.
724 Prospect Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
LEO ARTHUR DAVIES
Bell Telephone
Co.
1004 Grand Ave., Kansas
City, Mo.
OTTIS CLEVELAND DAVIES
Bell Telephone
Co.
700 Gates Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
ALBERT EARL ELlA S
1300 Washington
St., Kansas
City, Mo.
ELMER ESMERELDA FABIANO
Attorney
Philippine
Islands
WJl_LIAM ISAAC FARMER
618 Live Stock Exch. Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
HENRY MORGAN GRIFFITH
Attorney
Shukert
Bldg
Kansas
City, Mo.
MISS TILLlE JANE HAIRGROVE
Attorney
Hairgrove
& Hairgrove
525 Scarritt
Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
THOMAS LEO HEALY
City Treasurer's
Office
City Hall, Kansas
City, Mo.
HARRY PHILIP HOVEY
Attorney
419 Nelson Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
ROBERT ELLIOTT HULL
810 Greeley, Kansas
City, Kan.

Roy RIPLEY HUBBARD
Attorney
27-31 Stubbs Bldg., Kansas
City, Kau.
CHARLES HAIRSTONE JACKSON
Prosecuting
Attorney
Norwood,
Mo.
ELBERT HENRY LEHMAN
Credit Man, Dolan Mercantile
Co.
Atchison,
Kansas
BENJA"AIIN HE1).( LEVENTHAL
Attorney
Leventhal
& Leventhal
1018 Scarritt
Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
ROBERT HAYES LEWIS
1334 Charlotte
St., Kansas
City, Mo.
JOHN CAMPBELL Loos
Court of Appeals
Court House,
Kansas
City, Mo.
JAMES JE.SSE LYNN
Care R. & S. Cigar Co., Kansas
City, Mo.
EARL DAVIS MALONEY
Attorney
With Powell & Kurtz
614 New York Life Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
CHARLES ADDISON MILLER
Attorney
North Kansas City, Mo.
HENRY DAVID MINER
Mail Division,
Post Office
Kansas City, Mo.
MISS BF..RTHA MILU:R
Credit Dept., W. S. Dickey Clay Co.
200 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
MISS EMILY FRANCES MILES
Lawyer
Scarrjtt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
LEO PATRICK MCSHANE
Secy. Rule Investment
Company
1013 Commerce
Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
THOMAS WILLIAM McNAMARA
1011 Brooklyn,
Kansas
City, Mo.
JOHN JOSEPH NANGLE
Claim Dept. Missouri
Pacific
Atchison,
Kan.
ANTHONY PARNELL NUGENT
Attorney
Beardsley
& Beardsley
Commerce
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
ROBERT SCOTT OSBORNE
Care Bell Telephone
Co.
Kansas
City, Mo.
WALTER PARKINS
Dean S. Kelley Abstract
920 Walnut Sc., Kansas

Co.
City,

JAMES FRANCES PICKETT
Attorney
Pew & Proctor
431 Scarritt
Bldg., Kansas
ALFRED RA WHOLDT PETERSON
Bethel,
Kan.
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Mo.

City,

Mo.

CLAYTON

BAXTER PJERCE

JAMES

Care Merriam High School, Merriam, Kan.
JOSEPH

RICHARD

RENNER

Care Bell Telephone Co., Kansas City, Mo.
HERBERT

BEN

OLIVER ROBERTS

D ..\VlD SAPER

Attorney
Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
ROSWELL

BARRY

WHITE

TERTE

GEORGE WJLLlA.M

THO?lIAS

540 Gates Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

SAYRE

Attorney
1211 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
EBEN

SUTHERLAND

Attorney
Walsh, Lee & Aylsworth
Scarrjtt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Care Y. M. C. A., Kansas City, Mo.
ALEXANDER

WALLACE

Assessor's Office
City Hall, Kansas City, Mo.

HALLER

HOWARD THRUSTON

Circuit Clerk's Office

SLOAN

Attorney
705 Scarritt Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

DELOS TILTON

WOOD

Court House, Kansas City, Mo.
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